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ABSTRACT

MEASUREMENT OF AMMONIA, METHANE AND PARTICULATE MATTER
EMISSIONS FROM A DAIRY BARN

Darius Mali
University of Guelph, 2013

Advisor:
Dr. Bill Van Heyst

This study examines the concentrations, emission rates, and emission factors of ammonia,
methane, and particulate matter that are emitted from a commercial dairy barn.
The commercial dairy facility was located in Ontario, Canada and has the capacity to
house 501 cattle. They use mechanical ventilation to exhaust foul air.
Concentration data were measured over two sampling periods, winter and spring of 2013.
The emission factors for ammonia, methane, PM10 and PM2.5 averaged over the two
campaigns were 1.12 g hr-1 AU-1, 25.08 g hr-1 AU-1, 9.33 mg hr-1 AU-1 and 4.96 mg hr-1
AU-1, respectively and agree well with reported values in the literature.
Seasonal variation had an effect on the emissions. A large increase was seen in the
ammonia and particulate matter, while a more moderate change was seen in the methane.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The demand for animal products continues to increase with increasing population.
Competition among famer’s also increases and has led to larger, more efficient operations
to process meat, eggs, and milk. There has been a trend in agricultural livestock
production moving away from small family owned farm operations to larger more
industrialized production facilities. This trend is visible across all major species including
poultry, beef, swine, and dairy.
This increase has been demonstrated across the globe to keep up with the high demand
for animal products. Since the late 1960s, there has been an increase of 20% and 12% for
meat and milk consumption, respectively (World Health Organization, 2013). This
expansion comes with an increased number of animals and a greater volume in the waste
produced. This heightened production of waste brings new management problems that
have not previously been encountered including higher emissions of aerial pollutants.
Farms and agricultural operations have long been associated with greenhouse gas (GHG)
production in the form of carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4), but they were also
producing contaminants such as ammonia (NH3) and particulate matter (PM). It is
hypothesized that the cumulative effect of livestock accounts for 40-50% of the total
emitted NH3 (Bouwman, et al., 1997). The quantities of these contaminants have been
estimated but there are still gaps in the data, especially with regards to the variability
introduced by geographic location and seasonal climatology.
For dairy production, methane has been the main focus since ruminant animals have long
been associated with methane production. Now, however, other pollutants, such as NH3,
are starting to be studied. NH3 can indirectly cause the formation of nitrous oxide (N2O)
and fine PM (PM2.5) in the form of secondary inorganic aerosols (SIA). Since N2O is
considered a greenhouse gas with the warming effect of 310 times that of CO2 (US EPA,
2013b), it is important to estimate ammonia production. PM has been linked to health
concerns and adverse effects on vegetation as well as smog related events (Environment
1

Canada, 2012). It is also part of the Canada-U.S. Air Quality Agreement, which requires
an inventory to be developed to monitor the impact of PM output from industry.
There is a wide range of environmental and geographic conditions that span the dairy
industry that can have an effect on the emissions. Along with the differences in external
conditions there is even more variation in the operational conditions that the farmer’s are
using. External factors, including weather and location, cannot be changed, but internal
factors such as manure management practices, are constantly improving. The analyzers
and methods used for data collection are also progressing, allowing for improved and
refined measurements, which yield a better understanding of the true impact.

To

understand the effect and variation in operations many dairy operations need to be
studied that span the differing management styles.

1.1 Study Objectives
The main objective of this study was to determine the aerial pollutant emissions of CH4,
NH3, PM2.5 and PM10 from a commercial dairy barn in Waterloo County, Ontario,
Canada. Coupled to this objective was the identification of potential daily and seasonal
trends and understanding their influencing parameters.
This study was part of the Agricultural Greenhouse Gases Program (AGGP). The
findings will be added to the data sets collected with others to complete an emissions
profile of entire farm operations including animal housing, land application of nutrients,
land tillage and emissions from manure storage.
A monitoring system was setup in the dairy barn that collected air samples from inside
the barn and used various analyzers to identify the concentrations of the specific
pollutants. Ventilation rates were estimated in order to develop emission rates from the
concentration data. Animal weights were also collected in order to determine emission
factors based on mass. Relationships between parameters in the barn such as exhaust rate,
temperature and animal activity were also explored.
2

1.2 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 of this thesis presents a literature review and provides a detailed overview of
typical components of a dairy barn, a review of the pollutants in question and how they
were formed and the variety of analyzers that can be used to measure the pollutants. It
then summarizes emissions from other studies that have been conducted and were
relevant to this study. Next, it continues to explain different measures that have been
taken to mitigate the emissions of the pollutants as discussed in the literature.
Chapter 3 explains in detail the analyzers and equipment that were used for the collection
of the pollutants and the ventilation rates. Chapter 4 provides a methodology on how the
continuous monitoring systems were setup for the gases and PM. It also explains how the
bulk density was found, and used for adjusting the PM monitor, and finally how the
exhaust rates were determined.
Chapter 5 provides an explanation of the commercial dairy facility that was studied. This
includes a complete description of barn layout, animal housing, milking system, feeding
system and waste management system.
Chapter 6 presents and discusses the results of the sampling campaigns. The results are
presented graphically for the entire campaign and also on a daily basis to show the trends
over the course of an average day. Possible contributing factors are discussed, as well as
the changes between seasons and the possible causes.
Chapter 7 reiterates the important findings of this study and draws conclusions about the
study while Chapter 8 provides recommendation for future studies.
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW
Dairy barns are unique buildings that contain numerous aspects that all contribute to the
emissions that it will produce. Dairy barn operations are composed of several structural
and mechanical components that work synergistically. The components include: housing,
in which the animals live, manure management, milking operations, feeding operations,
and ventilation. The farmer’s choice of these aspects can impact the emissions that are
produced. The emissions that are discussed include ammonia, methane and particulate
matter. Although methane and ammonia have been studied previously, they have not
been studied in this geographic area and have not been combined with studying
particulate matter. These contaminants can be detected with several different analyzers
and setups, which are detailed later in this chapter. A summary of previous studies that
are relevant to this study is provided and discussed below. This will provide insight on
how well data from this study compares to previous studies. Finally ways to mitigate the
emissions from a dairy barn are discussed in order to provide solutions to farmers’ to
make better choices on the equipment they install or the type of feed that is used.

2.1 Dairy Barn Facilities
Dairy barns have been advancing alongside the rest of the agricultural industry. Research
is being conducted on animal welfare and efficiency of operations influencing the
practices that dairy farmers are using. With automation becoming available and
affordable, it has increased the efficiency and decreased the amount of manual labour
needed to fulfill daily tasks.
2.1.1 Housing Configuration
In the dairy industry in Ontario, there are two types of stalls that are commonly used: free
stall and tie stall (Stowell et al., 2003). There are different configurations of each stall
type but the general design is the same. The choice between the two is a personnel
preference of the farm operator. There are certain advantages to each discussed below but
4

no definitive reasoning for selecting one over the other. The designs of the stalls are
based on animal comfort and health. This includes ability to stretch their front legs
forward, lie on their sides with space for their neck and head, to rest with their legs,
udders and tails on the platform, to stand or lie without pain or fear from neck rails,
partitions or supports and to rest on a clean, dry and soft bed (Anderson, 2002).
2.1.1.1 Free Stall
Free stall design allows the cows and heifers free range of the entire pen. The pen itself
has enough stalls for all the animals to have a place to bed. These beds are elevated from
the general pen level to ensure that the animals are not lying in faeces and urine that are
deposited in the pen area. The stalls are equipped with neck rails so that the animals
cannot reach out too far from their stall and to separate each individual stall to ensure that
each animal has adequate space. Water troughs are provided in each pen and shared
between the animals. Feed is provided in front of the bedding rails or in a separate area
equipped with head rails.
There are five main aspects of the free stall design. These include the width of the stall,
the length of the stall, the neck rail heights, and the bedding materials (Gaworski, et al.,
2003; Tucker & Weary, 2001). Ergonomic innovations in the dairy barn design aim to
increase the health, safety and longevity of all cattle. The relationship of the husbandry
system to comfort, injuries, or lameness associated with the animals is very important to
the farmers (Gaworski et al., 2003). This will dictate the quality and quantity of milk
produced. It will also prolong the lifespan of the animals increasing their value. The
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food, and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA) has set out
standards based on the weight and length of animals to provide the proper stall sizes as
illustrated in Figure 1. These have been acquired from published literature as well as
studies conducted by OMAFRA.

5

Figure 1: Free stall design based on cow developmental stage (Anderson et al., 2008a)

2.1.1.2 Tie Stall
Tie stall design confines the cows from walking around freely. The cows wear a collar
around their neck and the collar is chained to rails. The chain is long enough that the
cows can lie down and move in their stall. Water is provided to them individually or in
pairs via a nipple and dish system and the feed is provided in front of their stalls. The
stalls are equipped with head rails so that the cows cannot step out. The stalls are also
equipped with electric trainers. The proper placement of trainers contributes to stall and
cow cleanliness, udder health and improved claw health because of the cleaner beds
(Anderson, 2008b).
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Like the free stall design, there are several parameters to consider in the design of the tie
stall. These include the width of the stall, length of the stall, watering bowls, electric cow
trainers, head rails and bedding. OMAFRA has set out similar guidelines for free stall
designs. Figure 2 illustrates the configuration and the dimensions for a typical tie stall.

Figure 2: Tie stall design based on cow developmental stage (Anderson et al., 2008b)

2.1.2 Milking Operations
Milking the cows is the essential purpose of housing the cows and should be done in a
way that is gentle on the cows as well as getting the most milk production. Depending on
the dairy operations, farmers have several options when it comes to the type of milking
methods. The options depend on whether the animals are housed in a tie stall or free stall
configuration, explained above. If a free stall configuration is used, then the cows are

7

brought to a milking parlour. If a tie stall configuration is used, then a track system must
bring the equipment to the cows where they stand.
2.1.2.1 Milking Parlours
Milking parlours have evolved from a simple one cow, bucket system to a multi-cow
pipeline vacuum system. The most basic system is a walkthrough or step-up parlour.
This allows the cows to approach from the rear, step up onto an elevated platform (for the
step-up style) for milking, and then exit forward through a headgate. Walk through
parlors are inexpensive, but labour demands are still relatively high. More recently there
have been advancements in walkthrough milking systems. Robotic walkthrough milking
parlours allow the cow to enter the robotic milker at their leisure and get milked and
checked for udder defects. This eliminates most of the labour involved in milking, and
creates consistency in the milking practice (Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food, and
Rural Affairs, 2012b). The initial cost of a robotic milker is very high and many cannot
afford this setup. The cows wear a collar that identifies the individual cow so that they
are not milked too often and the cows performance is also tracked. The walk through
systems are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Schematic of a walkthrough parlour (left) (US EPA, 2012c) and a robotic milker (right)
(Lely, 2013)
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Herringbone and parallel parlours are also walkthrough stalls but are characterized
differently due to the efficient design. The farmer will milk an entire row at a time then
release the entire row and refill it. By having the herringbone or parallel configuration it
allows the farmer to have the most access to the cows and increase the density that can be
milked at one time (US EPA, 2012c).
Rotary parlours allow the cows to enter a pen that is circular with stalls that force the
cows backend to face outward. This allows the farmer to have access to the udders. With
the rotary parlour, the platform on which the cows stand moves around, while the
cleaners and milkers stand in one location (US EPA, 2012c). This allows the farmer’s to
stand in one general area and thus reduces the labour for milking.

Figure 4: Herringbone milking parlour (left) (UK Agriculture, 2013) and a rotary milking parlour (right)
(DeLaval, 2013)

2.1.2.2 Track Milking System
The system is kept in the milking room until required, then brought out along the track
directly to the tie stalls. This means that the cows do not have to move or be herded into
an area, they simply stand up and are ready to be milked. This can be labour intensive
because the track has to be pulled down the alleys, but less intensive then some because
no effort is used to move the cows around. The milk is pumped back to a central holding
tank similar to the other milking systems.
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2.1.3 Manure Management Practices
In agriculture, cows are some of the largest species that are farmed. With their large size
comes a substantial amount of waste. The waste must be removed for the health of the
workers and the animals, but can also be used for land application or put into a digester.
The removal of the waste also assists in the reduction of ammonia that is volatilized and
then emitted within the barn (Bramm et al., 1997; Aneja et al., 2008). Manure collection
systems are influenced by many factors on livestock operations. Different bedding types,
stall layout and manure application methods dictate the design of a manure collection
system (Lenkaitis, 2011). Traditional systems have evolved over the years to account for
animal comfort, health, and welfare and also for efficiency and cost savings. For free
stall barns, the manure management options are scraping or flushing or a combination of
both. In California, a study demonstrated that approximately 40% of farmers used
flushing, 30% used scraping and 30% used a combination of both (Meyer, et al., 2011).
For tie stall barns, a gutter system is used, which can be combined with flushing however
the flushing is not common in Ontario.
2.1.3.1 Scraping
Barn scraping occurs in free stall barns to remove the buildup of waste from the animals.
It can be done manually with equipment such as a skid-steer loader or automatically with
a scraping arm system. When done manually, the waste is typically removed once or
twice a day due to the time consuming nature and disruption to the cattle. Once collected,
the waste is brought to a central holding area where it may remain until field application
or be further moved to a lagoon or storage facility. If the scraping is done automatically,
the scraper arms are typically pulled along on a continuous track by a chain or rope.
Like manual scraping, the waste is brought to a central collection area where it is then
stored for a period of time in a pit within the barn or sent directly to an outdoor holding
area such as a lagoon. The scraping arm chain is controlled by a motor, typically two
horsepower or lower, which drives the chain and arm. The scraper arm moves very
slowly to collect the waste as to not cause the cattle any sort of tripping hazard. As the
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arm approaches, the cattle simply step over it or walk the opposite direction and are
typically unaffected by the presence of the arm. Two advantages to the automatic system
are that no physical labour is involved to remove the waste and the scraping system can
be run continuously to maintain a minimal amount of waste in the alleys. The scraping
arm system can be seen in Figure 5 below.

Figure 5: Scraping arm for automatic waste collection

2.1.3.2 Flushing
The other option for free stalls is to flush the stalls with water. Flushing the stalls is a
manure removal system in which an area is cleaned by high volumes of fresh water, or
gray water that is recycled from a manure pit or lagoon (US EPA, 2012b). The flushing
requires water to be pumped at high rates to create velocity for manure conveyance and
for mechanical removal. Valves are located at one end of the alley, and often midway
down the alley to ensure proper velocity and flushing. The water runs down the alley by
gravity and collects the manure as it passes. The watery manure then runs out to a lagoon
or storage tank. The waste is substantially diluted by the water with dilution factors that
can vary from 10:1 to 2:1 parts of water to manure (Lenkaitis, 2011).
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2.1.3.3 Gutters
When a tie stall configuration is used, a gutter collection system is typically the waste
management method. The cows do not move around freely so they defecate and urinate
in the same spot every time. This allows for a more precise collection of the waste, rather
than the broad area that must be scraped or flushed in a free stall configuration. The
gutter system operates very similarly to the automatic scraping system. There are paddles
attached to a chain that are placed in a receded gutter. The chain is driven by a motor on a
continuous loop with a waste deposition area at the end of the loop. The gutters are
typically run a few times a day to get rid of any buildup of waste. With the gutter system,
bedding material can be added to the waste stream and is often kicked or falls into the
gutters, which soaks up moisture and creates a more solid waste stream. Figure 6 shows a
gutter system used in conjunction with a tie stall configuration.

Figure 6: Gutter collection system for tie stalls
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2.1.4 Air Circulation and Exhaust
Ventilation is an essential aspect of dairy operations. Ventilation provides fresh air to the
livestock while exhausting barn air that may contain excess heat, moisture and various
contaminants. An air exchange system is the basis for maintaining sufficient air quality in
the barn. Proper ventilation will deal with the control of temperature, relative humidity,
ammonia, carbon dioxide, methane and particulate matter (Stowell et al., 2003). The
ventilation regulates the temperature in the barn to provide comfort and optimal
production. For dairy cows, the comfortable temperature range is from -5oC to 25oC
(Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, 2010). If moisture is allowed to
build up in the barn, it can lead to trapping of odours and provide an environment for
disease propagation (Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, 2010).
High moisture levels can also lead to deterioration of the physical enclosure of the barn.
A

long

list
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problems

relates

to

poorly

designed

envelope

systems

for moisture management, such as corrosion, mold growth, and materials deterioration
(Sullivan & Horwitz-Bennett, 2008).
Ventilation works on two main physical properties. Cold air is denser than warm air and
has a lower saturation water vapour pressure than warm air. The first point is mainly
considered in the colder months when the air temperature is lower than desirable. The
cold air is always brought in from a high point in the barn and allowed to warm as it sinks
to floor level. This will allow the heat balance to be properly maintained. The heat
produced by the animals must balance the heat lost through the building shell and the
ventilation system (Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, 2010).
When cold air is brought into the barn, it warms up and, as it warms, its saturation vapour
pressure increases and thus decreases the relative humidity in the barn. This property
allows undesirable moisture from respiration and from manure to be removed in the
exhaust.
Livestock expel heat by sensible heat and/or latent heat loss. Latent heat evaporates the
moisture in the breath and in manure from barn floors. The sensible heat, which is the
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heat you feel from the animal, can be removed using ventilation. Air velocity from
ventilation is one of the main environmental factors involved in thermoregulation. Cows
are homeotherms and can balance their metabolic heat by increased sensible heat loss.
Panting is one way of balancing the energy but is much higher energy cost pathway than
simply removing sensible heat from the animal (Yahav et al., 2004).
2.1.4.1 Heat Stress
Heat stress is a major concern for any farmer and can have huge effects on the herd. Heat
stress can reduce food intake, milk production, health and reproduction of dairy cows.
Feed intake is reduced by as much as 6-16 % and there is a reduction of 30-50 % in the
efficiency of energy utilization for milk production (Harner et al., 2002). By reducing
energy intake, less metabolic energy is generated and hence less excess heat, reducing
overheating.
To reduce the heat stress on cows and increase the milk production, there are two options
for cooling. Air could be cooled around the cow or the body surface of the cow could be
cooled. Arid regions can take advantage of evaporative cooling. Water is added to the
surface of the animals as a mist and during the evaporation process latent heat loss
provides an energy removal process for the animal. This method has been used for a
variety of applications and in many different fields. One of the problems is that it does
not work in humid regions due to the small vapour pressure gradient between the surface
of the cow and the surrounding air. In more humid regions, a combination of fans and
sprinklers can be used or, more often in Ontario, just fans to cool the cows. When fans
are being used, it is important not to cause too much cooling or entrainment of particulate
matter or dust. Research has shown that the optimal air velocities are from 1.8-2.7 m s-1
for keeping cows cool (Harner et al., 2002). Using a fan system also depends on the
layout of the barn and the air intake locations. If a barn generally has good construction
with baffled inlets and not a lot of leakage, then the actual location of the fans has little
influence on the air distribution. The fans should however be located in groups or banks
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at a single point in the barn, rather than spacing them out (Wells, 1990). This will create a
tunnel effect with the movement of air in the barn traveling in the same direction as the
predominate wind in order not to create flow pattern disruptions from the wind blowing
into the exhaust fans. A common mistake that can occur with ventilation systems is to
move warm humid air from an area of high animal density to a cooler area (Wells, 1990).
This will cause condensation and trap acidic chemical species in the moisture creating
unhealthy living conditions, as well as, could cause deterioration of the physical
infrastructure. To avoid these problems, the highest density of animals should be nearest
to the exhaust fans, since they will require the most cooling.

2.1.4.2 Natural Ventilation
Natural ventilation uses natural forces, such as wind and thermal buoyancy, to ventilate
barns with wind effects generally dominant during hot weather (Stowell et al., 2003). The
ventilation rate is dependent on the size of the wall opening and the speed and direction
of the wind (Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, 2010). In the
summer, the barn can achieve exchange rates of three to four times a minute, where a fan
system would be limited to one. Although in the summer when wind speeds are not
adequate, approximately 12-27% of the time, naturally ventilated barns will have low
ventilation, which could lead to problems due to heat exhaustion. The naturally ventilated
barns are very dependent on wind action and orientation (Stowell et al., 2003). In the
winter months the openings in the barn are adjusted to achieve the required temperature,
while maintaining proper ventilation to exhaust moisture and pollutants.
There are a number of advantages and disadvantages in choosing a naturally ventilated
barn. On the positive end, natural ventilation will reduce operating costs, due to the
electrical savings of not operating fans as well as maintaining fans. Noise levels are
reduced which can lower stress levels for the livestock. Power failures are never an issue
since the openings can be manually controlled. The use of natural light is achieved by
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default, reducing electrical costs for lights as well, and is the preferred light by the
animals, thereby further reducing stress levels. One disadvantage of natural ventilation is
that it is extremely challenging to measure the exhaust rate of the air in the barn. Another
downside of natural ventilation is that external vermin and pests can enter much easier
and are hard to control. Maintaining temperature and uniform air flow in the winter and
spring can be difficult due to wind temperature and speed. Naturally ventilated barns are
much harder to heat, and often, during extreme cold snaps, forced air heaters are brought
in and can be a burden on the operational costs (Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food
and Rural Affairs, 2010).
2.1.4.3 Mechanical Ventilation
Mechanical ventilation is when fans are used to exhaust air from an enclosure, which are
called a negative pressure systems. They can also be used to blow air into an enclosure
called a positive pressure system. There are different types of mechanical ventilation, but
tunnel ventilation is a form that is designed to generate a specified interior air speed in
order to cool off the cows inside and exhaust fouled barn air. It is often used in the case
of dairy operations (Stowell et al., 2003). Negative pressure systems are preferred
because this allows the designer to locate air inlets in optimal locations for distribution
uniformity. Negative pressure systems are based on a low pressure difference (<25 Pa) so
they could be low cost when combined with energy efficient fans (Ontario Ministry of
Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, 2010). Minimum ventilation is always needed in a
barn to remove excessive buildup of unwanted pollutants and moisture. When the
temperature in the barn starts to increase, a higher exhaust rate is required to keep the
animals comfortable. Barns typically use a staged fan arrangement controlled by a
computer system that is constantly determining temperature readings from sensors
throughout the barn. When the temperature hits a predetermined set point, another set or
stage of fans turns on. This will continue until the highest set point is reached and all the
fans are exhausting. The Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Farming and Rural Affairs
(OMAFRA) set guidelines for Ontario on exhaust rates, for the different livestock
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buildings, and is detailed in Table 1. These rates have been estimated using
thermodynamic principles. For a fairly wide range of airspeeds and situations, the rate of
heat transfer is roughly proportional to the square root of the velocity (F. P. Incropera,
1985). This relationship holds true when dairy cattle have dry or wet coats, in case a
sprinkler system is used (Stowell et al., 2003). Chastian and Turner (1994) proposed that
airflow with a Nusselt number of 200-300 most effectively utilizes fan output and
corresponds to air velocities in the range of 1.0-2.0 m s-1. When humid, or in humid
environments, velocities of 2.9-4.0 m s-1 were projected to be beneficial for improving
heat loss from cows (Stowell et al., 2003). For a barn designer, these are helpful numbers
to start with but, only after installation and testing, can the true values be determined.
Even after installation, the fans require maintenance and will experience a reduction in
efficiency over time by 40% or more, without proper maintenance (Harner et al., 2002).

Table 1: Recommended Ventilation Rates for various Types of Livestock, adapted from the Ontario
Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural
Affairs, 2010)

Ventilation (m3 hr-1 Animal-1)
Cold Weather

Warm
Weather

Calves < 1 month

17.0

167.0

Calves 1-3 months

20.4

203.9

Heifers 3-12 months

25.5

254.9

Heifers 12-24 months

34.0

339.8

Small Framed Cow (e.g. Jersey)

42.5

679.6

Large Framed Cow (e.g. Holstein)

68.0

1019.4

Type of Animal

Dairy
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2.1.4.4 Supplemental Cooling Fans
Supplementary fans are used to cool the cow, and are usually located at or near ground
level. The supplementary fans can help reduce the cow’s body temperature by 0.5oC in a
matter of hours. However, with these short periods of relief, feed and water intakes may
not increase even when the body temperature decreased and the milk production may
remain depressed (Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, 2010). This
shows that if supplemental cooling fans are to be used, they must be done preemptively
rather than as a response. Another option for supplemental fans is high-volume, lowspeed (HVLS) fans. These fans have long blades of 2.5-6.5 m in diameter and rotate at a
rate of 50-60 rpm. These fans are typically located along the ground in order to keep the
air velocities higher at cow levels.

2.2 Fugitive Emissions from Dairy Barn Operations
There are several emissions that are produced from dairy operations, with the ones of
concern being ammonia, methane, carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, and particulate matter.
For greenhouse gas emissions, carbon dioxide is used as a baseline but methane is 20
times more harmful, on a mass basis, in regards to acting as a greenhouse gas (US EPA,
2013b).
Although ammonia is not classified as a greenhouse gas it can have many other
environmental and health effects. In the surrounding area of ammonia release,
acidification, eutrophication, and photochemical air pollution have been observed
(Galloway et al., 2003). A major portion of fine particulate matter is formed as a
byproduct of ammonia reduction to ammonium salts.

Fine particulate matter is a

precursor to smog and can cause haze in the air. During severe air pollution events, a high
incidence of cardiac morbidity and mortality occurred (Purdy et al., 2009).
The contaminants of focus for the current study will be methane, ammonia, and
particulate matter due to their elevated environmental and health risks. These pollutants
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all have different generation and formation mechanisms as well as different effects on
human, animal and environmental health. These principles are discussed below.
2.2.1 Ammonia
2.2.1.1 Generation Mechanisms
Ammonia is produced in dairy operations when fecal matter is allowed to mix with urine
from the animals. Since there is no separation between the two, they mix on the barn
floor where reactions take place and ammonia is formed. Nitrogen in urine is in the form
of urea (CO(NH2)2) which will quickly hydrolyze to form ammonium carbonate
((NH4)2CO3). The decomposition of the ammonium carbonate then frees up ammonium
ions, which volatilize to form gaseous ammonia (Anderson et al., 2003). This process is
aided by the enzyme urease, which is in abundant supply in the fecal matter. The series of
reactions are shown below in Equation 1.

(1)

There is some discussion as to how much nitrogen is loss to ammonia but it is thought
that, under practical conditions, conversion efficiency of feed N to output may range
from 20 to 50% (Harper et al., 2009). This leaves a range of 50-80% of the N that is
excreted in the liquid/solid waste stream. From this waste N, approximately 1-3% of the
N may be lost via volatilization of NH3 (Harper et al., 2009).
There are many attributing factors that can increase the rate at which the ammonia is
volatilized. Diurnal and seasonal variations in temperature, humidity, wind speed, solar
intensity, and ventilation rates as well as the housing type and manure management can
all have an impact on the rate of ammonia emissions (Aneja et al., 2008). This can make
it difficult to determine which factors play a dominant role in the volatilization of
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ammonia. If the factors can be prioritized by their relative effect, then there can be
practices implemented to reduce the overall emission of ammonia.
For example, relative humidity (RH) has an effect on the volatilization of ammonia. The
increase of RH results in an increased mass of particulate matter that is composed of
liquid through particle swelling. This liquid will also absorb the sulfuric and nitric acids
rendering them unavailable for reaction with the ammonia. Therefore the reaction rate
between NH3 and acidic species decreases with increasing particle size, or an increase in
RH (Baek et al., 2004).
Once the ammonia has been volatilized it will react with acidic species found in the
atmosphere to form secondary inorganic aerosols (SIA), or it will be deposited back to
the ground. The gas-to-particle conversion occurs with ammonia and sulfuric, nitric and
hydrochloric acids. The reactions will produce ammonium salts in the form of:
ammonium sulfate ((NH4)2SO4), ammonium hydrogensulfate (NH4HSO4), ammonium
nitrate (NH4NO3) and ammonium chloride (NH4Cl), and are summarized in Equation 2.
(2)

The chemical reaction between sulfuric acid and ammonia is the preferred reaction in the
atmosphere and will tend to form ammonium sulfates (Baek et al., 2004). A cycle of
trace gases, as depicted in Figure 7, illustrates the various processes that can impact
ammonia in the atmosphere once it is released.
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Figure 7: Atmospheric emissions, transport, transformation, and deposition of trace gases
(Aneja et al., 2008)

2.2.1.2 Environmental and Health Effects
Ammonia production is caused by a number of different anthropogenic sources such as
chemical manufacturing, waste disposal, petroleum related processes and combustions.
By far, the greatest emitters of ammonia are livestock and agricultural practices such as
fertilizer and manure application. This represents approximately 62% of the total
ammonia emissions (Anderson et al., 2003). Domestic animals are the largest source of
atmospheric NH3 producing approximately 32,000 Tg NH3-N per year (Aneja et al.,
2008). Ammonia is a criterion pollutant in Canada and is involved in the formation of
SIA which then fall under the criteria pollutant PM2.5. This nitrogen cycling through
biogeochemical pathways has a variety of environmental consequences including
acidification and eutrophication of water bodies, photochemical air pollution, ecosystem
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fertilization, global warming and stratospheric ozone depletion (Galloway et al., 2003).
The fertilization and eutrophication produces undesirable N deposition in nutrient
sensitive ecosystems, which can cause negative impacts. SIA are light-scattering aerosols
resulting in haze and visibility impairment and the formation of respirable aerosol
particles, which is a health concern (Lifeng et al., 2009). Ammonia gas is a severe
respiratory tract irritant and is noticeable by smell at 0.6 to 53 ppm. Exposure to high
levels of ammonia can lead to pulmonary edema, and can potentially be fatal. The US
EPA has set a no observed adverse effect level (NOAEL) of 9.2 ppm and a lowest
observed adverse effect level (LOAEL) of 25 ppm (US EPA, 2012a). More studies have
to be completed in order to verify these values. They are currently an estimate of the
expected levels.
2.2.2 Methane
2.2.2.1 Generation Mechanisms
Methane is naturally produced in the bodies of mammals through food intake and is
expelled through the mouth as well as with the excretion of feces. As cattle chew plant
matter, the saliva, which is full of enzymes, starts to break down the sugars. The cattle’s
stomach is composed of four sections the rumen, reticulum, omasum and abomasum
(Peabody, 2013). The section of the stomach that impacts the production of methane is
the rumen chamber. The rumen is full of thousands of microorganisms that breakdown
the cellulose in the plant matter. As the microorganisms consume the lipids, protein and
complex sugars, they produce gases. The gases cause the cows to belch and pass these
gases, up to one cubic metre per day (Howard et al., 2003). The levels of methane in
cattle can vary depending on several factors including: feed intake, type of carbohydrate,
forage processing, lipid addition, and manipulation of ruminal microflora, which includes
the use of ionophores (Johnson & Johnson, 1995). While all of the factors play a role in
the production of methane, the type of carbohydrate fermented influences methane
production the most. It is hypothesized that this occurs through impacts on ruminal pH
and the microbial population (Moe & Tyrrell, 1979). The pathways for lipids, proteins
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and starches in the rumen are displayed in Figure 8 and show the formation of certain
gases.

Figure 8: Stoichiometric model for gas production in rumen fermentation (Van Nevel & Demeyer,
1996)

2.2.2.2 Environmental and Health Effects
Methane has many diverse sources but several major emitters are the oil and gas industry,
landfill sites, and most relevantly, livestock. There are approximately 30,000 Tg of
methane produced per year with enteric fermentation and manure management from
livestock accounting for approximately 30% of livestock emissions (US EPA, 2013a).
Cattle are particularly large producers of methane contributing approximately 70% of the
methane produced by the livestock industry each year (Johnson & Johnson, 1995).
Methane is more harmful as a greenhouse gas than CO2 because methane can affect
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climate directly through its interaction with long-wave infrared energy and indirectly
through atmospheric oxidation reactions that produce CO2 (Johnson & Johnson, 1995).
Methane has few direct health effects unless it is present at high levels. Low
concentrations are not harmful, but high concentrations can displace oxygen in the air.
Symptoms such as rapid breathing, rapid heart rate, clumsiness and fatigue can result. As
less oxygen becomes available for inhalation, nausea, vomiting, coma and finally death
from asphyxiation can occur (Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety,
2013). The Alberta Agriculture and Rural Development department has set out standards
for methane exposure presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Methane exposure level (Alberta Agriculture and Rural Development, 2004)

Exposure Level (PPM)

Effect or Symptom

1000

NIOSH 8-hours Threshold Limit Value

50 000 to 150 000

Potentially Explosive

500 000

Asphyxiation

2.2.3 Particulate Matter
2.2.3.1 Generation Mechanisms
Particulate matter (PM) pollution is a term that is used to refer to solid particles and
liquid droplets that are found to be entrained in the air, but will settle over time. The
origin of the particulates are diverse and can be the result of dust, dirt, soot, and smoke,
from combustion, manufacturing and operational practices. PM can also form in
complicated reactions in the atmosphere involving chemicals such as sulfur dioxides and
nitrogen compounds. These particles, known as SIA, make up most of the fine particle
pollution in the country. PM is generally split into two categories, PM10 and PM2.5. PM10
refers to particles with a mean aerodynamic diameter less than or equal to 10 µm and,
similarly, PM2.5 refers to particles of 2.5 µm mean aerodynamic diameter. PM10 has been
studied since the 1980’s in depth, but recently PM2.5 has been the area of interest for
policy makers and health officials. PM has also been split into different categories that
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apply more to humans. The categories are inhalable, thoracic and respirable. Inhalable
refers to any particle that can enter the body through the nose. This has been determined
to be of particle size 100 µm and less. Thoracic is the mass fraction that passes by the
larynx. This has been given the size fraction of 10 µm and less, which is the same as
PM10. Finally, respirable fraction is the particulate that can reach the alveoli deep in your
lungs and cause the most damage. These have been designated as 4 µm or less (European
Commission, 2002).
In a dairy barn there are numerous sources of particulate matter. The feed that is given is
often a total mixed ration (TMR) that is a combination of corn, grains and grasses. This
feed is dried to preserve it and when doing so, becomes dusty. When the animals are fed
this feed, dust can be potentially entrained into the air. Another source of PM is the
bedding in which the animals lie. It is typically composed of sand, straw, or sawdust
(Dairy Co, 2012). When the animal stirs or moves this material, it also can contribute to
the PM in the air. The animal itself produces a lot of PM through dander, expiration and
defecation. These can be in the liquid or solid form but both contribute to PM. Finally
SIA will form when ammonia reacts with an acidic species to form salts. Since these
acids are present in the atmosphere, SIA are formed continually.
2.2.3.2 Environmental and health effects
Particulate pollution can affect the environment, visibility and health, depending on the
species of PM. The environment is directly affected in the form of acid and nutrient
loading. Acidification of lakes and streams can change the pH of the water affecting the
biota. Changing the nutrient balance in coastal waters and sensitive vegetation from
nutrient loading can be detrimental to plant development (Princeton University, 1999).
Finally, visibility is reduced when particulate matter levels are high, air is stagnant, and
the temperature is warm.
PM, especially fine particles, are so small that they can get deep into lungs and cause
serious health problems. Fine particulate aerosols have also been linked to human
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respiratory health problems and, the smaller the particle, the more toxic they become
(Aneja et al., 2008). These problems include decreased lung function, aggravated asthma,
development of chronic bronchitis, irregular heartbeat, nonfatal heart attacks, and
premature death in people with heart or lung disease (US EPA, 2012a). Standards vary in
different regions, and some are summarized below in Table 3.
Table 3: Particulate Matter 2.5 and 10 Standards

Region

Units

PM2.5
Value

PM10
Value

Averaging Time

Canadaa

µg/m3

30

60*

8hr

United States of Americab

µg/m3

35

150

24hr

Europec

µg/m3

20

30*

24hr

* Indicates that they are suggested values and not enforced standards
a

(Pandey & Nathwani, 2010)

b

(Environmental Protection Agency, 2011)

c

(World Health Organization, 2000)

2.3 Measurement Techniques
In order to develop accurate emission rates and fully understand the impact that dairy
operations have on the local air quality, proper measurements must be taken. There is a
range of ways to evaluate any of the contaminants that are in question (ammonia,
methane, particulate matter). Certain methods of sampling are preferred over others due
to simplicity, accuracy, ease of access and price. The methods discussed will cover a
range of the techniques that are considered worthy of using for analysis by the US EPA.
2.3.1 Feed Characterization
Milk production is largely influenced by the feed or the dry matter intake (DMI) that a
cow is given. The DMI can range from 25 kgDMI day-1 cow-1 (Leytem et al., 2011) down
to 11 kgDMI day-1 cow-1 (Kulling et al., 2002) depending largely on the body weight and
stage of lactation. Dairy feed, known as total mixed rations (TMR), is broken down by
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energy, protein, fibre, fat and nutrient components. The energy or carbohydrates come
from grains such as corn, oats or barley, confectionary products, bakery wastes, fruits and
vegetables and molasses depending on the farmer’s choice (Ontario Ministry of
Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, 2012a) Carbohydrates account for between 40-60%
of the total DMI, and not more than 2 % of the body weight (University of Minnesota,
2008). The protein in the feed will be typically made up of oilseed meals such as
soybeans, canola, cottonseed or flax. The protein should make up between 17-19% of the
DMI (University of Minnesota, 2008). The fat content of the diet consists of oils and
greases from specialty bypass fats or tallow (Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and
Rural Affairs, 2012a). There should be a maximum of 7% of the DMI consisting of fats,
but more typically 2% is used (University of Minnesota, 2008). Fibre is an essential
aspect of the diet because it is indigestible but keeps the feed moving through the body.
Fibre is broken up into two components, neutral detergent fibre (NDF) and acid detergent
fibre (ADF). The NDF is considered to be a close estimate of the total fibre content. It
includes cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, silica, tannins and cutins. ADF only accounts
for lignin, cellulose, silica and insoluble forms of nitrogen (University of Georgia, 2010).
The fibre is found in the forages but can also be added from oilseed hulls or pulps. The
ADF and NDF should account for 19-20% and 28% of the DMI, respectively, with 75%
of that fibre coming from the forage (University of Minnesota, 2008). Finally the other
minerals and vitamins are added to aid in the bodily functions. Salt, calcium, phosphorus,
vitamin A, vitamin D and vitamin E are all required in the ration to meet standards for
TMR.
2.3.2 Manure Characterization
Dairy manure is rich in nutrients and can be used for application to land to reduce or
eliminate the cost of other fertilizers for crop growth. Typical composition is summarized
below in Table 4.
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Table 4: Average Nutrient Contents of Dairy Manure (Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food, and
Rural Affairs, 2005)

Dry
Matter
(%)

Total
N (%)

NH4-N
(ppm)

P (%)

K (%) Ca (%)

Mg
(%)

Zn
(ppm)

Cu
(ppm)

Mn
(ppm)

Liquid

8.5

0.36

1527

0.09

0.24

0.49

0.14

48

17

40

Solid

24.2

0.61

1278

0.17

0.50

1.54

0.36

95

29

107

Manure characterization is also useful to help predict methane and ammonia
concentrations. If the amount of nutrients going in and going out is known, then a mass
balance can be performed to see how much the cow is taking up and expelling.
2.3.3 Ventilation Exhaust Measurements
There are two basic components to producing an emission rate, which are the
concentration and the exhaust. Without accurate measurement of both of these
components an accurate emission rate cannot be obtained. Since two types of ventilation
exist for dairy operations, natural and mechanical, there are differences in the way that
these exhaust rates are produced.
2.3.3.1 Natural Ventilation
Naturally ventilated barns are hard to determine the exhaust rate for, because so much
depends on the outdoor temperature and wind speed that are always fluctuating (Stowell
et al., 2003). To determine the exhaust rate, a tracer gas is used at the inlet and collected
at the outlet of the travel paths of the air. The most common tracer gases used are carbon
dioxide, water vapour, tetrahydrothiophene, perfluorocarbon, sulfur hexafluoride and
krypton-85. Carbon dioxide and water vapour are commonly used but provide the least
accurate results, due to the possibility of interference from other emitting sources. More
accurate results come from compounds that will decay, and based off the decay, the time
taken from inlet to outlet can be found. Tracer gas methods also rely on complete mixing
of the air space (Demmers, et al., 2001), which is very unlikely in livestock buildings, so
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multiple sampling locations must be taken. Naturally ventilated animal houses are
complicated and show large uncertainties, particularly with the determination of
ventilation rates (Samer et al., 2011). A lot of dairy barns use natural ventilation so it is
important that this technique be improved for accuracy.
2.3.3.2 Mechanical Ventilation
Mechanical ventilation can be measured using direct or indirect methods. Some studies
used a fan-wheel anemometer system, others used tracer gases, while some relied on the
performance curves of the ventilation fans (Predicala & Maghirang, 2002). The simplest
method is to monitor the power that is given to each fan and estimate an exhaust rate
based off of the specifications of the motor. These are of course optimal conditions and
do not take into account the wear of the belts and motors that will reduce the exhaust rate
or the accumulation of dust and other debris on the louvers. Another method is to capture
the velocity of the exhaust over a known area, which uses the anemometer system. By
finding the total velocity and having a known area a flow rate can be produced. In order
to properly capture the entire flow rate, a flow assessment numeration system (FANS)
unit or similar device can be used. The FANS unit has a large aluminum frame that can
encompass up to a 1.83 m fan. It is sealed to the wall or fan so that all of the air must pass
through the FANS unit. A row of six anemometers traverse the frame, gathering velocity
data and averages it over the area of the FANS unit. The velocity is multiplied by the area
and a flow rate is developed.
2.3.4 Ammonia Measurements
Due to the chemical and physical properties of ammonia, it can be one of the more
difficult compounds to measure. This can lead to inaccuracies in the emission rates
developed (Harper et al., 2009). The US EPA has tested several models and come up with
a list of verified monitors that are considered accurate to provide results to the scientific
community. These are listed in
Table 5, and a representative number will be discussed.
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Table 5: Verified Ambient Ammonia Monitors (US EPA, 2007)

Technology Name
Aerodyne
TILDAS

Research,

Description
Inc.

QC- An infrared laser spectrometer, based on pulsed quantum
cascade laser technology; continuous measurement

Bruker Daltonics OPAG 22 Open- A broadband, open-path, Fourier transform infrared
Path Gas Analyzer
spectrometer for remote sensing continuous measurement
Molecular Analytics IonPro-IMS An ion mobility spectrometer; continuous measurement
Ammonia Analyzer
Omnisens SA TGA310 Ammonia A trace gas analyzer that uses photoacoustic spectrometry;
Analyzer
continuous measurement
Pranalytica, Inc. NitroluxTM 1000 A resonant photoacoustic spectrometer with a line-tunable
Ambient Ammonia Analyzer
carbon dioxide (CO2) laser; continuous measurement
Mechatronics Instruments BV A single-point monitor composed of a membrane diffusion
AiRRmonia Ammonia Analyzer
sampler, a detector block with a diffusion membrane, and
two conductivity cells; continuous measurement
Thermo Electron Corp. Model 17C A chemiluminescence analyzer that uses nitric oxide (NO)
Ammonia Analyzer

2.3.4.1 Infrared Laser Spectroscopy
Infrared (IR) laser spectroscopy can be used to analyze ammonia gas. IR spectroscopy
exploits the fact that molecules absorb defined frequencies that are characteristic of their
structure. The discussed version will be based on the pulsed quantum cascade laser. This
technology takes advantage of the fact that ammonia absorbs radiation at 967 cm-1 (Ellis
et al., 2010). The lasers output is directed into an astigmatic type absorption cell, which
provides 76 m of effective path length. The cell is coated with a hydrophobic coating so
that the ammonia does not interact with the surface (Ellis, et al., 2010). The unit also
includes a reference path that is primarily used to reduce the noise between pulses, seen
in Figure 9. It is also periodically sent through a cell containing ethylene, a more stable
gas that has the same absorption line, in order to reduce drifting. Both signals are sent to
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a mercury cadmium telluride (HgCdTe) infrared detector and analysis at 967.34 cm-1 is
preformed and stored using the onboard software (Ellis, et al., 2010).

Figure 9: Layout of a Quantum Cascade Laser Infrared Laser Spectrometer (Barena, et al.,
2004)

2.3.4.2 Photoacoustic Infrared Analyzers
Another technique for analyzing ammonia is the use of photoacoustic IR sensors. The
main principle of the photoacoustic IR is that infrared light energy is absorbed by gas
molecules, similar to the previous method. Using a laser light, energy is converted into
vibrations that are then picked up by a sensitive microphone and produces an electric
signal (Gasera Ltd., 2012). This interaction can be seen in Figure 10. This signal has been
calibrated and will be proportional to the concentration of the gas in question. The system
operates by encapsulating a sample of gas into the photoacoustic chamber and irradiating
it with IR light. The frequency used will be one that corresponds to a resonant frequency
of the sample gas molecule of desired detection. If the desired gas, in this case ammonia,
is present then a portion of the IR energy is absorbed. The increase in heat energy in the
gas molecules will result in the pressure and temperature of the gas sample to increase.
The pressure variation in the photoacoustic chamber creates an acoustic wave, which is
converted to an electric signal proportional to a gas concentration (Gasera Ltd., 2012).
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The photoacoustic IR analyzer can be used for a variety of gases by adjusting the
absorption frequency to that of the target gas.

Figure 10: Photoacoustic IR absorption Process

2.3.4.3 Chemiluminescence Analyzer
Chemiluminescence is the production of light from a chemical reaction. Two chemicals
react to form an excited (high-energy) intermediate, which breaks down releasing some
of its energy as photons of light to reach its ground state (Welsh, 2011). The primary
reaction is as between NO and O3 shown below.
(3)
The analyzer measures three components in three separate reactions in order to determine
the concentrations of NO, NO2 and NH3. Sample air is brought in and distributed into
three channels, one for each reaction required. For the first reaction a sample is drawn in
by an external pump, through an NH3 scrubber and is mixed with ozone in the reaction
chamber. This reaction, described in equation 3, converts the entire available NO and
produces a characteristic luminescence with intensity proportional to the concentration of
NO. Figure 11 gives an example plot of a luminescence profile for NO2 which will be
similar to NO.
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Figure 11: Photoemission Spectra after Mo was Exposed to 0.5L NO2. a) Without the Addition
of NO2 b) With the Addition of NO2 (Chang et al., 2002)

After the light emission has been created from the reaction, it is detected by a
photomultiplier tube (PMT), which generates a proportional electronic signal. Next a
measurement of NOx is performed by the analyzer. To perform this test, a sample is
drawn through an ammonia scrubber into a molybdenum converter that is heated to 325
o

C. The molybdenum reacts with the NO2 to produce NO and molybdenum oxides (MoO2

and MoO3) (Chang et al., 2002). The sample, now only containing NO, is sent to the
reaction chamber where it will react with O3 to produce a light emission. This is again
detected by the PMT and a measurement of the concentration of NO is made. This
concentration represents all the NOx in the sample. The concentration of NO2 is obtained
by subtracting the NO from the first reaction from the NOx value as given in Equation 4.
(4)
The final procedure that takes place in the chemiluminescence analyzer is the
determination of the total nitrogen (Nt) to find the ammonia concentration. Sample air is
drawn in and brought directly into a stainless steel converter at a temperature of 750 oC.
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NH3 is oxidized with oxygen on the stainless steel surface into NO and water according
to Equation 5 (Top & Kiel, 2002).
(5)
NO2 is also oxidized in the stainless steel converter, leaving only NO as the nitrogen
species. After conversion, the sample then goes to the reaction chamber where it reacts
with O3 and again and produces a light emission that is detected and read by the PMT,
outputting an Nt concentration. NH3 is also found indirectly by subtracting the NOx value
from the Nt as given in Equation 6.
(6)
A complete flow schematic can be seen below in Figure 12 further explaining the
process.
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Figure 12: Model 17C Flow Schematic (Thermo Electron Corporation, 2004)

2.3.5 Methane Measurements
Methane can be determined using a number of methods. The US EPA has released two
documents in which it describes constraints that must be met in order to accurately detect
methane emissions. The documents are labeled Method 25A – Determination of Total
Gaseous Organic Concentration using a Flame Ionization Analyzer and Method 25B –
Determination of Total Gaseous Organic Concentration using a Nondispersive Infrared
Analyzer. The method uses the same network to obtain the gases from the barn. The
source travels through a heated sample line, heated to ≥110 oC to prevent condensation,
with stainless steel or Teflon® tubing and then flows through a glass fiber filter to either
a flame ionization detector (FID) or a nondispersive infrared analyzer (US EPA, 2002).
The other popular analyzer that is used is a photoacoustic analyzer. This analyzer cannot
use a heated sample line due to the damage it would cause to the internal membrane.
2.3.5.1 Infrared Absorption
Infrared absorption analyzers take advantage of how molecules absorb infrared radiation
and how the infrared spectra of molecules can be interpreted to give information on
molecular structure. The fundamental absorption for the C-H bonds occurs in the region
of 3.2 microns to 3.5 microns, as illustrated in Figure 13, and is the target band for the
hydrocarbon sensors (Dynament Ltd, 2006).
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Figure 13: Methane Absorption Spectrum (Dynament Ltd, 2006)

The analyzer will generate radiation with a source and then measure a reference spectrum
of that radiation with a detector, to get a reference. The sample is then brought into the
path of the radiation and the detector. The two measured spectra can then be combined to
determine the materials absorption spectrum. The sample spectrum alone is not sufficient
to determine the absorption spectrum because it will be affected by external parameters
that will differ from site to site. Therefore the combination of the reference spectra and
the sample spectra yields the true absorption spectrum of the material alone.

2.3.5.2 Flame Ionization Detection (FID)
The FID system is a back-flush gas chromatography (GC) system that is designed to take
automatic samples. The sample is drawn into the 8-port, two position, rotary valve. This
valve is used to introduce the sample into the analyzer and control other gases through
the chromatograph separation column. The column is coated with a solute of a known
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polarity. It is important that the polarity of the sample closely matches the polarity of the
columns stationary phase to increase resolution and separation while reducing run time
(Linde Group, 2008). The rotary valve has two settings, inject and back-flush.
The carrier gas (high grade nitrogen) is used to keep the sample flowing and provide an
inert medium for the sample to flow. The sample is swept from the sample loop and into
the inject end of the separation column. As the sample moves down the column, the
various components move at different speeds based on their physical and chemical
properties. Since CH4 has a low molecular weight and a high volatility, it moves faster
than other organics, and is the first to emerge from the column. The methane then flows
to the FID. This produces a voltage signal that is converted into a concentration by
comparing it to the voltage signal of a known calibration gas. Once the signal has been
produced, the rotary valve is returned to the back-flush mode and the cycle is reversed.
The non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHC) are back-flushed out and carried to the FID for
measurement. The NMHC create a signal that is proportional to the total NHMC
concentration, which is formed from the same calibration gas. The response from a FID
can be seen in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Model 55C FID Voltage Response
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2.3.5.3 Photoacoustic Infrared Analyzer
Photoacoustic analyzers can be used to detect multiple gases in the atmosphere. The
concepts behind the operation of the photoacoustic analyzer has been described above in
section 2.3.4.2 Photoacoustic Infrared Analyzers.
2.3.6 Particulate Matter Measurements
Particulate matter can be sampled using two different methods, cumulatively or
continuously. The US EPA recommends a cumulative method and outlines this in
Method 5 – Determination of Particulate Matter Emissions from Stationary Sources.
There is an international standard for continuous monitoring of PM known as ISO
14644 - Standard for Airborne Particulate Cleanliness Classes in Cleanrooms and Clean
Zones. This method uses a particle counting monitoring system.
Cumulative methods collect PM over a specified period of time at a known flow rate
which then allows for the calculation of the concentration. Continuous methods take real
time readings for every time interval. Continuous methods allow the investigator to see
trends in the data as the day, week or year progress. Cumulative samplings only gives an
average concentration over a given time period. Depending on the purpose of the
experiment, investigators will choose different sampling methods.
2.3.6.1 Cumulative Sampling
There are several systems that are commercially available to perform the cumulative
sampling although the principle is the same throughout. Particulate matter is withdrawn
isokinetically from the source and collected on a glass fiber filter. The filter should be
maintained at an approximate temperature of 120 oC (US EPA, 1999). A dry gas metre
records the amount of air sampled, while a data logging unit records time, temperature
and pressure. The mass of the filter is measured before and after the sampling run to obtain a total amount of PM collected. To isolate a certain size of PM, a designated nozzle
and impactor plate are used to collect the sample. An example of a setup is shown below
in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: RAAS PM2.5 or PM10 monitoring system (Anderson Instruments Inc, 1998)

2.3.6.2 Continuous Sampling
Continuous monitoring systems are known as particle counters and usually come in the
form of optical particle counters. Air is drawn in through a Tygon® or stainless steel
sample line into the monitor. The sample is collected in the viewing volume, which is a
small chamber that is illuminated by a laser produced by the monitor. The laser is most
commonly a laser diode because it offers constant power outputs, smaller size and lower
cost (Particle Measuring Systems, 2011). The laser passes through the sample and the
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particles scatter or reflect the light toward a photodetector. The photodetector identifies
the flash of light and converts it to an electrical pulse based on the amount of light
scattered. This pulse is then translated into a concentration of PM in that sample. This is
done constantly and samples are averaged over a specified period of time. In order to
change from one size of PM to the next, a nozzle is attached to the inlet. These
instruments should be calibrated weekly, or more often if the concentrations are high, to
avoid drift (TSI Incorporated, 2006).

Figure 16: Optical particle counter operation (BPA, 2007)

2.4 Modeling Emissions
Modeling emissions is an attractive way to estimate emissions because it is cheap, quick
and can be done on a wide spread basis with only the collection of external information.
This means that there is no need for a researcher to bring equipment into the barn, take
measurements and analyze the data. The problem with models is that the processes that
produce and impact the magnitude and timing of the pollutants are not completely
understood. It is recognized that the success of the model is dependent on the input
variables. For example, the relationship between feed intake and methane production is
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not a linear relationship (Bell et al., 2009). This leads to inaccurate results, or only
models that pertain to specific barns or management styles. Since there can be a lot of
uncertainties, caution must be taken when working with models and the degree of
uncertainty needs to be understood (Benchaar et al., 1998).
Models have progressed from the early simple versions to dynamic models that can
require hundreds of inputs to get a complete profile of the emissions from a farm. Carbon
dioxide and methane were the initial pollutants that were modeled, but now models have
been created for most pollutants found on the farm such as ammonia, nitrous oxide and
sulfur dioxide. One pollutant that has not been studied as thoroughly, and has not been
modeled with any kind of accuracy, is particulate matter.

2.4.1 Modeling Methane Emissions
Methane production has been modeled ranging from the very simple, using just dry
matter intake, to some very complex models using milk fat percentage, milk production,
body weight, acid detergent fiber (ADF), neutral detergent fiber (NDF), crude protein
(CP) and carbohydrate profile among others. Moe & Tyrrell (1972) were one of the first
to generate more complex models, which used only the carbohydrate profile as follows:

(3)
where NFC=nonfiber carbohydrate (kg d-1), HC=hemicellulose (kg d-1), and C=cellulose
(kg d-1).

More intricate methods have been developed such as MOLLY, COWPOLL, and one
produced by the IPCC. MOLLY was produced by the University of California, Davis. It
is a mechanistic model based on a hydrogen balance (Kebreab et al., 2008). Excess
hydrogen produced during fermentation of carbohydrates and proteins is assumed to be
completely used for methanogenesis, and in turn produces methane (Kebreab et al.,
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2008). COWPOLL is a model based on a series of dynamic, deterministic, and nonlinear
differential equations. This model includes nitrogen and phosphorus utilization, as
MOLLY did not. COWPOLL also separates the microbes into three communities with
three separate sets of interactions instead of one like in MOLLY (Kebreab et al., 2008).
The IPCC method is more general then the previous two. It takes into account a general
emission factor, feed intake, milk production, work performed, percentage of cows that
give birth that year and feed digestibility. Out of the aforementioned models, MOLLY
produced the most accurate and versatile results, being flexible with feed changes.

2.4.2 Modeling Ammonia Emissions
Fewer models of ammonia have been created for agricultural compared to methane and
carbon dioxide. More recently, ammonia has received more attention and there has been
more models created. The Integrate Farm System Model (IFSM) is one model that has
been produced by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) that takes into
account the herd, facilities, feeding and manure collection method. Within these
categories there are many subcategories that can be filled in or can be left as a default
value provided. Attempts at predicting ammonia emissions have also been made based
off of the urea content in the milk produced with some success (Powell et al., 2013). The
problem with using this method is that it does not capture all the parameters needed to
predict ammonia loses from the barn. These parameters will vary between barns and
could have a dramatic effect on the magnitude of ammonia emissions predicted.

2.5 Emission Factors
There are three components to developing emission factors. It is composed of a
concentration, an exhaust rate and an animal unit. The concentration is found using one
of the above mentioned analyzers and converted from a parts per million (ppm) to a mass
per volume using the temperature and pressure of the sample site. The exhaust rate is
determined differently depending on if the barn is naturally or mechanically ventilated, as
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previously described. The final component of the emission factor is the animal unit. The
animal unit (AU), or livestock unit, is based on 500 kg of live mass of the animals in the
barn. It helps to standardize the emissions, although it can also skew the data if not
examined properly. For example, if heifers are kept in the same barn as the cows, some
can weigh similar to the cows that are milking but the heifers receive much less
carbohydrate rich food. This means that the methane production is less but the weight is
still counted toward the AU. Cows can also vary in mass ranging from 500 kg up to 1000
kg and is dependent on the breed of milking cow.
2.5.1 Heifer and Cow Masses
In order to develop the emission factor, the mass of the cows and heifers must be known.
In beef, poultry and swine, the mass of the animals is closely monitored since it is the
product that is shipped to market. With dairy, the product is milk so the mass of the cows
is not as important. Typically the mass of the animals would be determined using a scale
and simply logged or read off the screen. When this is not an option, there are other ways
to estimate the mass of the cows. The first is using heart girth tape. This method uses a
flexible measuring tape that is wrapped around the heart girth of the cow. The heart girth
is located just behind the front legs of the cows. A relationship between the mass and
heart girth measurement has been determined and validated by Heinrichs et al. (1992b).
For animals weighting less than 150 kg, the equation deviates from the actual mass of the
heifer and is not recommended for use (Heinrichs et al., 1992a). This method is used as
an industry standard now. The other method to estimate the mass of dairy cows uses a
hipometer. This tool is a pair of calipers large enough to encompass the width of the hips
of the cows. Based off of the measurement of the hips, an equation has been developed to
indicate the mass. The heart girth tape and the hipometer give similar results (Dingwell et
al., 2006).
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2.5.2 Summary of Previous Emission Factor Studies
Many studies have been conducted on emissions from dairy barns in the past that
cover methane and ammonia. PM has not been studied as much as the other
contaminants, so there are fewer studies available for comparison. Although there have
been many studies conducted in the past, it is difficult to make direct comparisons due to
the variability between studies, which includes the number of cows in the barn, whether
heifers are kept in the same barn as cows, geographic location, instrumentation used to
conduct the experiments, manure management used in the barn, ventilation and the
season in which the study was conducted. A summary of the relevant studies presented
below for ammonia in Table 6, for methane in Table 7 and for PM in Table 8.
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Table 6: Summary of previous emission factor studies for ammonia
Emission
Factor

Location

Instrumentation

Manure Management

Ventilation

Season

Source

0.26

England

Chemiluminescence

Litter, scraped daily

Natural, CO2
balance

Winter

(Koerkamp, et
al., 1998)

0.89

Netherlands

Chemiluminescence

Litter, scrapped daily

Natural, CO2
balance

Winter

(Koerkamp, et
al., 1998)

0.49

Denmark

Chemiluminescence

Litter, scrapped daily

Natural, CO2
balance

Winter

(Koerkamp, et
al., 1998)

0.47

Germany

Chemiluminescence

Litter, scrapped daily

Natural, CO2
balance

Winter

(Koerkamp, et
al., 1998)

1.32

UK

Chemiluminescence

Scraped every 2 hr

Natural

(Demmers, et
al., 1998)

5.71

UK

Chemiluminescence

Scraped every 2 hr

Natural

(Demmers, et
al., 2001)

0.22

Minnesota

Chemiluminescence

Scraped daily

Natural

Winter

(Schmidt et al.,
2002)

0.48

Minnesota

Chemiluminescence

Scraped daily

Natural

Summer

(Schmidt et al.,
2002)

1.62

Germany

Multi-gas PA

Mechanical scraped

Natural

Winter

1.58

Germany

Gutters

Natural

0.58

Netherlands

Gutters

5.45

Idaho, USA

Natural

Summer

(Leytem et al.,
2011)

7.02

Idaho, USA

Natural

Fall

(Leytem et al.,
2011)

11.2

Wisconsin,
USA

1.02

Sweden

1.01

Sweden

(g hr-1 AU-1)

(Snell et al.,
2003)
(Oldenburg,
1989)
(Groenestein &
Montsma, 1991)

Slatted floors

Mechanical

Multi-gas PA

Gutters, twice a day

Natural

Winter

(Ngwabie et al,
2009)

Multi-gas PA

Gutters, twice a day

Natural

Spring

(Ngwabie et al.,
2009)
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(Aguerre et al.,
2011)

Table 7: Summary of Previous Emission Factor Studies for Methane
Emission
Factor

Location

Instrumentation

Manure Management

Ventilation

Season

Source

(g hr-1 AU-1)
16.23

Germany

3.39

Multi-gas PA

Mechanically Scraped

Natural

Winter

(Snell et al.,
2003)

Switzerland

Slatted Floors

Mechanical

Winter

(Kulling et al.,
2002)

8.08

Austria

Scrapped twice daily

Mechanical

18.26

Ottawa, CAN

Mechanical

Summer/
Fall

(Kinsman et al.,
1995)

36.77

Idaho, USA

Natural

Spring

(Leytem et al.,
2011)

16.97

Idaho, USA

Natural

Fall

(Leytem et al.,
2011)

460.17

Wisconsin,
USA

Slatted Floors

Mechanical

(Aguerre et al.,
2011)

11.94

Indiana, USA

Scrapped

Mechanical

(Lim et al.,
2012)

(Amon et al.,
2001)

Table 8: Summary of Previous Emission Factor Studies for Particulate Matter
Emission Factor

Geographic
Location

Instrumentation

Ventilation

Season

Source

80.9 (PM10)

New
Mexico,
USA

Filter Collection

Natural with
supplemental
fans

Summer

(Purdy et al.,
2009)

81.0 (PM10)

New
Mexico,
USA

Filter Collection

Natural with
supplemental
fans

Winter

(Purdy et al,
2009)

630.0 (PM10)

California,
USA

Optical Particle
Counter

Mechanically
scraped as needed

Summer

(Marchant, et
al., 2011)

56 (PM10)

Minnesota,
USA

Filter Collection

Skid steer scraped

Natural

Winter

(Schmidt et al,
2002)

10.5 (PM10)

Minnesota,
USA

Filter Collection

Skid steer scraped

Natural

Winter

(Schmidt et al.,
2002)

12.6 (PM2.5)

New
Mexico,
USA

Filter Collection

Natural with
supplemental
fans

Summer

(Purdy et al.,
2009)

21.9 (PM2.5)

New
Mexico,
USA

Filter Collection

Natural with
supplemental
fans

Winter

(Purdy et al.,
2009)

54.0 (PM2.5)

California,
USA

Optical Particle
Counter

Summer

(Marchant, et
al., 2011)

-1

-1

(mg hr AU )

Manure Management

Mechanically
scraped as needed
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2.6 Mitigating Emissions
There are two ways to reduce emissions from the barn, changing the diet and using
different manure management techniques. Emissions are more typically reduced by diet
changes than by adjusting manure management practices. Altering the diet of the animals
directly impacts the cow’s biological processes and can reduce the production of nitrogen
compounds or can create a sink for the nitrogen to form other compounds, thereby
effectively reducing the production of ammonia. The same can be done for methane but
hydrogen is targeted, rather than carbon. The problem with changing the diet of the cows
is that it can affect the production quantity and quality of the milk produced. Farmers are
unlikely to change the diet if it will affect the milk produced, unless regulated by
government.
The second way to reduce the emissions is to change the manure management practices.
Since ammonia production requires the interaction of urine and faeces, the separation or
removal of the waste from the barn will help reduce the emissions. Methane is harder to
remediate using manure management since the majority of the methane is emitted during
enteric fermentation.
Particulate matter is different from methane and ammonia because it comes from the
feed, manure, bedding and as a SIA, largely from ammonia reactions. The feed is
unlikely to change, and the inexpensive cost of straw and sawdust will lead farmers to
continue to use these products. Some farmers have switched to a water mat or foam mat
as an alternate but the use of straw and sawdust is still very common and sometimes used
in conjunction with the mats. The best solution would be to reduce ammonia and the
acidic compounds that form SIA.
2.6.1 Ammonia
2.6.1.1 Diet Change
The source of nitrogen in the cattles diet is in the form of crude protein. If the nitrogen is
reduced in the diet, then there would be less available for the production of ammonia and
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therefore a reduction of ammonia emissions can occur (Aneja et al., 2008). If the amount
of protein is reduced, then carbohydrates will need to be increased to account for the loss
in energy. This will increase the amount of methane that is produced, so it is not the best
option for reducing pollutants overall. Another solution proposed is to add condensed
tannin to the drinking water of the cattle. Tannin is a plant polyphenolic compound that
will bind to and precipitates proteins. Nitrogen will be consumed in these reactions and
will not form urea and eventually ammonia. A previous study observed that the amount
of nitrogen produced in the waste was still the same but the nitrogen was nitrified rather
than volatilized into ammonia (Aneja et al., 2008).
2.6.1.2 Manure Management Techniques
Other than diet, manure management can impact ammonia volatilization. The design of
the pens, frequency of manure removal, additives and flushing with water can help to
reduce ammonia volatilization. Aneja et al. (2008) found that a flat barn floor scrapped
96 times daily showed a reduction of 5% of ammonia emissions. If the floors are sloped
and scraped 96 times a day then a 26% reduction was seen in emissions (Bramm et al.,
1997). The sloped floors bring all of the manure to the middle, to ensure the scraper
collects it all. The addition of alum to the manure slurry has shown up to 58% reductions
in emissions, which is quite significant (Aneja et al., 2008). Adding the alum in the barn
when the fecal matter is produced can be difficult, unless the manure is stored in the barn.
Storage of the manure in the barn is not advised since ammonia is still produced for some
time after the manure is excreted and mixed. Finally, flushing can be used in combination
with scrapping as a manure management technique. Compared to a floor that is only
scrapped, when scraped and flushed a reduction of 14% in emissions can be seen. Further
if 4 g L-1 of formaldehyde are added to the water then a reduction of 50% was seen
(Ogink & Kroodsma, 1996).
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2.6.2 Methane
2.6.2.1 Diet Change
Diet is the largest influence on methane production and its remediation. When proteins,
lipids and carbohydrates are broken down a byproduct is the formation of methane gas. It
has been observed that when protein levels are increased and carbohydrate levels are
lowered, then methane emissions are also lowered (Shibata & Terada, 2010). With
increased protein levels, ammonia emissions will be heightened, so this is not the best
option. One option is to switch from structural carbohydrates, such as cellulose and
hemicellulose, to nonstructural carbohydrates such as starches and sugars because they
ferment faster and yield less methane (Van Nevel & Demeyer, 1996).
Diet change is one solution but additives can also be used to reduce the production of
methane. Methane generation can be reduced when there is alternative hydrogen sinks.
These sinks will allow the hydrogen to be used up for alternative processes other than the
formation of methane (Johnson & Johnson, 1995). The compounds that can be used for
the hydrogen sink include oxygen, unsaturated fatty acids, nitrates, sulfates, ionophores
and other organic acids. These sinks are usually small and therefore do not have a great
impact on the reduction of methane, but could be part of a solution. They have been
studied extensively and do have an impact but the amount that would need to be added to
have a substantial affect would be impractical (Shibata & Terada, 2010).
Feeding calcium salts of unsaturated fatty acids has been found to decrease the methane
production by about 10%. The added cost of the salts can be justified in beef production
due to the added fattening of the beef cows (Shibata & Terada, 2010). In dairy cattle, this
could work for heifers but not in lactating cows since the point of their feed is to aid in
milk production and not meat production.
Whatever changes are made must be monitored closely because methane inhibition seems
to trigger a series of interrelated effects on digestion in the rumen, and possibly further
down the line. The most desirable methane inhibitor must be extremely specific with a
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persistent and long-lasting action. It should not harm the animals and not produce any
other harmful residues in their body or waste. This makes lipids an attractive option since
they are not fermented in the rumen (Van Nevel & Demeyer, 1996).
2.6.2.2 Manure Management Techniques
Although methane is predominantly produced and expelled from the cattle directly, there
is still about 13% of the methane emissions that come from the manure after excreted
(Kulling et al., 2002). To prevent the emissions in the barn, the manure should not be
stored in the barn but moved out to a lagoon or storage area immediately after it is
collected. Essentially this just moves the emission issue from the barn to the lagoon but,
on a large scale, it makes it easier to incorporate additives.
2.6.3 Particulate Matter
The reduction of particulate matter in the barn can be done through two methods. The
first is the mechanical control of the dust using sprinklers, electrostatic precipitators and
filtering methods. The second is reducing the production of SIA that form PM2.5. The
reduction of ammonia, which leads to the formation of SIA, has been previously
discussed.
The use of sprinkler systems in swine and poultry is much more common as a tactic to
reduce ammonia and dust through the dispersion of water and/or oil. The sprinklers are
largely to control the dust present in the bedding material. In dairy, the use of oil would
not be plausible but the use of water has been used as a method of heat control and could
be adapted are a method of dust control. The size of droplets is important, and should be
approximately 150 µm to avoid being a health hazard (Patterson & Adrizal, 2005). The
added moisture can cause issues such as mold and fungus growth, corrosion of the barn
and animal comfort (Stowell et al., 2003). Not only do these parameters have to be
monitored in order to avoid harmful effects but the sprinklers would not be able to be
used in the winter in Ontario because of icing in the barn. This will cause animal
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discomfort and also create hazardous floors for the cows and operators alike. The next
strategy is a windbreak in the form of trees, shrubs or mounds of soil. These would need
to be placed downwind of the exhaust fans, close enough that they could trap PM before
it is dispersed, but set back enough so that it does not influence the exhaust rate of the
fans. The natural windbreaks reduce the dust and odour downwind by both dropping
particles and lifting emissions into the upper air stream for greater dispersion (Patterson
& Adrizal, 2005). Lastly electrostatic precipitators have been used in poultry and swine
operations, but are not common in dairy operations. Electrostatic precipitators use
electrical forces to capture particles in outgoing air. The particles are given an electrical
charge by forcing them to pass through a corona. The electrical field that forces the
charged particles to the walls comes from electrodes maintained at a high voltage in the
center of the flow path shown in Figure 17. A reduction of up to 60% in airborne dust has
been seen in swine operations, but the economical merits have yet to be determined in
dairy operations (Patterson & Adrizal, 2005).

Figure 17: Electrostatic precipitation operation (US EPA, 1994)
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3.0 ANALYZERS AND AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT
There are a range of analyzers and equipment to choose from, as described in Section 2.3
Measurement Techniques. The selected equipment and analyzers used to characterize the
pollutants in the current study are described below.

3.1 Sample Line & Sample Pump
Condensation in the sample air can have detrimental effects on data and the continuous
gas analyzers. For this reason, a Clean Air Engineering Inc. Model 0723-100, 30 m
heated sample line was used (Clean Air Engineering Inc, Chicago, IL, USA). The heater
has a range of 0-180 oC and maintains a constant temperature of 124 oC to ensure that no
condensation occurs from the time the gas enters the sample line to the time it reaches the
analyzers. The heated sample line consists of a 1.27 cm, inner diameter, Teflon® tube
and heating coils to maintain the set temperature. The sample line uses two type K
thermocouples that are embedded in the sample line for temperature indication.
A diaphragm pump capable of pumping at 20 L min-1 was used to supply sample air to all
of the analyzers. The specific pump was a KNF UN035.1.2 TTP (KNF Laboratories,
2013). This flow rate provided the required flow to all analyzers and then exhausted the
remaining sample through an atmospheric dump line.

3.2 Continuous Gas Analyzers
All gas analyzers were manufactured by Thermo Electron Corporation and are
summarized in Table 9 along with the gas species that they detect and their detection
limits. Samples were averaged over a five minute period and collected continuously for
approximately 10-14 days depending on the analyzer.
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Table 9: Gas Analyzer Specifications

Model #

Pollutant

Lower Detection Limit

Upper
Detection Limit

17C

Nitric Oxide, Nitrogen
Dioxide, Ammonia

1 ppb

100 ppm

20 ppb Methane 50 ppb NMHC

2000 ppm

55C

Methane, Nonmethane Hydrocarbons

3.2.1 Model 17C Chemiluminescence NH3 Analyzer
The instrument chosen to continuously monitor ammonia was the Thermo Electron
Corporation (TEC) Model 17C chemiluminescence analyzer. The 17C was chosen based
on its accuracy, wide sampling range and quick response time. These principles make it
ideal for continuous research. The model 17C is used for long sampling campaigns due to
its stability. It has a lower detectable level of 1 ppb and a 24-hour zero drift of 1 ppb. The
17C required a flow rate of 0.6 L min-1 and operates in the temperature range of 15-35
o

C.

The 17C can store data at five minute intervals for approximately 10 days, and only needs
to be calibrated once per week.
3.2.2 Model 55C Direct Methane, Non-Methane Hydrocarbon Analyzer
For continuous methane collection, the Model 55C from TEC was chosen. Similar to the
17C, the 55C was picked due to its ability to hold large amounts of data, to be stable and
because of its accuracy. The 55C is accurate to an extent of ±2% of the measured value
and has a precision of ±2%. Without the automatic calibration, the drift of the 55C is
±2% of the span gas. The 55C operates in the temperature range of 15 oC – 35 oC and
requires a minimum flow rate of 0.5 L min-1. It can store data for approximately 14 days
on a five minute interval basis.
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3.3 Particulate Matter Sampling
To sample the particulate matter (PM), a dustproof housing unit was installed in the barn,
which contained three aerosol monitors. The monitors used were two TSI Model 8520
DustTrakTM aerosol monitoring units and one TSI Model 8530 DustTrakTM aerosol unit.
The DustTrakTM monitor uses an optical particle counter (OPC) with a range of 0.001100 mg m-3 and a 24-hour zero stability of ± 0.001 mg m-3 (TSI Incorporated, 2006). The
instrument’s ability to measure with this accuracy is ideal for long term continuous
monitoring (Morgan, 2012). Each air intake manifold consists of 4 heads in order to
capture a representative integrated air sample, as seen in Figure 18. Ideally the sample
should be taken at a similar location as the heated sample line, maintaining a proper
distance from the exhaust fans and floor. This can prove difficult since the sample line
into the aerosol monitors can only be a maximum of 1.2 m long. The monitor collects
data and averages it over one minute. It can continuously record data for up to a month,
although biweekly collection is recommended.

Figure 18: Aerosol Monitor Housing and Sampling Heads
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3.4 Flow Assessment Numeration System (FANS)
In order to determine exhaust rates the FANS unit, seen in Figure 19, was selected
because direct measurement is a more accurate way of determining the exhaust rate. The
frame of the FANS unit can surround up to a 1.83 m diameter exhaust fan, which makes
it ideal for a wide range of barn fans. The FANS unit uses a series of anemometers in
order to capture the wind speed coming from the exhaust fan. The area of the frame is
known and the software seamlessly converts the area and wind speed to a flow rate. This
method is the most direct method of sampling the exhaust rate and does not rely on
uncertainties of performance curves or tracer gases.

Figure 19: FANS Unit Determining Exhaust Rates

3.5 Barn Computer
A computer system was installed into the barn’s ventilation control board in order to
record detailed information about the barn. It is crucial to record detailed information in
order to characterize a parameters effect and to determine the exhaust rate of the entire
barn. There are 14 exhaust fans that are controlled by the computer system that operates
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thermostatically. The exhaust fans 1-4 were variable speed fans and at least fans 1 & 2
needed to be running in order to provide exhaust of gases and moisture. These variable
speed fans can run at lower flow rates in colder conditions in order to maintain the
warmth needed in the barn. The set point for the barn is 13 oC, and the fans work on a
staging system that increases by 0.5-1 oC for fans 3-14, ending when the barn temperature
sensors read 22 oC, for fan 13 and 14. When the lights were on was also recorded because
this affects the animal activity in the barn had a large effect on gas and particulate
emissions. Table 10 details all the information that was recorded.
Table 10: Computer System Recordings

Item

Description

Barn Temperature

An average of 3 sensors spread through the
barn are used to determine the temperature of
the barn

Fan Off/On

Records the voltage going to the individual
fans and returns a 0 or 1 for no voltage or
voltage

Variable Speed Position

Records the percentage of voltage going to
fans 1 through 4, with 0 being 0% and 4096
being 100%

Lights Off/On

Records a voltage going to the lights as 0 or 1
for off or on, for 3 different sections of the barn

Louver Position

Records the percentage that the louvers are
open, 0 being closed, 100% being completely
open

Attic Temperature

Records the temperature of the attic

3.6 Video Camera
To confirm the activities in the barn, such as when the lights were turned on, when the
scrapers start up, feeding times and to monitor animal activity, a surveillance video
camera was installed in the barn. The model XX36A AIRSIGHT outdoor camera was
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used because it offered a wide angle lens, it is small in size, easy to mount, can be logged
onto a computer on site, and has night vision.

3.6 Sampling Trailer
A dual axle trailer was used as the housing unit for all of the analyzers due to the
portability (Dixon, 2009). This allows the trailer to be moved to different locations to
study various agricultural housings. All analyzers, except the PM monitors, were housed
within the trailer in a custom shelving unit. Each level of the tower was equipped with a
sliding shelf that allowed for easier maintenance of the analyzers. The shelf also allows
the rear of the analyzers to be accessed for calibrations and setup. Support gases for
calibration and operation were secured along the wall using ratchet straps, which is seen
in Figure 20. The trailer is equipped with an air conditioner unit as, without one, the
analyzers can overheat in the summer months and result in damage to the analyzer and
data. The exhaust lines in the trailer can also freeze up in the winter months due to the
warm temperature from the sampling line and the cold ambient air where the lines
exhaust. To combat the environmental conditions the trailer was equipped with a 4.4
kWh air conditioning unit and a standalone heater in order to maintain a temperature
range of 18-22 oC. This ensured that the analyzers did not overheat nor did the exhaust
lines freeze over.

3.7 Outdoor Atmospheric Conditions
Outdoor conditions directly influence the performance of the barn. Specifically
temperature and pressure will have the biggest influence on the barn, affecting how many
fans will be on, and what the louver position is in order to maintain a slight negative
pressure system in the barn, thereby creating tunnel ventilation. The pressure,
temperature and relative humidity were all recorded from a weather station setup in the
trailer. A Campbell Scientific CS500 temperature and relative humidity probe were used
to measure the ambient air. The probe was attached to the outside of the trailer. A
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Campbell Scientific 61205V barometric pressure sensor was used to acquire pressure
readings. All of these parameters were recorded and stored with a Campbell Scientific
CR23X Micrologger in the trailer.

Figure 20: Sampling Tower and Support Gas Setup
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4.0 METHODOLOGY
The sampling methods and analysis for gases, PM, feed, urine, fecal matter and exhaust
rates are described in this section. Quality assurance and control are also explained in
order to maintain consistent and reliable data.

4.1 Continuous Gas Monitoring
The sampling for gases starts in the barn with a heated sample line placed 2.5 m in front
the exhaust fans and at two-thirds of the pen height (Herber & Bogan, 2006) to obtain a
representative sample, which can be seen in Figure 21. This location was chosen because
all the air that was exhausted in the barn must pass by this location. By having the sample
line at a height two-thirds up from the floor, the less influence the floor will have on the
air flow patterns. A sampling network is illustrated in Figure 22 that describes the flow of
air from barn to analyzer. The trailer pump brings in the sample air through a 1 µm
membrane filter in order to remove particulate that could damage the analyzers. Sample
gases must be delivered to all analyzers at atmospheric pressure and, for this reason, an
atmospheric dump was incorporated into the gas distribution network. After the dump
line, two two-way valves were used in parallel to change between ambient outdoor air
and barn air for ammonia and methane. A redundancy membrane filter pack was installed
on the sample line entering each analyzer to ensure that no harmful particulate enters the
analyzer.
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Approximately 2.5 m from exhaust fans

Approximately
two-thirds height
from the ground

Figure 21: Placement of Heated Sample Line in the Barn

Figure 22: Trailer Sampling Network
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4.2 Particulate Matter Collection
The particulate matter collection system consisted of a sampling manifold with four
heads to integrate a sample from a wider spatial region, as seen in Figure 18. This
manifold collected air and, via a Tygon® tube no longer than 1.22 m and (TSI
Incorporated, 2006) delivered the air to the DustTrakTM monitors. The monitors were
housed in a cabinet to protect them from excessive moisture, dust, and debris.
4.2.1 Particulate Matter Adjustment Factor
The DustTrakTM Model 8520 and 8530 were calibrated to particles with a bulk density of
500 kg m-3 (TSI Incorporated, 2006) using method ISO 12103-1 with A1 Ultrafine dust,
in house before being shipped to the user. The dust in the barn is not necessarily at the
same density as the dust used to calibrate the monitor.

In order to get a proper

concentration of PM, an adjustment factor is needed to be applied. To test the bulk
density of the barn dust, a Scott Volumeter was used. The Volumeter is composed of a
top funnel, a baffle box, bottom funnel, density cup and stand as depicted in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: Specifications for the Scott Volumeter Used for Bulk Density Tests (ASTM International,
2012)

Dust was collected from vertical surfaces of the barn such as window sills and beams.
This test was completed using the ASTM B329-06 Standard Test for Apparent Density of
Metal Powders and Compounds Using the Scott Volumeter, for which the steps are laid
out below:
1. Tare or preweigh the density cup.
2. Pour the powder being tested carefully into the top receiving funnel and permit
the powder to run into the density cup. Completely fill the density cup to
overflowing or fill to overflowing and form a mound of powder above the top of
the density cup. If the powder is not free-flowing, carefully brush the sample
through the top receiving funnel screen without jarring the volumeter. Jarring of
the volumeter could result in packing of the powder in the density cups, thus
giving erroneously high values.
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3. Remove the excess powder in the density cup by passing the edge of the spatula
blade parallel to, and in contact with, the top of the cup. Move the spatula
smoothly along the top surface of the cup and back again until all excess powder
has been removed, special care being taken to direct the excess powder into the
unfilled areas of the cup. It is important that the spatula be kept level at all times
to prevent packing or pulling out of the powder. Perform the completed leveling
operation to produce a uniform powder surface perfectly level with the top of the
density cup.
4. After the leveling operation, lightly tap the side of the density cup to settle the
powder to avoid spilling while transferring the cup to the balance for weighing.
5. Determine the mass of the powder to the nearest 0.1 g by weighing the cup plus
powder and, if preweighed and not tared, subtracting the mass of the cup.
6. Since the volume of the cup is known and the weight of the dust in the cup is
known, a simple calculation of mass divided by volume will yield the bulk density
To test the accuracy of the Scott Volumeter, ISO 12103-1 A1 ultrafine dust with a bulk
density of 500 kg m-3 was evaluated. A series of tests were done and yielded an average
value of 488.6 kg m-3, a difference of 2%. This gives reasonable confidence that the Scott
Volumeter is applicable for lower densities of dusts, which is the case with the dust in the
barn.

4.3 Exhaust Collection
The FANS unit was centered in front of each exhaust fan and sealed in order to capture
all of the air expelled by the fan. The lower exhaust fans were located at ground level,
and in order to center the FANS unit a 10-30 cm rectangular hole was dug in front of the
fan. The FANS unit was sealed by using a polyurethane tarp that was glued into a tube.
One end of the tube went around the FANS unit and the other end was secured around the
exhaust fan with ratchet straps, as seen in Figure 24. Once in position, the FANS unit was
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controlled by a computer that traverses an array of Model 27106T Gill Propeller
Anemometers up or down the height of the FANS unit (Morgan, 2012).
The exhaust can be measured in two ways: upstream and downstream. Upstream
incorporates placing the FANS unit on the inside of the barn and measuring the flow as it
leaves the building. This is the intended use of the FANS unit since a better seal can be
created along the wall on the inside. Due to the layout of the barn, upstream sampling
was unavailable. Some introductory research was conducted to determine if the FANS
unit could be placed downstream as effectively as it can be upstream. There was
approximately a 3% increase in volumetric flow recorded when the FANS unit was
placed downstream rather than upstream (Li, 2009). Further testing conducted at the
University of Guelph has produced similar results.

Figure 24: Exhaust Data Collection Using the FANS Unit at Claynook Farms

4.4 Determining Cattle Weights
In order to compare the data from one facility to another, the emissions must be
converted into an emission factor, generally using an animal unit, that will prorate all live
mass to a standard unit (1 animal unit (AU) = 500 kg live weight) (Morgan, 2012). There
have been efforts made to be able to make an estimation of the cattle’s weight indirectly.
Heinrichs et al. (1992) conducted an experiment to predict body weight of Holstein cows
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using body measurements. They looked at three different techniques; heart girth
measurement (HG), width of hips and wither height. The heart girth exhibited the highest
correlation to the body weight (BW). The HG was the most consistent and could be
replicated by others (Heinrichs et al., 1992b). Heinrichs et al. (1992b) preformed a
statistical analysis of the data and was able to develop an equation that could be used to
predict body weight. Heinrichs et al. (2007) attempted to test the equation on a larger
sample size to check for variability in the equation. The study included 3,121 cows that
were measured from 9 different locations (Heinrichs et al., 2007). The model used is
based on the regression coefficients and HG to predict BW. The final equation is shown
below:
(8)
where BW is in kg and HG in cm.
The model that Heinrichs et al. (2007) used returned accurate measurements compared to
actual BW and again were highly repeatable. The model can be used for a variety of
heifers, but work best for animals with a BW >150 kg (Heinrichs et al., 2007).
It is important that a representative sample be collected in order for it to have statistically
significance. Cochran (1963) shows how a sample size can be found for a generic
situation, then how to refine that sample size with a finite population:
(9)
where no is the sample size, e is the desired level of precision, p is the estimated
proportion of an attribute that is present in the population, and q is 1-p. The value for Z is
found in statistical tables that contain the area under the normal curve (University of
Florida, 2012). This will provide the baseline prediction of the required sample size.
Since the variability is not known, a conservative estimate p=.5 (maximum variability) is
used. Next, a 95% confidence level is chosen with ±10% precision. Once this is found
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then the known population is applied, given in Equation 10 (Cochran, 1963), where N is
the known population size and n is the corrected sample population.
(10)
Using these equations, the sample population size equates to 81 cows to be measured and
correlated using Equation 8. In total 85 cows were measured, seen in Figure 25, to add a
slight buffer between the exact number needed to account for outliers or variability.
These measurements were then converted to a BW and finally converted to animal units
once the animal populations were acquired from the farmer.

Figure 25: Measuring of the Heart Girth for Weight Comparison

4.5 Determining Emission Factors
As discussed in Section 2.5, there are a wide range of situations that could affect the
emissions exiting the barn. In order to compare different dairy barns, or other agricultural
facilities, a normalization needs to be made. Emission factors (EF) are commonly used to
normalize emissions since they take into account the concentration, the exhaust rate and
the total mass of animals in the barn. The emission factor is defined as the average mass
of pollutant emitted per time per mass of animal. The mass of animal can differ between
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studies so the emission factor is normalized further by using an animal unit (AU) as the
mass of animal.
Unlike other agricultural industries, dairy cow weights do not change much over the
course of a sampling campaign. The heifer weights will change so estimations based on
relationships between stages of growth and mass were made. Combined with the
populations of each type of cow, heifer, calf or bull, AUs were then estimated.
Emission rates were calculated as follows:
(11)
where: ER = Emission rate (mass/time)
C = Concentration (mass/volume)
Q = Volumetric flow rate (volume/time)
To attain the emission factors, the emission rate is divided by the animal unit shown
below:
(12)
where:

AU = Animal unit (dimensionless)
AMTotal = Total animal mass for that sampling campaign

The emission factor can then be solved for by using the animal unit to normalize the
emission rate:
(13)
where:

EF = Emission factor (mass/time/animal unit)

4.6 Feed Sampling
Feed composition was based on lactating stage of the cows, duration of pregnancy and
size of the heifers. The seven groups for the cattle were composed of high milking
(HYM), mid milking (MYM), low milking (MYM), close to calving (CTC), far from
calving (FFC), large heifers (LH) and small heifers (SH). The farmer weighed the feed
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for each of the different groups to adjust for the number of animals that were in the
group. The farmer then recorded the group and the total mass of feed for that group. The
farmer also took a representative grab sample of feed for each group and placed it in the
freezer. This was done once a week, in the fall/winter of 2012, since the feed composition
and mass does not vary greatly over the course of a year. The samples were retrieved and
brought to Agri-Foods Laboratories for a feed analysis. The feed samples were analyzed
for dry matter content (DM), crude protein (CP), acid detergent fibre (ADF), neutral
detergent fibre (NDF), calcium (Ca), phosphorus (P), potassium (K), magnesium (Mg),
sodium (Na), total digestive nutrients (TDN), net energy lactation (NEL) and ash content.

4.7 Urine and Fecal Matter Sampling
Urine and fecal matter sampling was also completed concurrently with the feed sampling.
All seven groups were again sampled to provide correlations between the feed and
manure. Two to three drop samples were gathered from all of the groups aforementioned
and the homogenized to get a representative sample. Drop samples were obtained using a
1 L sampling container attached to the end of a 1.2 m long handle. Drop samples must be
collected before the sample hits the barn floor so that the sample is not contaminated by
bacteria or other impurities. These samples were also taken to Agri-Food Laboratories for
analysis.

4.8 Data Quality Assurance and Control
To ensure that the analyzers were working properly, maintenance was performed
regularly and parts replaced when found to be defective. Due diligence must also be
taken into account. One analyzer alone will give concentration readings but these are
blind readings unless compared to another test to support the trends and concentrations
recorded.
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4.8.1 Maintenance
Before the study began, the analyzers underwent suggested maintenance advised by
Thermo Electron Corporation. These procedures are advised to do once a year and in
some cases more often. Along with the scheduled maintenance, malfunctioning parts
were replaced. The membrane filters that are located on the heated sample line and at the
entry to the analyzers were also replaced regularly. The filter attached to the sample line
was replaced weekly, while the filters on the analyzers were replaced at the beginning of
each sampling run.
4.8.1.1Methane Analyzer Maintenance
For the model 55C methane/non-methane analyzer, the only suggested maintenance is to
complete a column conditioning and initial burn-in. This will raise the oven temperatures
for a period of 8 hours to clean out any accumulated hydrocarbons (Thermo Electron
Corporation, 2003).
4.8.1.2 Ammonia Analyzer Maintenance
The model 17C ammonia analyzer has suggestions for preventative maintenance. The
first is to make certain that the absorbent pack at the rear of the panel is not saturated.
This should be replaced with a silica gel pack if spent. Next are general inspections and
cleaning. The capillaries should be inspected to make sure that there are no blockages,
and ensure the O-rings are all in place. Lastly inspection and cleaning of thermoelectric
cooler fins on the photomuliplier tube cooler should be completed every six months to
ensure optimum performance (Thermo Electron Corporation, 2004).
4.8.1.3 Particulate Matter Monitor
The DustTrakTM monitor requires regular maintenance, depending on the concentration
of particulate matter that is being sampled. It is recommended that the inlet line should be
cleaned after 350 hours of sampling at a concentration level of 1 mg m-3. This can be
prorated based on lesser or greater concentrations. A zero check should be done daily or
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before long continuous tests. When using the 2.5 µm cut off, it should be cleaned out
after 30 hours at 1 mg m-3, and 350 hours when using the 10 µm for a 1 mg m-3 sample.
Finally, the internal filters should be replaced after 700 hours at 1 mg m-3. Just like the
sample inlet these cleaning periods can be prorated based off of the concentration
sampled.
4.8.2 Calibrations
In order for the analyzers to avoid drift and bias, calibration was routinely performed.
The frequency and required calibration gases were taken from the Thermal Electron and
DustTrakTM manuals that apply to the analyzer in question and are summarized in Table
11.

Table 11: Calibration Requirements for Continuous Gas Monitors

Model #

Minimum Frequency

TEC 17C

Weekly

TEC 55C

Weekly

DustTrakTM
8520/8530

Weekly

Calibration Gases/Instruments
Ammonia (25 ppm)
Nitric Oxide (16 ppm)
Nitrogen Dioxide (16 ppm)
Hydrogen (99.999%)
Propane (106 ppm), Methane (100 ppm) mixed
gas
Nitrogen (99.999%)
Zero air filter

4.8.2.1 Methane Analyzer Calibration
The model 55C using a two-point calibration that utilizes a zero gas and a span gas. The
span gas consists of a methane/propane mixture with concentrations of 100/106 ppm
respectively. The zero gas is ambient air that passes through a scrubbing tower of
activated carbon, and a second tower filled with a Purafil® material. Between the two
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towers, the gas is cleaned so that there is no interference. The calibration procedure
followed is that given in the manual and detailed below:
1. Enter the Calibration Menu and input the span gas concentrations for the methane
and non-methane channels in the Calibration Parameters menu.
2. In the Calibration Menu, select Manual Calibration to initiate the calibration.
3. The model 55C will automatically flood the sample line with the span gas and
begin the sampling regime.
4. If the span gas outputs a reading that is within 2% of the span gas entered in the
parameters menu, then the coefficients are recorded and applied to the samples.
5. If the span gas outputs a reading that is not within 2% of the span gas entered,
then the cycle will begin again until the 2% tolerance is completed or 5 cycles
have been completed.
6. If the 5 cycles have been completed and are not within 2%, the analyzer will use
the coefficients from the most recent calibration.
4.8.2.2 Ammonia Analyzer Calibration
The calibration for the model 17 C analyzer uses a multi-point calibration, using nitric
oxide (NO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and ammonia (NH3). The analyzer also uses high
grade nitrogen to obtain a background of zero. The steps for calibration are laid out
below:
1. Introduce high grade nitrogen into the sample port at 2 L min-1 and allow the
analyzer to stabilize.
2.

From the Main Menu, enter the Calibration Menu and zero the background for
NO, NOx and Nt.

3. Disconnect the nitrogen and attach the NO at the same rate, and allow the
analyzer to stabilize.
4. Enter the Calibration Menu and choose NO, enter the concentration of the NO gas
that is being provided to the analyzer, then hit enter to set that channel.
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5. Disconnect the NO and attach the NO2 at the same rate, and allow the analyzer to
stabilize.
6. Enter the Calibration Menu and choose NO2, enter the concentration of the NO2
gas that is being provided to the analyzer, then hit enter to set that channel.
7. Finally, disconnect the NO2 and attach the NH3 at the same rate as the rest, and
allow the analyzer to stabilize.
8. Enter the Calibration Menu and choose NH3, enter the concentration of the NH3
gas that is being provided to the analyzer, then hit enter to set that channel.
4.8.2.3 DustTrakTM Monitor Calibration
The DustTrakTM monitors needed to be calibrated before each sampling campaign
(TSI Inc, 2006). To calibrate, the DustTrakTM zero-filter was attached to the sample inlet
to provide air free of PM. The setup menu was then entered and the zero air option was
chosen. The monitor would instruct to attach the zero air filter and then sample for 60
seconds. After the calibration was complete, the filter was removed.
4.8.3 Discrete Sampling
In order to validate the concentrations in the barn discrete samples were taken for
methane and ammonia. Methane discrete samples were taken with Tedlar bags and a
pump. The samples were analyzed using a gas chromatograph. Since the concentrations
were low, the gas chromatograph could not pick them up and this method proved
unproductive. The discrete sampling for ammonia consisted of an acid trap to precipitate
out NH3 to NH4+ a more stable compound. A Teflon® sample line was placed next to the
heated sample line to ensure that the sample was taken from the same location for
comparison. The sample line then ran back to a sampling box where the sample ran
through a dry gas meter and then into the acid. The complete procedure is laid out below:
1. Using 0.005 M H3PO4 fill each graduated cylinder to the 100 mL mark.
2. Record the start time and starting odometer reading on the dry gas meter.
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3. Turn on the pumps and air should start to be passed through the acid, as seen by
bubbles in the acid.
4. After 2 hours have passed, turn off the pumps and record the final odometer
reading.
5. Top the graduated cylinder back up to 100 mL with the 0.005 M H3PO4.
6. Mix each graduated cylinder by swirling it, and then pour some of the sample into
vials to be sent to the lab for analysis.
7. Place the vials in a refrigerated vessel until brought to the lab to be tested for
NH4+.
8. The concentration is then calculated by multiplying the aqueous concentration by
the volume of acid and divided by the volume of air, as given below, where Cair
represents the concentration of the air in mg m-3, Caq represents the concentration
of the aqueous solution in mg m-3, Vaq represents the volume of the aqueous
solution in m3, and Vair represents the volume of air in m3.
(14)

4.8.4 Data Processing
The raw data collected from the barn and trailer all underwent processing to create
comparable data sets. Due to the frequency of data collection, a one-hour running average
was used to reduce noise in the data. The data sets were analyzed and the duplicates
removed so that the averages were not skewed. There were also times that the analyzers
and monitors drifted too far or give faulty outputs. These outliers were not used for
calculating the averages. Finally, to make sure that accurate daily and hourly averages
were found, data was only taken when a full 24 hours was recorded for that day. For
example, there must be data from 00:00 to 23:59 for that given day to be included in the
daily averages.
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The statistical program SAS was used to complete a statistical analysis on the data
presented to test for independence and to attempt to create a correlation model from the
parameters collected to describe the emissions coming from the barn. A t-test was done
on all the pollutants to compare seasons to determine if they were independent from each
other. Next a stepwise function was used to determine what parameters should be
included in the model. The parameters that were included in the stepwise function are
listed in Table 12 below. The stepwise function identified the relevant parameters to use
in the general linearized model (GLM). Once the insignificant parameters were
eliminated, the GLM was run to develop a model. The models that were run for each
pollutant will be discussed in a later section of the thesis. All of the outputs from the
statistical analyses are located in Appendix C: SAS outputs and code.
Table 12: Parameters Used to Complete the Stepwise Function in SAS

Parameters
Barn Temperature (oC)
Outdoor Temperature (oC)
Relative Humidity (%)
Outdoor Pressure (Pa)
Barn Temperature minus Set Point Temperature (oC)
Set Point Temperature minus Outdoor Temperature (oC)
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5.0 COMMERCIAL DAIRY FACILITY
This chapter discusses the dairy barn location and the components inside that are used for
daily operations. The barn consists of stalls for bedding, feed alleys, feed storage, milking
parlour, milking system, manure removal system, exhaust fans and computer system that
automatically ran the lighting and exhaust fans. These components work synergistically
and were overseen by the farmer to complete the daily tasks needed in the barn.

5.1 Facility Description
The commercial farm is located in Waterloo County region of Ontario, Canada. It is
situated south-west of the town of New Hamburg near the intersection of Ontario
Highway 7/8 and Waterloo County Road 1 as shown in Figure 26. The facility is called
Claynook Farms and was chosen as the site to perform the emissions study as it is a
mechanically ventilated barn. Claynook has the capacity to milk 168 cows, house 158
heifers, 40 dry cows, 65 young heifers, and 70 bulls or males. This gives them a total
capacity of 501 cows in the barn at any one time but typically Claynook will house
around 475 cows.
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Figure 26: Location of Claynook Farms

5.2 Barn Components
The site is comprised of the main milking barn, a driving shed, a residence, silos for feed
storage, and a manure lagoon. The approximate location of the milking barn, silos, and
lagoon can be seen in Figure 27. The barn is approximately 130 m in length and 20 m in
width. The barn has a calving area at the north-west corner, a milk house in the middle of
the barn on the east side and storage and mixing area for the feed. The barn is comprised
of both free stalls and tie stalls. The milking cows are situated on the east side of the barn
in tie stalls, while the heifers and calves are located at the north end and all along the
west side in free stalls.
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Figure 27: General Layout of the Dairy Facility

5.2.1 Stalls
There were two styles of stalls used in the barn. The first was tie stalls used for the
milking cows. The tie stalls consist of a series of head rails that the cows feed though, a
collar with a chain that is attached to the head rail and side rails to separate the stalls. The
collar and chain were long enough that the cow has the freedom to stand, lie down, feed
and groom themselves. There were electric cow trainers placed above the cows so that
they maintain proper posture for health concerns. The cow’s tails were tied up with string
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to a cable that ran the length of all the stalls. The tails were tied up so that they did not
drag in the manure and acquire bacteria and to avoid infection.
The second type of stall used was the free stall design. These stalls had individual
bedding areas where the dry cows, heifers, calves and bulls could rest but also had an
open area where they could walk around freely. The free stall design also had head rails
that they fed though.
5.2.2 Feeding and Water Systems
The feed for the animals was stored in either of the two silos or in the feeding storage
area. The feed was mixed with a front end loading tractor by mass, using a predetermined
total mixed ration diet prepared by the dairy nutritionist employed by the farm. The feed
was prepared uniquely for the different groups of animals in the barn. These different
groups were calves, bulls, small heifers, large heifer, pregnant and close to calving,
pregnant and far from calving, high yield milking, mid yield milking and low yield
milking cows. The feed for each group was loaded into a machine that had a large hopper
and dispensed the feed in front of the head rails for the animals.
The water was delivered to the cows using two methods: one for the tie stalls and one for
the free stalls. The tie stalls had bowls for every two stalls with a nipple design that the
cows pushed to get water to flow into the bowl to drink. These were directly attached to
the water lines and were constantly fed with fresh water. The free stalls had large basins
located at the end of each pen that were used as a communal drinking trough. These were
fed with fresh water and to ensure they were always full, a float device that sensed when
the water level was too low and would top up the water automatically.
5.2.3 Exhaust Fans
There were 14 Marathon exhaust fans with a diameter of 1.22 m located at the southwest
end of the barn, as shown in Figure 27. Four of the fans were variable speed fans and the
remaining 10 fans were single speed fans. The fans had a 1.12 kilowatt motor and rated at
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460 rotations per minute. The fans were thermostatically controlled, and the staging of
the fans can be seen in Figure 28. The staging was recorded by the barn computer which
was periodically downloaded so that an exhaust rate could be determined.

Figure 28: Staging and Exhaust Rate Profile based on Temperature Increase

5.2.4 Manure Cleanout System
The tie stalls operated on a gutter system that had a conveyor chain and paddles to scrap
the manure away. The tie stalls were cleaned out twice a day at 05:15 and 16:15 for
approximately 30 minutes. The free stalls used a scraping arm system that ran from 05:30
until 20:00. The surfaces in the free stall area were slanted so they allowed the manure to
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slide down easily to the middle to be collected but there was some retention time between
when the waste was excreted and when the scraping arm collected it. At the ends of the
scraping path, the scraper must make a turn to change the stall section that it is scraping.
At this point the scrapper loses some of the manure and a small stock pile builds up that
must be removed by hand. Both the scraper and the gutters were operated by a chain that
pulls the manure to a central location in the barn. The central collection area had
dimensions of 3 m by 2 m. This area acted as a collection point but the manure never
stayed in this area as it was funneled down a pipe immediately. The pipe is 0.9 m in
diameter and drops down 9.1 m to the extraction pipe. The extraction pipe carried the
manure out to the lagoon by gravity. The extraction pipe was 33.5 m in length and ran off
of 2.1 m of head in order to move the manure to the lagoon. Wash water that is used for
the milking process is flushed down the same piping system and goes to the lagoon
partially cleaning the piping system.
5.2.5 Milking System
The milking is done on a track system with dual detacher trolleys. The system is kept in
the milking room until required, then brought out along the track directly to the tie stalls.
This means that the cows do not have to move or be herded into an area, they simply
stand up and are ready to be milked. The system is controlled by a 10 horsepower,
variable speed Air Star vacuum pump. An Optiflo variable-speed milk pump with
FlowStar max claws are used to attach to the teats. The milk transfers into the large
holding tank through a stainless steel vacuum line in order to maintain the cleanliness of
the milk. Companion detachers with yield indicators and companion connector handles
with valves, have been installed that aid in the milking and quicken the process.
Claynook milked the cows twice a day between 05:30-07:30 and again between 16:4518:15.
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5.2.6 Barn Computer System
The computer in the barn automates a number of different components, including exhaust
fans, louver position and lighting. The computer also logs events for analysis later on. A
full description of the computer system is given in Chapter 3.
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6.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Measurements during two sampling campaigns that were taken from the dairy facility are
presented and discussed in this section. The first took place from January 23rd 2013 and
finished on March 20th 2013 and will be referred to as the winter sampling campaign. The
second sampling campaign took place from June 20th 2013 until July 2nd 2013 and will be
referred to as the spring sampling campaign. Along with the results, relationships
between the parameters and the emissions are also discussed. Animal weights collected
and the feed and manure results are presented. Next the results of the ventilation rate tests
are displayed and discussed. The pollutant measurements are described with possible
parameters that may cause a change in magnitude. Finally models from literature were
run to see how well they could predict the actual emissions.

6.1 Feed Conversion
The emissions all start with the waste that is emitted from the cattle, and that waste starts
with the feed intake that the cattle receive. The amount of feed intake will also influence
the cattle’s mass.
6.1.1 Feed Results
The results from the feed sampling are shown below in Table 13, and show the spread
between the different groups. The previously mentioned parameters are shown along with
the dry matter intake (DMI), which represents the amount of feed that is consumed.
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Table 13: Lab Results for Total Mixed Rations

Parameter
Dry Matter (%)

Averages of the different parameters for the varying groups
SH
LH
FFC
CTC
LYM
MYM
HYM
35.2
34.3
44.8
55.2
50.2
52.5
50.9

Moisture (%)

64.8

65.7

55.2

44.8

49.8

47.5

49.1

Protein (% - N*6.25)

4.9

4.4

5.0

7.8

8.2

8.9

7.9

ADF (%)

10.2

10.6

11.0

15.9

11.2

10.9

11.5

NDF (%)

17.1

17.3

18.1

27.0

17.0

16.1

29.6

Calcium (%)

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.3

0.5

0.6

0.5

Phosphorus (%)

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

Sodium (%)

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.2

Potassium (%)

0.9

0.9

0.5

0.8

0.7

0.8

0.8

Magnesium (%)

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.2

0.1

Net Energy(gain) (Mcal kg-1)

0.4

0.4

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.7

0.7

Net Energy(lac) (Mcal kg-1)

0.5

0.5

0.7

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

Net Energy(maint) (Mcal kg-1)

0.6

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.0

1.1

1.0

TDN (%)

24.5

23.3

33.0

38.4

37.0

40.5

38.4

3.8

3.9

2.1

3.2

3.6

4.1

3.7

3.7

3.1

9.6

9.8

9.8

10.7

9.2

DMI (kg day )*

291.4

960.7

485.7

163.1

831.3

1538.5

1871.2

DMI (kg cow-1 day-1)*

5.8

19.2

9.7

3.3

14.8

27.5

33.4

Fibres

Minerals

Energy

Other
Ash (%)
Starch (%)
-1

*Determined based on mass of total mixed ration given at feeding and population, not from lab results

The results were used in models to predict the amount of methane and ammonia
produced. Dry matter, TDN, starch, protein and DMI are on a sliding scale and are higher
for the milking cows than that for the pregnant cows, which is higher, in turn, than that
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for the heifers. These parameters will dictate how rich the feed is for each group. The
richer the food is, the higher the calories from carbohydrates and proteins. The higher the
carbohydrates, the more carbon is available to form methane, and the higher the protein
levels, the more nitrogen is available to form ammonia. For the cows that are producing a
high milk yield, it is important that they receive more feed because a lot of energy is
being put toward lactating. This can be clearly seen for the case of DMI.
The diet for the cattle was created by a dairy nutritionist that was assigned to the farm.
The diet will vary over the course of the year but only in minor details. Since the diet is
not differentiating, the methane production should remain generally stable because it is so
largely dependent on rumen activity in the cow and less correlated to external parameters
such as relative humidity or exhaust rate.
6.1.2 Estimation of Animal Mass and Population
An estimate of the animal mass of the lactating cows and heifers was completed using the
heart girth estimation system. The lactating cows and heifers represent the majority of the
animals in the barn. It was advised not to measure the bulls due to safety concerns and the
farmer provided information pertaining to an estimation of the calves using a growth
curve. The results of the animal mass testing are displayed as averages in Table 14.
Claynook Farms are master breeders and have won many medals over the years for the
quality of animals they produce. They also have a reputation for producing much larger
animals then an average farm would employ. From literature the mass of the lactating
cows typically range from 575-740 kg averaging approximately 650 kg (Schmidt et al,
2002; Snell et al., 2003; Leytem, et al., 2011). The average mass of the lactating cows at
Claynook Farms, however, was approximately 800 kg. Since the cattle at Claynook
Farms were so large, it could skew the emission factor because it may misrepresent the
AU. These larger animals can produce similar levels of milk per day as smaller cows but
will represent a larger AU for the barn. As a further complication, Claynook Farms
houses all of its animals in the same barn, while most farmers will have sperate barns for
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the lactating cows and replacement heifers. Since there are calves, bulls, heifers, and
cows all in the same barn, it can make the use of the AU even more complex.
Table 14: Lactating Cow, Heifer, Bull and Calf Average Weights Based on Age

Lactating cows
Year of Birth

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Mass (kg)

898.8

960.4

859.5

780.7

755.9

687.3

665.9

Heifers
Year of Birth

2010

2011

Mass (kg)

629.4

500.5
Bulls

Months Old

2.5-7

8-14

14-24

Mass (kg)

132.7

485.2

975.4
Other Calves

Months Old

4-14

Mass (kg)

231.0

Cattle population density was easier to obtain because the farmer kept track of this
information. The lactating cows were not kept at capacity allowing new ones to come on
board as they were ready, but the heifers and pregnant cows were kept at full or close to
full capacity. A breakdown of the various populations is given in Table 15.
Table 15: Population Density of Animals Stocked in the Barn

Season and Year

Type of Animal
Lactating

Heifer

Dry Cow

Bulls

Young
Bulls

Calves

Total

Summer 2012

165

158

40

25

35

65
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Fall 2012

168

158

41

20

22

66

475

Winter 2013

165

160

40

19

23

66

473

Spring 2013

168

158

40

22

25

65

478
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The barn is dominated by the lactating cows and heifers comprising of about 70% of the
population and 80% of the total animal mass. These animals have the highest DMI and
consume the richest food.
6.1.3 Manure Results
Drop samples of the fecal matter and the urine were collected from the seven different
groups among the lactating and pregnant cows and heifers. The groups matched that used
for the feed samples and were SH, LH, FFC, CTC, LYM, MYM and HYM. A manure
sample that had sat on the floor and collected by the scrapping arm was also taken to
determine the properties after urine and fecal matter had been combined, designated as
COM in the results.
6.1.3.1 Fecal Matter and Urine Lab Results
Fecal matter samples were taken to Agri-food Labs for analysis, similarly to the feed
analysis. The fecal matter results are displayed in Table 16 and summarize the findings
from the samples taken. The urine samples were taken to Agriculture & Food Laboratory
for analysis. The results from the urine analysis are shown in Table 17, along with the
parameters tested and each group of interest.
Table 16: Fecal Matter Lab Results for the Seven Groups of Interest and One Combined Sample

Parameter
Dry Matter (%)

Averages of the different parameters for the varying groups
SH
LH
FFC
CTC LYM
MYM
HYM COM
13.53
13.81 13.70 13.25 14.6
13.39
13.38
11.21

pH

6.81

6.72

6.78

6.80

6.58

6.76

6.74

7.80

Nitrogen (%)

0.30

0.30

0.31

0.30

0.42

0.30

0.31

0.41

Ammonium – N (ppm)

161.00

97.48

97.96

92.90

156.26

104.33

103.66

1730

Phosphorus (%)

0.18

0.15

0.13

0.12

0.10

0.07

0.06

0.10

Potassium (%)

0.23

0.10

0.11

0.06

0.07

0.11

0.06

0.55

Ash (%)

3.04

3.14

2.87

2.85

1.61

1.39

1.38

2.60

ADF (%)

7.43

7.24

7.47

6.90

7.50

7.73

7.12

4.76
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Table 17: Urinalysis of the Seven Different Groups of Interest

Parameter
Ammonium – N (mg/Kg wet)

Averages of the different parameters for the varying groups
SH
LH
FFC
CTC LYM
MYM
HYM
11.70
17.10 13.80 13.40 17.40
296.00 281.00

Nitrate –N (mg/Kg wet)

1.10

0.73

1.30

0.71

0.44

0.67

0.43

Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen % wet

0.75

0.68

1.02

0.79

1.22

0.77

0.91

Taking a closer look at the results for fecal matter, the dry matter percentage is fairly
consistent over the seven groups and lower in the combined sample due to the addition of
the urine in the sample. The pH of the fecal matter was fairly consistent across the
groups, but again a difference was seen in the combined due to the addition of the urine.
The nitrogen content of the fecal samples was very consistent over the groups with the
exception of the LYM group and the combined sample. The combined sample will
include the added nitrogen from the urine but as to the increase in the LYM group, it is
uncertain why it is so much higher. The ammonium concentration (ppm) varied in the
groups but a significant increase in ammonium was seen with the combined sample.
When the urine is present in the sample it provides more nitrogen content in the form of
urea. The ammonium levels from the urine samples in the HYM and MYM cows were
considerably higher than the rest of the animals, and could be due to higher N in the diet,
but the LYM have similar N content in the diet. The cause instead is related to the DMI
of the cows. In the MYM and HYM groups the cows have 27.5 and 33.4 kg day-1 cow-1,
respectively, while the LYM cow’s only get 14.8 kg day-1 cow-1. Although the N content
is similar the MYM and HYM cows intake much more N content because they are
consuming much more feed. In all cases, the addition of urine to the manure would cause
a large elevation in nitrogen content. Dairy urine has a typical pH of 8.0 ranging from
approximately 6.0-9.0, which will increase the pH of the manure when combined (Seifi et
al., 2004; Roche et al., 2007). With an increase of pH, the formation of NH3 also
increases as much as an order of magnitude for every unit of pH that is above 6.0 (Follett,
1995). When this type of environment is combined with an increase in ammonium from
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the urine, seen in Table 16 in the combined sample and in the urine, as given in Table 17,
it will result in an increased volatilization in ammonia.

6.2 Ventilation Rates
Tests were done on the 14 exhaust fans to determine the individual exhaust rates for each
fan. The Ontario government has set guidelines for exhaust rates from various
agricultural barns which will be included for comparison purposes.
6.2.1 Fan Staging
The FANS unit was used to take samples of the exhaust rate. This was completed for all
the exhaust fans on the barn to get a full profile of the differing exhaust rates. The
measurements were taken in the fall and summer for ease of sampling and averaged. The
sampling campaigns for pollutants took place in the spring and winter, so there were
concerns about the exhaust data being properly represented for these seasons. The
exhaust testing resulted in consistent data over the two seasons and was deemed
appropriate to use for the spring and winter.
The exhaust system at Claynook Farms is controlled thermostatically initiating the next
stage when the barn temperature reaches a certain set point. The barn also has an overall
set point of 13 oC that it tries to maintain for animal comfort. The barn will always have
some fans running in order to establish proper air quality for the animals and workers.
The temperature “width” between the different stages is not linear, but instead jumps up
when the temperature reaches certain intervals. The set points are detailed in Table 18
and show that the first few stages use about a 2 oC temperature width, but, then from
stage 4-7 and 9-11, the temperature difference is <1 oC.
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Table 18: Exhaust Fan Staging with Set Points and Exhaust Rates

Set
On
Stage
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Fan #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Point Set
Off

o

C
10.0
10.0
12.1
12.1
14.2
15.3
16.3
16.8
17.4
18.9
19.5
20.0
20.5
20.5

Point

o

C
9.5
9.5
11.6
11.6
13.7
14.7
15.8
16.3
16.8
18.4
18.9
19.5
20.0
20.0

Exhaust Rate (m3 hr-1)
37,962.3
31,123.0
33,530.8
29,577.3
31,304.0
30,280.0
33,234.3
32,303.5
32,003.8
32,153.8
35,826.5
32,416.3
32,959.5
30,017.5

Cumulative
Staging
Exhaust Rate (m3 hr-1)
70,977.8
134,085.8
165,389.8
195,669.8
228,904.1
261,207.6
293,211.3
325,365.2
361,191.7
393,607.9
456,584.9

The fan staging and exhaust increase are depicted graphically in Figure 28. From 14.2 oC,
at stage 3, to 17.4 oC, at stage 7, there is a large jump in ventilation and then again at
stage 8 until 11 there is another large jump in ventilation. These large jumps will cause
the concentrations of contaminants to decrease since the air is being more diluted by the
increased fresh air intake
6.2.2 Seasonal Variation in Exhaust Rates
In Ontario, the temperature differences between seasons can be quite significant. Since
the ventilation is based on temperature, the exhaust rates will also change significantly. A
comparison of the exhaust rate, barn temperature, outdoor temperature and barn set point
temperature are shown in Figure 29 and Figure 30 for the winter and spring sampling
campaigns,

respectively.
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Figure 29: Comparing Winter Exhaust Rates with Barn and Outdoor Temperatures
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Figure 30: Comparing Spring Exhaust Rates with Barn and Outdoor Temperature

In the winter, the barn temperature is consistently below the set point, with a few
exceptions on warmer days, while in the spring the barn temperature is typically above
the set point temperature. When the barn temperature is below the set point the exhaust
fans are running at a minimum to maintain air quality in the barn. When the barn
temperature is above the set point temperature, such as in the spring, the fans are acting
as a heat relief mechanism as well as improving the air quality.
The thermostatic system can be observed most easily in the spring data set. When the
outdoor temperature begins to rise, the barn temperature begins to rise and the exhaust
rate begins to rise. As the increased ventilation turns on, it cools the barn and the barn
temperature stabilizes, while the outdoor temperature continues to increase. The peaks
and troughs of the outdoor temperature will always exceed that of the barn temperature
and this shows that the thermostatic system is working properly. Due to the small
increments in the staging and the low set point temperatures, when the temperature
begins to increase the exhaust rate increases substantially. Figure 31 shows how the
exhaust rate changes with the increase of temperature. It was produced by using the set
point temperatures for each fan, and plotting a point based on these temperatures and the
exhaust rate calculated using the FANS unit. The exhaust rate increase closely follows an
exponential growth curve, shown in Figure 31, with an R2 value of 0.98. This trend is
most visible when the season changes from winter to spring since the set point
temperatures that control the stages align with typically spring temperatures.
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Figure 31: Exhaust Rate Increasing with Temperature

Table 19 summarizes the effects of the changes in temperatures on exhaust rates. The
barn temperature increases by about 35% from winter to spring, while the exhaust
increases by about 70%. In the winter, the barn temperature and outdoor temperatures
have a large separation (15.2 oC) while in the spring the barn temperature and outdoor
temperature are almost equal. This is due to the air exchange occurring so often that no
heat has time to buildup in the barn.
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Table 19: Comparison of Exhaust Rates and Temperatures between Winter and Spring

Average
Minimum
Maximum
Standard
Deviation

Exhaust Rate
(m3 hr-1)
87,638.9
0.0
165,389.8

Winter
Barn
Temperature
(oC)
12.2
9.4
20.0

Outdoor
Temperature
(oC)
-3.0
-20.2
13.0

31,953.3

1.2

5.9

Exhaust Rate
(m3 hr-1)
285,460.6
17,744.4
456,584.9

Spring
Barn
Temperature
(oC)
18.7
11.7
27.8

Outdoor
Temperature
(oC)
18.5
2.3
30.1

110,181.1

3.2

5.3

6.2.3 Ontario Guidelines
The Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA) set ventilation
guidelines for the varying agriculture sectors based on the population of the barn. These
guidelines can be seen in Table 1. Following these guidelines, the minimum ventilation
for the wintertime should have been 20,364 m3 hr-1 and for the springtime was 264,975
m3 hr-1. At times these minimum ventilation rates were not met but overall, on average,
both of these minimum ventilation rates were achieved.
6.2.4 Exhaust Fan Variation
The exhaust from the individual fans will vary due to age, wear, and other inefficiencies.
The manufacturer’s specification for the current make and model of the exhaust fans is
38,737 m3 hr-1. The fans on Claynook Farms range from being 98%-76% of the predicted
output. Fan 1 was installed a couple weeks before testing and preformed the best, while
fan 4 performed the worst and was much older. The exhaust rates for all the individual
fans are given in Table 18. Overall, the installed fans averaged approximately 85% of the
manufacturer’s rating, which is higher than expected but still reasonable. Fan 1 showed
the best performance out of all the fans showing that age has a large influence on the
efficiency. The full specifications for the fans are located in Appendix B: Calibration
Certificates and Specifications.
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6.3 Pollutant Measurements
In this section, the pollutants of interest will be discussed as a concentration (on a mass
per volume basis), as a rate (on a mass per time basis), and as an emission factor (on a
mass per time per animal unit (AU) basis). All of the data has been presented as a one
hour running average to reduce the noise in the data. The respective graphs for each
pollutant are presented on the same magnitudes for comparison. This may skew some
trends but they are explained below.
The individual pollutants are compared on a season to season basis since they all come
from different sources. The only comparison that will be discussed is the relationship
between ammonia and PM2.5. PM2.5 is a byproduct of high ammonia levels in the form
of secondary inorganic aerosols (SIA) if sufficient acid gases are present to neutralize the
gaseous ammonia.
Certain activities within the barn are suspected to have an influence on the emissions. A
list of the daily activities in the barn is provided below in
Table 20. Some of the activities overlap and it is difficult to narrow down which activity
is most influential. The feeding periods, lights on/off, and scraping arm manure collection
are represented on the daily trends graphs later in this section. The feeding periods are
when feed is put down and the cows typically consume the majority of the feed during
this period but leftover feed is consumed all day. The milking cows at Claynook are in tie
stalls so when milking takes place the cows do not move and the equipment is brought
directly to the stalls. Due to this, the milking was not determined to be influential to the
emissions and will not be represented on the graphs. The gutters for the tie stalls are run
twice a day and for a short period of time. This time period overlaps with the scraping
arm system that runs all day and covers a larger area of the barn. The gutters are also
covered with straw throughout the day to dry out the manure. For these reasons, the
gutter removal was not considered to be a significant activity in terms of emissions.
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Table 20: Daily Activities at Claynook Farms and Possible Influences on Emissions

Activity

Time

Comments

Feeding

06:00 - 08:00 &
16:30 - 18:30

Feeding will contribute directly to methane
emissions due to the digestion and regurgitation.

Scraping Arms (Free
Stall)

05:30 - 20:00

Scraping will contribute to ammonia emissions
due to the mixing of urine and fecal matter.

Lights

04:40 - 20:40

Lights will contribute to both methane and
ammonia emissions due to the excretion of waste
upon waking up and due to the mixing of urine
and fecal matter, but dominated by methane
production.

Gutter Scraping (Tie
Stall)

05:15 - 05:40 &
16:15 - 16:45

Gutter scraping only occurs briefly twice a day
but would contribute somewhat to ammonia
emissions.

Milking

05:30 - 07:30 &
16:45 - 18:15

Currently there is no evidence that tie stall
milking contributes to ammonia or methane
production.

In the winter the exhaust rate was low averaging 87,638.9 m3 hr-1, the barn temperature
was typically below the set point and averaged 12.2 oC, the outdoor temperature was
averaged -3.0 oC, and the relative humidity was moderate at 64.0%. In the spring, the
exhaust rate increases substantially to 285,460.6 m3 hr-1, both the barn temperature and
outdoor temperature increased to 18.7 oC and 18.5 oC respectively, while the relative
humidity increased to 73.6%.
6.3.1 Ammonia Results
Stacked graphs giving concentration, emission rate, and emission factor results for the
entire winter and spring sampling runs are shown in Figure 32 and Figure 33,
respectively. During the winter sampling run, the ammonia analyzer had some technical
difficulties which produced gaps in the data, but enough continuous data was collected to
make it a useful run. The concentration of ammonia can vary depending on the barn
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conditions and the animal feed.

Ammonia is more likely to volatilize under wet

conditions in the barn coupled with warmer temperatures and higher pH values as these
conditions are more favourable for the reactions that produce ammonia and increase
ammonia volatilization (Follett, 1995). As the seasons change from winter to spring, the
temperature warms up, but this also creates a higher exhaust rate and should dry out the
stalls due to the evaporation of water.
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Figure 32: Ammonia Concentration, Emission Rate, and Emission Factor for the Winter
Sampling Campaign
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Figure 33: Ammonia Concentration, Emission Rate and Emission Factor for the Spring Sampling
Campaign
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For both the winter and spring sampling runs, the ammonia emissions followed a diurnal
pattern and this trend was seen throughout the sampling run. A t-test was used to
determine the independence of the winter and spring sampling runs and returned a pvalue of <.0001. This indicates that the two sample sets are statistically independent.
Over the course of the sampling campaigns the magnitudes increased and decreased
depending on the barn parameters. During the winter the temperatures were much lower
so the exhaust rates were stable just to maintain the air quality in the barn. This can be
seen in Figure 32 when examining the difference between the concentration, emission
rate, and emission factor. The magnitude and units change but the general pattern does
not change between the various stacked graphs. When examining the spring results, the
temperature is much higher, which means that the exhaust rate will be much higher and
dilute the concentration of the barn air. The concentrations are low but due to the increase
in temperature and exhaust the emissions are stable. This pattern can be seen on Figure
33. Since the emission rate and factor take into account the exhaust rate, this dip in
concentration is balanced by the increase in ventilation. This can be seen in other portions
of the spring data as well.
The average concentration, emission rate and emission factor for the winter and spring
are summarized in Table 21.
Table 21: Summary of Ammonia Concentrations and Emissions

Winter

Summer

Difference

Concentration (mg m-3)

2.48

4.12

40%

Emission Rate (kg hr-1)

0.25

0.99

75%

Emission Factor (g hr-1 AU-1)

0.45

1.78

75%

Ammonia production requires reactions that take place on the floor of the barn and can be
much more influenced by seasonal factors. While the spring brought higher exhaust rates
than the winter, this did not effectively dry out the barn because the relative humidity was
still higher in the spring compared to the winter. More moisture in the barn will create an
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environment for the reaction to take place and cause the volatilization of ammonia to
increase. Another factor that will aid in the volatilization of ammonia and support the
reaction of urea to ammonia is temperature. Ngwabie et al. (2011) observed that an
increase in barn temperature had significant effect on the release of ammonia emissions,
and the same trend is seen between seasons here. An average barn temperature increase
of 6.5 oC was seen between the two sampling runs. The increased temperature will cause
the compounds to be more active and facilitate a quicker reaction.
The ammonia data was averaged based on the hour of day it was recorded to get an
average daily emission factor trend as depicted in Figure 34 where the whiskers represent
one standard deviation in the emission data.

The timing and duration of the most

representative barn activities are also shown on the graph.

Figure 34: Daily Ammonia Emission Factor Trends during the Winter Sampling Campaign

At 05:00, the average emission factors begin an initial increase. It is around this time that
the lights are turned on (04:40), the scrapers and gutters are turned on (05:30), and the
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cattle are fed (06:00). These activities cause emissions to increase but it is difficult to
identify which individual activities correspond to the increase in ammonia. There are two
spikes that are present in the daily data, the first between 05:00 and 07:00 and the second
at 16:00. The first is minor but there is a decrease in the emissions before they begin to
climb again to the final spike. The ammonia emissions seem to build over the course of
the day and decline after the final feeding period and are lowest while the cattle are
sleeping.
Figure 35 depicts the same average daily trend but for ammonia for the spring sampling
campaign.

Figure 35: Daily Ammonia Emission Factor Trends During the Spring Sampling Campaign

As with the winter data, at around 05:00, the emission factors begin the initial increase. It
is around this time that the major morning activities take place, as mentioned above.
Similar to the winter there, are two spikes that are present in the daily data, the first at
07:00 and the second at 17:00. The timing of the peaks is consistent with the timing
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during the winter campaign although the peak in the morning is more pronounced in the
spring data.
Although it is difficult to pinpoint the exact cause of the increase of emissions, it can be
narrowed down, due to relationships that will encourage the formation of ammonia. The
reaction that transforms urea to ammonia occurs quite rapidly (Ketterings et al., 2005)
and when a barn activity takes place that will affect the production of ammonia, it should
be seen almost immediately. It can be hypothesized that when the lights turn on in the
morning, the animals wake and begin to walk around the pens in the free stall areas and
simply stand up in the tie stalls. It has been observed by video monitoring, and also noted
by farmers, that when the cattle stand up they excrete waste, especially in the morning.
This release will produce ammonia shortly after, due to the manure and urine mixing.
After the lights turn on, the scrapers and gutters startup, which mixes the solid and liquid
waste further and more ammonia is produced. Typically the cattle will wake up, feed and
then lay back down after feeding causing a reduction in the ammonia production.
In the spring, when the temperatures are warmer, the cows are more likely to return to
their bedding areas to rest during the day due to the increased heat stress (Ngwabie et al.,
2011). This can be seen as the large decrease in emissions during the day in the spring
compared to the winter. The second feeding time occurs at 16:30 and feeding is
completed by around 18:30. It is just before, during and directly after that the ammonia
emission factors are elevated. The cows are on a set schedule and when the feed doors
begin to open they start to stand up and line up in the feed ally. All the movement
associated with feeding will agitate the manure on the floor and cause the ammonia
emissions to increase. Once again when feeding is complete the animals lie down and
rest. Ngwabie et al. (2011) also noticed the spiking events correlating to feeding periods
for ammonia emissions.
The daily emission factor trend data shows that the ammonia emission factors have
consistent peaks in both sampling campaigns and that these peaks consistently align with
the feeding periods.
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6.3.2 Methane Results
In a similar manner to the ammonia results, stacked graphs giving concentration,
emission rate, and emission factor for methane for the winter and spring sampling runs
are shown in Figure 36 and Figure 37, respectively. Gaps in the time lines represent
periods of equipment malfunctions. The concentration of methane can vary depending on
the animal feed, and minor variations due to temperature (Kulling et al., 2002). The
majority of the methane produced comes from enteric fermentation, which is directly
related to the feed composition and feed intake. There is a small portion of the emissions
that are released after the fecal matter has been deposited onto the floor and these
emissions can be affected by temperature. The feed that is provided to the cattle is
typically consistent all year, with minor variations in mineral, corn and soybean meal
content. As the seasons change from winter to spring, the temperature warms up and this
could have an effect on the emissions from the manure in the stalls but should not affect
the enteric methane produced within the cattle. Since the majority of the emissions come
from enteric processes the emissions should remain consistent throughout the year.
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Figure 36: Methane Concentration, Emission Rate and Emission Factor for the Winter Sampling
Campaign
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Figure 37: Methane Concentration, Emission Rate and Emission Factor for the Spring Sampling
Campaign
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For both the winter and spring sampling runs, the methane emissions followed a diurnal
pattern that was followed throughout the sampling run. A t-test was used to determine the
independence of the winter and spring sampling runs and returned a p-value of <.0001.
This indicates that the two data sets are statistically independent.
During the winter, the temperatures were much lower and, as a result, the exhaust rates
were stable in order to maintain the air quality in the barn. This can be seen in Figure 36
when examining the difference between the concentration, emission rate, and emission
factor. The magnitude and units change but the general pattern does not change. When
examining the spring results, the temperature is much higher, which equates to a higher
exhaust rate that will dilute the concentration of the barn air. Figure 37 illustrates that the
concentration levels for the period from the June 16th until July 1st are elevated but still
look comparable to the earlier samples. When the exhaust rates are applied, it creates a
more noticeable difference between the earlier and later data sets. During the latter half of
the sampling period, the outdoor temperatures increased which increased the barn
temperature and also increased the ventilation in the barn. Since the emission rate and
factor take into account the exhaust rate, the effect of the ventilation will help to
normalize the data if compared to concentration. This can be seen in other portions of the
spring data, such as around May 31st during another elevated outdoor temperature event.
When examining the spring concentration and emissions, it can be seen that from May
until mid-June the magnitude is quite low. Then after mid-June the concentrations
increased significantly. It was during that time that the farmer had switched from feeding
the animals the old stored haylage and switched to fresh hay taken off the fields. When
hay is stored it will lose dry matter over time due to microbial activity. The microbial
activity will consume soluble carbohydrates (Buckmaster, 1992). The protein is lost at a
much slower rate than the carbohydrates, but still loses occur (Laflamme, 1989). The
quality of feed will decrease the longer the feed is in storage and since these
carbohydrates are lowered the methane emissions will also decrease.
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The average concentration, emission rate and emission factor for the winter and spring
are summarized in Table 22.
Table 22: Summary of Methane Concentrations and Emissions

Winter

Summer

Difference

Concentration (mg m-3)

185.5

40.4

78%

Emission Rate (kg hr-1)

16.1

11.7

27%

Emission Factor (g hr-1 AU-1)

29.0

21.1

27%

Methane emissions are mainly generated within the cattle so it was expected that the
emissions would stay relatively constant. Compared to the ammonia results, the
emissions factors have remained much more consistent with a deviation of 27%
compared to 75%. The increased temperature does not seem to have as much of an
influence on the emissions which is reasonable considering the minor effect expected.
The effect comes instead from the lower quality of feed that was used.
As with ammonia, averaged daily trends for methane were generated and are depicted in
Figure 38 and Figure 39 for the winter and spring periods, respectively. The most
influential barn activities are also shown on the graphs.
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Figure 38: Daily Methane Emission Factor Trends During the Winter Sampling Campaign

In the winter (Figure 38), the methane emission factors begin the initial increase at
around 04:00. It is around this time that the lights are turned on (04:40), the scrapers and
gutters are turned on (05:30), and the cattle are fed (06:00). These activities cause
emissions to increase due to the animals waking up, defecating and regurgitating due to
feeding. There is an initial increase from 04:00 to 07:00 before it decreases slightly and
then begins to climb again at 08:00. The emissions continue to climb until they peak at
16:00, than begin to fall for the rest of the evening.
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Figure 39: Daily Methane Emission Factor Trends During the Spring Sampling Campaign

In the spring (Figure 39) the emissions begin to increase at 05:00 which is around the
time that all the morning activities take place, as mentioned above for the winter data.
These activities cause emissions to increase as noted earlier. The emissions continue to
increase through the feeding period and only begin to recede at 14:00. The emissions then
climb to the peak at 18:00 then recede into the evening.
With cattle, the methane emissions have been related to two sources, the expulsion of
fecal matter and gases during defecation and the gases released during regurgitation
(Johnson & Johnson, 1995). The morning increase for both winter and spring begins
when the lights are turned on. It is during this time that the cattle will wake, rise, and
defecate, causing an increased level of methane. Feeding periods would be the next time
that a methane increase would be expected. Others have seen a lag period of
approximately one hour (Ngwabie et al., 2011) and this trend is seen in the spring data
more than the winter data. When the feed is given out there is an initial rush to feed. After
the initial rush has subsided, the cattle will return to their stalls, in the free stall, or simply
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lie down in the tie stalls. There is feed left over and some cows will continue to feed
while others will go back and forth. A steep increase is seen approximately one hour after
feeding time, then continues to increase but not as steeply as initially. In the spring, there
is a slight reduction in the emission factors between 14:00 and 17:00 while, in the winter,
the emission factors increase continuously until the peak. This could be attributed to the
increased temperatures. When the temperatures are lower, the cows are more active
during the day (Ngwabie et al., 2011), which would explain why there is no reduction in
the winter and why there is a reduction in the spring. With this in mind, an increase in
temperature shows that there is a decrease in methane emissions. When the temperatures
are lower, the animals are more active and the emissions are higher.
6.3.3 Particulate Matter Results
This section looks at the results from the particulate matter sampling in a dairy barn for
particles with diameters of 10 µm or less and 2.5 µm or less.
6.3.3.1 PM10 Results
Over the course of both the winter and spring sampling runs, the PM10 concentrations and
emissions exhibited a diurnal pattern. This pattern was not as clear as the other pollutants
but the PM increased during the day and receded at night.

Stacked graphs giving

concentration, emission rate, and emission factor for PM10 for the winter and spring
sampling periods are given in Figure 40 and Figure 41, respectively.
A t-test was used to determine the independence of the winter and spring sampling runs
and returned a p-value of <.0001 indicating that the two sets are statistically independent.
There is a very identifiable spike in the morning that dominates the graphs in both the
winter and spring.
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Figure 40: PM10 Concentration, Emission Rate and Emission Factor for the Winter Sampling
Campaign
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Figure 41: PM10 Concentration, Emission Rate and Emission Factor for the Spring Sampling
Campaign
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The effect of the exhaust fans can be seen on Figure 40 on February 25th when there was
an increase in temperatures and exhaust.
The rise in exhaust rates in the spring will increase the amount of PM that will stay
entrained in the air. The flow in the barn has a very high Reynolds number, and produces
a turbulent Newtonian flow regime. Using the relevant formulas from Flagan and
Seinfeld (1988) for motion of an aerosol particle, the change in particle velocity over
time and the change in settling distance over time were examined. The wind speed was
the major factor, but air and particle parameters influenced the results. Assumptions were
made to simplify the model, such as movement in only two planes. The results show that
due to the increase in exhaust rates, the particles stay entrained in the air for
approximately 70% longer and will travel about 70% further before settling out. It should
also be noted that the PM2.5 maintains its velocity for longer than the PM10 due to the size
and mass of the particle. This means that it can travel a farther distance before settling.
Calculations are shown in Appendix E: Particle Settling Calculations.
The average concentration, emission rate and emission factor for the winter and spring
are summarized in Table 23.
Table 23: Summary of PM 10 Concentrations and Emissions

Winter

Summer

Difference

Concentration (µg m-3)

38.6

25.7

33%

Emission Rate (g hr-1)

3.2

7.5

57%

Emission Factor (mg hr-1 AU-1)

5.8

12.9

55%

The concentration increase in the winter is not surprising since the exhaust rate is much
lower and the air is diluted with outdoor air, which has much less PM. In the spring,
however, the exhaust rates were increased and the emission rate and factor doubled. With
the increased exhaust rate comes an increased air velocity moving over the animals, the
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feed, the bedding and the floor. The particles will stay entrained for much longer since
the exhaust rate has increased substantially.
The data was averaged based on the hour of day it was recorded to get a daily trend
which are illustrated in Figure 42 and Figure 43 for the winter and spring periods,
respectively. Significant barn activities are also shown on the graphs.

Figure 42: Daily PM10 Emission Factor Trends During the Winter Sampling Campaign

In the winter (Figure 42), the emission factors begin to increase at 04:00 which is around
this time of the morning activities. The emissions increase very quickly to the peak at
08:00, then fall very quickly and have minor peaks over the course of the day. The most
noticeable minor peak occurred from 16:00 until 17:00. The two spiking events are
around the feeding time but do not line up exactly. The first spike lags the feeding period
while the second slightly precedes it.
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Figure 43: Daily PM10 Emission Factor Trends During the Spring Sampling Campaign

In the spring (Figure 43) the emissions begin to increase at 05:00 which is when the
morning activities take place as mentioned above. The emissions increase dramatically at
07:00 and fall at 09:00. The emissions then begin to build up again over the course of the
day and start to decrease at around 15:00.
The spring trends show that the PM10 emission factors throughout the day are elevated
compared to the winter data. In both sets of data, however, there is the initial large spike.
This was suspected to be due to the feeding because all the cows will be rushing to the
feed alley, as well as the feed being distributed. If this was the case, there should be a
second large spike during the afternoon feeding time but this is not seen in the data.
Instead it is hypothesized that during the night the exhaust rates have subsided, allowing
the particles to settle out. In the morning when the exhaust rates begin to ramp up, the
cattle are waking up and begin to move around to socialize and fed. This movement will
re-entrain the settled PM and create a larger spike in the morning. There is no spike in the
afternoon because the exhaust rate is still quite high and the PM has not had a chance to
settle out. Few studies have been completed on the topic of PM in dairy facilities making
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it difficult to seek answers in literature but there are certainly interesting trends to
discuss.
6.3.3.2 PM2.5 Results
Over the course of the winter and spring sampling runs, the PM2.5 concentrations and
emissions exhibited a diurnal pattern in a similar way that the data for PM10. Stacked
graphs giving concentration, emission rate, and emission factor for PM2.5 for the winter
and spring sampling periods are given in Figure 44 and Figure 45, respectively.
A t-test was again used to determine the independence of the winter and spring sampling
runs and returned a p-value of <.0001 indicated that the two sample set are statistically
independent. PM2.5 patterns, which were similar to the PM10 data, were not as clear as the
other pollutants but the PM increased during the day and receded at night. As with the
PM10, there is a spike in the morning that is clear in both seasons. The spike is clearer in
the winter then the spring likely due to the lower ventilation levels.
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Figure 44: PM2.5 Concentration, Emission Rate and Emission Factor for the Winter Sampling
Campaign
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Figure 45: PM2.5 Concentration, Emission Rate and Emission Factor for the Spring Sampling
Campaign

The average concentration, emission rate and emission factor for the winter and spring
are summarized in Table 24.
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Table 24: Summary of PM 2.5 Concentrations and Emissions

Winter

Summer

Difference

Concentration (µg m-3)

14.1

14.6

3%

Emission Rate (g hr-1)

1.2

4.3

72%

Emission Factor (mg hr-1 AU-1)

2.1

7.8

73%

In the PM10 data, there was a large difference in concentration between the two seasons,
but the PM2.5 concentrations were nearly identical for the two periods. This suggests that
the generation of PM2.5 particles must be greater in the spring season as the higher
ventilation rates would exhaust a greater quantity as indicated by the magnitudes of the
emission rate and factors for the spring. Ammonia present in the barn air can produce a
byproduct in the form of ammonium salts that would be detected as PM2.5. The increase
in emission factors in ammonia for the spring seasons was approximately 75% and seems
to correspond to the increase in PM2.5.

This apparent relationship requires further

investigation.
Similar to the PM10 data the particles remain entrained in the air for longer during the
spring because of the increased ventilation and was discussed above.
The data was averaged based on the hour of day it was recorded to get a daily trend
which are illustrated in Figure 46 and Figure 47 for the winter and spring periods,
respectively. Significant barn activities are also shown on the graphs.
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Figure 46: Daily PM2.5 Emission Factor Trends During the Winter Sampling Campaign

Figure 47: Daily PM2.5 Emission Factor Trends During the Spring Sampling Campaign
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The patterns for the PM2.5 daily trends follow much the same patterns as the PM10 data
above. There are slight differences that should be noted. In the winter, the PM2.5 data has
the initial spike again, but does not vary much midday. It also has a sharper increase and
decrease compared to the PM10 data. In the spring, the PM2.5 trends are not as steep as the
PM10 data, but instead are more consistent throughout the day.
The portion of the PM10 that is composed of PM2.5 for winter and spring is 36% and 60%,
respectively. The reasoning for the difference in these values is unknown but with the
increased ammonia production in the spring, more SIA is expected given that there is
acidic species to react with, and these would add to the PM2.5.

6.4 Prediction of Emissions
Continuous monitoring is the best way to get real time trends over the course of a season,
or day but it can be costly and time consuming. Models can be used to estimate the
emissions from dairy barns and many models exist for methane prediction but fewer for
ammonia and no fully developed models exist for PM. The emission factors produced in
this study fall within the ranges from relevant literature. Since the data compares well
with other studies it can now be used to validate models in literature, and to create new
ones. This section will examine several models used to predict methane and ammonia
production, some derived from statistical analysis and in the form of an equation and
some that use a more mechanistic approach.
6.4.1 Methane models
There are many simple equation based methane models that are available in literature and
a variety of models were considered. Most models were as simple as having a single
input, while some had multiple inputs. The most common input is dry matter intake
(DMI) and neutral detergent fibre content (NDF). It was also noted that these models do
not consider the season or temperature of the barn, so they produce an average value.
They also only consider the enteric fermentation and not the manure in the barn. For this
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study the manure is removed from the barn constantly, so the models should still provide
a relevant approximation. As a reference, the average methane emission factor from this
study was 25.1 g hr-1 AU-1. Presented in Table 25 below are the results from running the
linear models.
Table 25: Summary of Linear Models Used to Compare Emissions Factors

Equation Used

Methane Emission Factor
Generated (g hr-1 AU-1)

=(18+(22.5*DMI))

10.47

Reference
(Kriss, 1930)

=(17.68+(0.0401*NDF))

9.6

(Bratzler & Forbes, 1940)

=5.93+(0.92*DMI)

7.7

(Mills, et al., 2003)

=3.272+(0.736*DMI)

6.2

(Ellis, et al., 2007)

=1.06+(10.27*FP)+(0.87*DMI)

7.3

(Mills, et al., 2003)

=97.4+(17.1+DMI)

8.0

(Hindrichsen et al., 2005)

where DMI= dry matter intake (kg d-1), NDF = neutral detergent fibre (kg d-1), and FP=
forage percentage (%). None of these simple models predicted the same magnitude of
emission factors that were produced with the continuous sampling methods used for this
study.
Next the mechanistic models will be examined. These models now incorporate the enteric
fermentation and the emissions generated from the manure. The three that were
considered were the IFSM, the Dairy Greenhouse Gas Model, and HOLOS. The first two
were produced by the USDA while the third was produced by Agriculture and Agri-food
Canada. The input variables for the mechanistic models are much more specific and
involved. If the user does not have the information for a particular input, the model uses a
best guess. Inputs for the models include information related to animal populations,
animal feed, manure composition, manure removal, feed storage, seasonal variation and
bedding. All of the inputs that were used for these models are listed in Appendix D:
Mechanistic Model Inputs. The summary of the results from the three mechanistic
models are given in Table 26.
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Table 26: Emission Factor Results from the Mechanistic Models

Model

Value Generated (g hr-1 AU-1)

IFSM

20.5

Dairy Greenhouse Gases Model

19.7

HOLOS

15.3

The results from the mechanistic models are greater in magnitude than the simple models
and they produce a result that is comparable to the continuous sampling method used in
this study. The inclusion of many more variables in these models and considering the
whole process from feed to manure removal makes these models more attractive to
researchers who are looking to get an estimate of the emissions from a dairy facility.

6.4.2 Ammonia Models
Fewer models for ammonia emissions exist in literature and only two proposed models
are represented. The first is a linear type model based off of the percentage of crude
protein (CP) in the diet, the nitrogen content in the urine and the square footage of the
barn floor. The second is a mechanistic model that was produced by the USDA called
IFSM, mentioned above. The first uses a chart to get your initial data, which is presented
below in Table 27.
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Table 27: Linear Ammonia Model Input Choices (Swensson, 2003)

Ratio (ammonia release per N in urine)

Ammonia Release (mg m-2 hr-1)

13.1

2.8

223

13.5

4

282

14

3.9

216

14

2.7

218

16.6

2.6

494

17

2.6

497

17

3

526

18.6

3

621

18.6

2.4

577

% CP

The second model that was used was IFSM and was discussed in the methane subsection.
The IFSM inputs can be found in Appendix D: Mechanistic Model Inputs. As a reference,
the average emission factor from this study is 1.11 g hr-1 AU-1. The outputs from the two
models are presented below in Table 28.
Table 28: Emission Factors from the Ammonia Models

Model

Value Generated (g hr-1 AU-1)

Linear (Swensson, 2003)

2.33

IFSM

1.84

Again the mechanistic model gave a closer value to the actual measured emission factor
than the linear model. These models are still being improved and refined. It is important
that accurate information be collected so it can be used in the model to validate the
process. Overall the mechanistic models agreed reasonably with the continuous sampling.
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6.4.3 Models Produced from this Study
Correlation models were created for this study using the GLM procedure on the statistical
software SAS. All possible parameters are listed in Table 12, but a stepwise procedure
was used to eliminate insignificant inputs. All of the outputs can be found in Appendix C:
SAS outputs and code. The parameters include barn temperature (BT), outdoor
temperature (OT), relative humidity (RH), outdoor pressure (PR), barn temperature
minus set point temperature (BST) and set point temperature minus outdoor temperature
(OST). BST and OST were used to try to capture the significance in the change in
exhaust rates.
The models, shown below in Table 29 were able to capture aspects of the emissions but,
as indicated by the R2 values, they did not capture all of the inputs needed to describe all
the variability in the data. The emissions are largely related to diet and there was not
enough data collected on diet to add them to the model. Ammonia emissions for both
seasons show a dependency on temperature and relative humidity. This makes sense
since the volatilization increases when temperatures are warmer and the relative humidity
is increased. The methane also shows a correlation to the temperature increase and
relative humidity. The winter season does not seem to be dependent on the differences in
set point temperatures because the temperatures in the winter are usually below the set
point temperature. In the spring, all but the ammonia models show a dependency on the
difference between the set point and the outside or barn temperature. In the spring the
barn temperatures are usually above the set point and for that reason this parameter will
influence the emissions.
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Table 29: Summary of the Emission Factor Models Run in SAS

Season

Equation

p-values

R2

Ammonia
Winter

BT=.0207, OT=<.0001, PR=<.0001, RH=<.0001

0.4622

Spring

OT=<.0001, PR=<.0001, RH=<.0001

0.2576

Methane
BT=<.0001, OT=<.0001, PR=.0031, RH=<.0001

0.5159

Spring

OT=<.0001, BST=<.0001, PR=<.0001, RH=<.0001

0.3059
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Winter

PM10
Winter

BT=.0181, OT=<.0001

0.0543

Spring

BT=<.0001, OST=<.0001, PR=<.0001, RH=<.0001

0.3362

PM2.5
Winter

BT=<.0001, OT=<.0001, OST=<.0001, PR=<.0001, 0.5662
RH=<.0001

Spring

ISP=<.0001, OST=<.0001, PR=<.0001, RH=<.0001

0.4382

6.5 Summary of Emissions
A summary of the emissions and concentrations are presented in Table 30, for the two
sampling campaigns and are averaged over a one-hour period. When the average values
between seasons are compared to values from literature, in Table 6 to Table 8, they align
themselves in the middle of the values. This is encouraging as it shows that other studies
with similar circumstances are producing values that are comparable to those produced in
this study, and widens the database for these pollutants.
The ammonia concentrations were higher in the spring then they were in the winter, and
because, the ventilation was increased in the spring, the emissions were much higher in
the spring then the winter. The methane concentrations were substantially higher in the
winter then in the spring, while the emissions were much closer in magnitude. This was
evened out due to the increased ventilation. The PM10 data shows that the concentration
was higher in the winter then the spring, however, when the ventilation was increased in
the spring the emissions became higher in the spring then compared to the winter
emissions. The PM2.5 concentrations were the only set that was close in magnitude
between seasons. Since the ventilation increased in the spring the emissions became
much higher in the spring.
Claynook Farms is slightly atypical because they housed lactating cows, dry cows, bulls,
calves and heifers all in the same barn. The barn also used tie stalls for the lactating cows
while they used free stalls for the rest of the animals. This shows that there is a lot of
variation in the management styles that can be used by different farmers in Ontario and
Canada. The data collected in this study is a good addition to literature because it looks at
and describes the emissions, feed and feeding schedule, manure composition and
removal, animal weights, animal populations and the exhaust rates. All of these
parameters can have an influence on the emissions and should be considered when
conducting a study of this nature.
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Table 30: Summary of Emissions and Concentrations

Season

Concentration
-3

(mg m )

Emission
Factor

Methane
Concentration
-3

(mg m )

(g hr-1 AU-1)

Emission
Factor

PM10
Concentration
-3

(µg m )

(g hr-1 AU-1)

PM2.5

Emission
Factor
(mg hr-1 AU-1)

Concentration Emission
Factor
(µg m-3)
(mg hr-1 AU-1)

Winter

2.48±1.61

0.45±0.38

185.47±88.27

28.97±17.37

38.61±36.64

5.78±4.57

14.08±13.33

2.10±2.05

Spring

4.12±2.38

1.78±0.86

40.41±22.96

21.20±15.96

25.71±24.10

12.87±10.03

14.62±10.67

7.81±6.19

Overall

3.30±1.99

1.12±0.62

112.94±55.62

25.08±16.67

32.16±30.37

9.33±7.30

14.35±12.00

4.96±4.12
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Ammonia

7.0 CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this study was to determine the concentration and emissions of
pollutants, namely CH4, NH3, PM2.5 and PM10, from a commercial dairy barn in Waterloo
County, Ontario, Canada. The findings obtained in the current study are to be added to
other data sets collected by colleagues to complete an emissions profile of an entire dairy
farm operation including land application, land tillage and emissions from manure
storage. With the use of a proper sampling protocol and appropriate equipment, the
pollutants emissions were captured over the course of two sampling periods that roughly
represent winter and spring conditions.
Ammonia emissions were highest during the spring compared to the winter. Temperature
and moisture content aids in the volatilization of ammonia, and during the spring the
temperatures and relative humidity were the highest. The models developed in SAS
support this idea and models for both seasons incorporate temperature and relative
humidity. Ammonia emissions peak midday at 16:00 in the winter and have two equal
peaks in the spring, the first in the morning at 07:00 and the second midday at 17:00. The
ammonia daily trends coincide with feeding periods. The cattle moving toward the feed
alley before the feed is distributed and excreting waste during feeding is likely
responsible for this trend. In the spring there is a lull in the emissions around 12:00, and it
has been observed that the cattle tend to rest after feeding when temperatures are warm.
The lack of movement and excretion of waste would cause the emissions to decrease
during this time frame. In the winter, there is no lull and the temperatures are cooler so
the animals are less likely to lie down. The other noticeable trend seen is the increase in
emissions as the lights are turned on. This is due to the animals waking up and standing
up to socialize and excrete waste.
Methane emissions were highest in the winter compared to the spring but out of all the
pollutants were the closest in magnitude between the two periods. This was expected
because the majority of the methane is produced in the rumen of the animal, so unless the
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feed changes, the production of methane should remain relatively constant. The lower
quality of feed in the spring decreased the amount of carbohydrates available and lowered
the methane emissions. In the winter the emissions peaked at 16:00, while in the spring,
the peak occurred at 18:00. The lull that was seen in the ammonia data was also
witnessed in the methane data but to a much lesser degree. Although the feeding time is
designated as a set period there is feed available for the cattle during the course of the
day. The bump in the data in the spring shows that there is methane release over the
course of the day after the feeding period, due to continual feeding and a lag period to
account for the digestion of the feed.
The particulate matter was highest in the spring compared to the winter for both the PM10
and the PM2.5. This is due to the increased ventilation. When the ventilation is increased
by a large amount, the particles that would normally settle remain entrained. The PM
peaks at 08:00 in the winter and at 07:00 in the spring. This is due to the PM settling
during the night when the exhaust was low, and becoming re-entrained in the air when
the cattle are active in the morning and the exhaust rate ramps up.
Due to the formation and trends seen from ammonia, it is most related to the animal
movement and activity. Methane is directly related to the biological process in the rumen
is therefore dependent on the diet and feeding schedule. Particulate matter has many
contributing factors such as feed, animal dander, secondary inorganic aerosols from the
production of ammonia and bedding. The spike in the morning is related to the reentrainment of PM from nighttime settling and low exhaust rates.
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8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
The objectives of this study were completed, but if this study or a study similar to this
was to be done again, there are some improvements that could be implemented. The
following section outlines the recommendations that should be followed to improve
future studies.


Two seasons were examined in this study due to time constraints and equipment
issues. A complete seasonal profile should be performed in order to get a better
profile and better understand how the pollutant emissions change over the course
of a year.



Feed and manure samples were collected for six weeks during this study to get an
idea of the composition of the feed and waste. In order to include this type of data
in a statistical model, samples should be taken weekly during the whole study and
analyzed for the same parameters as mentioned in this report.



Estimations of animal mass were done using a measuring tape and measuring the
heart girth of the animals in the barn. This was then plugged into an equation to
predict a mass. The heart girth is located just above the lungs and whether or not
the animal was inhaling or exhaling would give slightly different results. Instead
of using this method, a scale should be brought into the barn and placed in an area
that the cows are moved through in a single file line. When the cows move though
this area they could be locked in for a moment while the mass is recorded and
then sent on. This would be a much more accurate way to record weights. It could
also be done much easier for the bulls and calves without being in danger or
disturbing the young animals.



The exhaust fans were measured twice with the FANS unit and the values
averaged to get an exhaust rate. Since the fans were belt driven, they can
potentially undergo a lot of wear and, due to that damage, the older belts would be
more inefficient. It would be worthwhile to find out when a belt was going to be
replaced and test the exhaust. Then, after the belt was replaced, test the fan once
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more to see what the difference was. Once the inefficiencies are known they can
be properly accounted for and provide more accurate exhaust values.


There were several problems with the analyzers that were figured out, but the
biggest issue that was dealt with was the clogging of the sample line. Due to the
clogging of the sample line, the diaphragm on the pump broke because the
pressure was too high. To alleviate this problem, a membrane filter should be
placed on the start of the sample line in the barn, rather than the end of the sample
line in the trailer. This filter will need to be replaced weekly due to the amount of
PM that it can potentially filter out. Even after this is done, low grade nitrogen
should be passed through the sample line to clean it out before a sampling run is
performed. Flow rates should be checked at the end of the sample line and
compared to the flow rate that the pump is exhausting. If they do not match up,
then there is a hole in the diaphragm and it should be replaced.



In the barn, the sample line was placed in the most representative sample location.
Due to the layout of the barn, it was very difficult to place the PM monitors in the
same location as the sample line. In the future, the PM monitors should be placed
in the same location as the sample line to the methane and ammonia analyzers to
maintain consistency.
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APPENDIX A: LABORATORY TESTING RESULTS
A1: Feed Results
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APPENDIX B: CALIBRATION CERTIFICATES AND SPECIFICATIONS
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APPENDIX C: SAS OUTPUTS AND CODE
C1: T-Tests
Code
libname work "C:\Users\dmali\Documents\Masters Reaseach";
ods graphics on;
proc ttest data=work.ttests;
paired WINNH3*SPGNH3;
run;
ods graphics off;

T-test CH4
The TTEST Procedure
Difference: WINCH4 - SPGCH4
N
Mean Std Dev Std Err Minimum Maximum
4162 8.1486 18.0886 0.2804 -56.7858 64.6791
Mean
95% CL Mean
Std Dev 95% CL Std Dev
8.1486 7.5989 8.6983 18.0886 17.7082 18.4858
DF t Value Pr > |t|
4161 29.06 <.0001

T-test NH3
The TTEST Procedure
Difference: WINNH3 - SPGNH3
N
Mean Std Dev Std Err Minimum Maximum
8222 -1.2989 0.8887 0.00980 -7.0616 1.4101
Mean
95% CL Mean
Std Dev 95% CL Std Dev
-1.2989 -1.3181 -1.2797 0.8887 0.8753 0.9025
DF t Value Pr > |t|
8221 -132.54 <.0001

T-test PM10
The TTEST Procedure
Difference: WIMPM10 - SPGPM10
N
Mean Std Dev Std Err Minimum Maximum
10738 -1.9879 7.7346 0.0746 -25.4344 90.1145
Mean
95% CL Mean
Std Dev 95% CL Std Dev
-1.9879 -2.1342 -1.8416 7.7346 7.6325 7.8395
DF t Value Pr > |t|
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10737

-26.63

<.0001

T-test PM2.5
The TTEST Procedure
Difference: WINPM25 - SPGPM25
N
Mean Std Dev Std Err Minimum Maximum
7684 -9.4285 7.1936 0.0821 -46.2092 94.3201
Mean
95% CL Mean
Std Dev 95% CL Std Dev
-9.4285 -9.5893 -9.2676 7.1936 7.0816 7.3091
DF t Value Pr > |t|
7683 -114.89 <.0001

T-test comparing the difference between NH3 vs PM2.5
The TTEST Procedure
Difference: WINDIFF - SPG_DIFF
N
Mean Std Dev Std Err Minimum Maximum
1433 10.0736 5.8047 0.1533 -10.0138 27.9508
Mean
95% CL Mean
Std Dev 95% CL Std Dev
10.0736 9.7728 10.3744 5.8047 5.5997 6.0254
DF t Value Pr > |t|
1432 65.69 <.0001
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C2: Winter Stepwise & GLM
Stepwise Code
libname work "C:\Users\dmali\Documents\Masters Reaseach\Samples\Sampling period
Sept-Nov 2012\Barn Air\CH4";
proc stepwise data=work.glmnh3;
model WINEF = WINBARNTEMP WINOUTTEMP WININSETPT WINOUTSETPT
WINPRESURE WINRH;
run;

GLM Code
libname work "C:\Users\dmali\Documents\Masters Reaseach\Samples\Sampling period
Sept-Nov 2012\Barn Air\CH4";
proc glm data=work.glmnh3;
model WINEF = WINBARNTEMP WINOUTTEMP WINPRESURE WINRH;
run;

CH4 Stepwise
The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: WINEF WINEF
Number of Observations Read
9844
Number of Observations Used
4625
Number of Observations with Missing Values
5219
Stepwise Selection: Step 1
Variable WINRH Entered: R-Square = 0.4758 and C(p) = 381.4839
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
1
669711
669711 4195.99 <.0001
Error
4623
737865 159.60736
Corrected Total
4624
1407576

Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept 160.34584 1.98506 1041408 6524.81 <.0001
WINRH
-1.65949 0.02562
669711 4195.99 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 1, 1
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 2
Variable WINOUTTEMP Entered: R-Square = 0.5080 and C(p) = 76.0180
Analysis of Variance

Source
Model

Sum of
Mean
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
715063
357531 2386.25 <.0001
Error
4622
692514 149.82988
Corrected Total
4624
1407576
DF
2

The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: WINEF WINEF
Stepwise Selection: Step 2
Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept 143.72381 2.14753
671085 4478.98 <.0001
WINRH
-1.41801 0.02844
372504 2486.18 <.0001
WINOUTTEMP
0.81238 0.04669
45351 302.68 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 1.3127, 5.2508
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 3
Variable WINBARNTEMP Entered: R-Square = 0.5150 and C(p) = 11.7751
Analysis of Variance

Source
Model

Sum of
Mean
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
724833
241611 1635.29 <.0001
Error
4621
682743 147.74787
Corrected Total
4624
1407576
DF
3

Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept 183.10572 5.29150
176916 1197.42 <.0001
WINRH
-1.63490 0.03884
261724 1771.43 <.0001
WINBARNTEMP -1.78948 0.22005 9770.81592 66.13 <.0001
WINOUTTEMP
1.06424 0.05576
53820 364.27 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 3.5648, 23.84
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Stepwise Selection: Step 4

Variable WINPRESURE Entered: R-Square = 0.5159 and C(p) = 5.0000
The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: WINEF WINEF
Stepwise Selection: Step 4
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
4
726128
181532 1230.73 <.0001
Error
4620
681449 147.49970
Corrected Total
4624
1407576

Variable

Parameter Standard
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F

Intercept
65.37648 40.09303 392.18995 2.66 0.1030
WINRH
-1.58464
0.04236
206428 1399.51 <.0001
WINBARNTEMP -1.43492 0.25033 4846.26896 32.86 <.0001
WINOUTTEMP
1.05396 0.05582
52581 356.48 <.0001
WINPRESURE
0.00109 0.00036769 1294.31727 8.78 0.0031
Bounds on condition number: 4.6213, 43.475
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------All variables left in the model are significant at the 0.1500 level.
No other variable met the 0.1500 significance level for entry into the model.

Step Entered

Summary of Stepwise Selection
Variable Variable
Number Partial Model
Removed
Label
Vars In R-Square R-Square C(p) F Value Pr
>F

1 WINRH
2 WINOUTTEMP
3 WINBARNTEMP
4 WINPRESURE

WINRH
1 0.4758 0.4758 381.484 4195.99 <.0001
WINOUTTEMP
2 0.0322 0.5080 76.0180 302.68 <.0001
WINBARNTEMP
3 0.0069 0.5150 11.7751 66.13 <.0001
WINPRESURE
4 0.0009 0.5159 5.0000 8.78 0.0031

CH4 GLM
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The GLM Procedure
Number of Observations Read
Number of Observations Used

9844
4625

The GLM Procedure
Dependent Variable: WINEF WINEF

Source
Model
Error

Sum of
DF
Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F
4 726127.728 181531.932 1230.73 <.0001
4620 681448.594
147.500

Corrected Total

4624

1407576.322

R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE WINEF Mean
0.515871 37.57149 12.14495 32.32490

Source

DF

WINBARNTEMP
WINOUTTEMP
WINPRESURE
WINRH
Source

Parameter

Mean Square F Value Pr > F

1 427560.3283 427560.3283 2898.72 <.0001
1 35548.8092 35548.8092 241.01 <.0001
1 56590.8128 56590.8128 383.67 <.0001
1 206427.7776 206427.7776 1399.51 <.0001
DF

WINBARNTEMP
WINOUTTEMP
WINPRESURE
WINRH

Type I SS

Type III SS

Mean Square F Value Pr > F

1
4846.2690
4846.2690 32.86
1
52581.0029 52581.0029 356.48
1
1294.3173
1294.3173
8.78
1 206427.7776 206427.7776 1399.51

<.0001
<.0001
0.0031
<.0001

Standard
Estimate
Error t Value Pr > |t|

Intercept
65.37647892 40.09302790
1.63 0.1030
WINBARNTEMP
-1.43492224 0.25033419 -5.73 <.0001
WINOUTTEMP
1.05395776 0.05582186 18.88 <.0001
WINPRESURE
0.00108920 0.00036769
2.96 0.0031
WINRH
-1.58464187 0.04235870 -37.41 <.0001
NH3 Stepwise
The STEPWISE Procedure
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Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: WINEF WINEF
Number of Observations Read
7604
Number of Observations Used
6193
Number of Observations with Missing Values
1411
Stepwise Selection: Step 1

Variable WINOUTTEMP Entered: R-Square = 0.4282 and C(p) = 478.0792

Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
1 311.42377 311.42377 4635.28 <.0001
Error
6191 415.94558
0.06719
Corrected Total
6192 727.36935

Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept
0.49223 0.00339 1416.36057 21081.3 <.0001
WINOUTTEMP
0.03931 0.00057743 311.42377 4635.28 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 1, 1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 2

Variable WINRH Entered: R-Square = 0.4470 and C(p) = 260.6863
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
2 325.11126 162.55563 2501.43 <.0001
Error
6190 402.25809
0.06499
Corrected Total
6192 727.36935
The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: WINEF WINEF
Stepwise Selection: Step 2
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Variable

Parameter Standard
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F

Intercept
-0.14898 0.04431 0.73470 11.31 0.0008
WINOUTTEMP
0.04737 0.00079395 231.28825 3559.09 <.0001
WINRH
0.00867 0.00059774 13.68748 210.62 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 1.9546, 7.8182
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 3
Variable WINPRESURE Entered: R-Square = 0.4688 and C(p) = 8.3535
Analysis of Variance

Source
Model

Sum of
Mean
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
3 340.97856 113.65952 1820.54 <.0001
Error
6189 386.39079
0.06243
Corrected Total
6192 727.36935

Variable

Parameter Standard
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F

Intercept
-5.57086 0.34286 16.48251 264.01 <.0001
WINOUTTEMP
0.04766 0.00077842 234.07710 3749.32 <.0001
WINPRESURE 0.00005209 0.00000327 15.86730 254.15 <.0001
WINRH
0.01119 0.00060672 21.23132 340.07 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 2.0961, 15.53
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 4

Variable WINBARNTEMP Entered: R-Square = 0.4692 and C(p) = 5.0000

The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: WINEF WINEF
Stepwise Selection: Step 4
Analysis of Variance
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Source
Model

Sum of
Mean
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
4
341.31256
85.32814 1367.70 <.0001
Error
6188 386.05679
0.06239
Corrected Total
6192 727.36935

Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept
-5.85335 0.36383 16.14748 258.82 <.0001
WINBARNTEMP 0.00768 0.00332 0.33400 5.35 0.0207
WINOUTTEMP
0.04600 0.00106 117.26288 1879.58 <.0001
WINPRESURE 0.00005345 0.00000332 16.18360 259.40 <.0001
WINRH
0.01179 0.00065929 19.94016 319.62 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 4.0297, 45.212
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------All variables left in the model are significant at the 0.1500 level.
No other variable met the 0.1500 significance level for entry into the model.
Summary of Stepwise Selection

Step Entered

Variable Variable
Removed
Label

1 WINOUTTEMP
2 WINRH
3 WINPRESURE
4 WINBARNTEMP

Number Partial Model
Vars In R-Square R-Square C(p) F Value Pr
>F

WINOUTTEMP
1 0.4282 0.4282 478.079 4635.28 <.0001
WINRH
2 0.0188 0.4470 260.686 210.62 <.0001
WINPRESURE
3 0.0218 0.4688 8.3535 254.15 <.0001
WINBARNTEMP
4 0.0005 0.4692 5.0000 5.35 0.0207

GLM NH3
The GLM Procedure
Number of Observations Read
Number of Observations Used

7604
6193

The GLM Procedure
Dependent Variable: WINEF WINEF

Source
Model

Sum of
DF
Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F
4 341.3125561 85.3281390 1367.70 <.0001
Error
6188 386.0567946
0.0623880
Corrected Total
6192 727.3693507
R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE WINEF Mean
0.469242 57.08196 0.249776 0.437574
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Source

DF

WINBARNTEMP
WINOUTTEMP
WINPRESURE
WINRH
Source

Mean Square F Value Pr > F

1 196.8707579 196.8707579 3155.59 <.0001
1 116.6826884 116.6826884 1870.28 <.0001
1
7.8189480
7.8189480 125.33 <.0001
1 19.9401618 19.9401618 319.62 <.0001
DF

WINBARNTEMP
WINOUTTEMP
WINPRESURE
WINRH

Type I SS

Type III SS

Mean Square F Value Pr > F

1

0.3339962
0.3339962
5.35 0.0207
1 117.2628801 117.2628801 1879.58 <.0001
1 16.1836033 16.1836033 259.40 <.0001
1 19.9401618 19.9401618 319.62 <.0001

Standard
Parameter
Estimate
Error t Value Pr > |t|
Intercept
-5.853353145 0.36383364 -16.09 <.0001
WINBARNTEMP 0.007680511 0.00331948
2.31 0.0207
WINOUTTEMP
0.045995652 0.00106093 43.35 <.0001
WINPRESURE
0.000053445 0.00000332 16.11 <.0001
WINRH
0.011786632 0.00065929 17.88 <.0001
PM10 Stepwise
The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: WINEF WINEF
Number of Observations Read
10755
Number of Observations Used
9535
Number of Observations with Missing Values
1220
Stepwise Selection: Step 1
Variable WINOUTTEMP Entered: R-Square = 0.0543 and C(p) = 6.6043
Analysis of Variance

Source
Model

Sum of
Mean
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
1 8471.48087 8471.48087 546.94 <.0001
Error
9533
147657
15.48900
Corrected Total
9534
156128

Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept
6.63043 0.04502
336031 21694.8 <.0001
WINOUTTEMP
0.16523
0.00707 8471.48087 546.94 <.0001
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Bounds on condition number: 1, 1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 2
Variable WINBARNTEMP Entered: R-Square = 0.0548 and C(p) = 3.0201
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
2 8557.93147 4278.96573 276.39 <.0001
Error
9532
147570
15.48155
Corrected Total
9534
156128
The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: WINEF WINEF
Stepwise Selection: Step 2

Variable

Parameter Standard
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F

Intercept
5.52005 0.47204 2117.09316 136.75 <.0001
WINBARNTEMP 0.08605 0.03641 86.45060 5.58 0.0181
WINOUTTEMP
0.14161 0.01224 2071.70519 133.82 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 3.0034, 12.014
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------All variables left in the model are significant at the 0.1500 level.
No other variable met the 0.1500 significance level for entry into the model.
Summary of Stepwise Selection

Step Entered

Variable Variable
Removed
Label

1 WINOUTTEMP
2 WINBARNTEMP

Number Partial Model
Vars In R-Square R-Square C(p) F Value Pr
>F

WINOUTTEMP
1 0.0543 0.0543 6.6043 546.94 <.0001
WINBARNTEMP
2 0.0006 0.0548 3.0201 5.58 0.0181

PM10 GLM
The GLM Procedure
Number of Observations Read
Number of Observations Used
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10755
9535

The GLM Procedure
Dependent Variable: WINEF WINEF

Source
Model

Sum of
DF
Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F
4
8589.2063
2147.3016 138.70 <.0001
Error
9530 147538.8976
15.4815
Corrected Total
9534 156128.1038
R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE WINEF Mean
0.055014 63.85826 3.934656 6.161546

Source
DF
Type I SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F
WINBARNTEMP
1 6486.226283 6486.226283 418.97 <.0001
WINOUTTEMP
1 2071.705185 2071.705185 133.82 <.0001
WININSETPT
0
0.000000
.
.
.
WINOUTSETPT
0
0.000000
.
.
.
WINPRESURE
1
27.549935
27.549935
1.78 0.1822
WINRH
1
3.724860
3.724860
0.24 0.6238

Source
DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F
WINBARNTEMP
0
0.000000
.
.
.
WINOUTTEMP
1 1944.675192 1944.675192 125.61 <.0001
WININSETPT
0
0.000000
.
.
.
WINOUTSETPT
0
0.000000
.
.
.
WINPRESURE
1
20.837316
20.837316
1.35 0.2460
WINRH
1
3.724860
3.724860
0.24 0.6238

Standard
Parameter
Estimate
Error t Value Pr > |t|
Intercept
10.23133902 B 4.78363774
2.14 0.0325
WINBARNTEMP
0.09148364 B 0.04054695
2.26 0.0241
WINOUTTEMP
0.14440543
0.01288448 11.21 <.0001
WININSETPT
0.00000000 B
.
.
.
WINOUTSETPT
0.00000000 B
.
.
.
WINPRESURE
-0.00005091
0.00004388 -1.16
0.2460
WINRH
0.00437700
0.00892336
0.49 0.6238
NOTE: The X'X matrix has been found to be singular, and a generalized inverse was used
to solve
the normal equations. Terms whose estimates are followed by the letter 'B' are not

PM2.5 Stepwise
The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
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Dependent Variable: WINEF WINEF
Number of Observations Read
Number of Observations Used

16466
16466

Stepwise Selection: Step 1
Variable WINBARNTEMP Entered: R-Square = 0.4997 and C(p) = 2521.409
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
1
231279
231279 16442.9 <.0001
Error
16464
231576
14.06561
Corrected Total
16465
462855
Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept
-7.22622 0.10648
64784 4605.85 <.0001
WINBARNTEMP 0.73618 0.00574
231279 16442.9 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 1, 1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 2
Variable WINOUTTEMP Entered: R-Square = 0.5334 and C(p) = 1243.691
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
2
246890
123445 9410.22 <.0001
Error
16463
215965
13.11821
Corrected Total
16465
462855
The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: WINEF WINEF
Stepwise Selection: Step 2
Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept -16.68258 0.29277
42593 3246.84 <.0001
WINBARNTEMP 1.48118 0.02230
57892 4413.13 <.0001
WINOUTTEMP
-0.34381 0.00997
15611 1190.03 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 16.172, 64.687
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 3
Variable WINPRESURE Entered: R-Square = 0.5451 and C(p) = 802.9357
Analysis of Variance

Source
Model

Sum of
Mean
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
252291
84097 6574.76 <.0001
Error
16462
210564
12.79091
Corrected Total
16465
462855
DF
3

Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept -110.90680 4.59445 7453.34678 582.71 <.0001
WINBARNTEMP 1.50925 0.02206
59877 4681.23 <.0001
WINOUTTEMP
-0.34642 0.00984
15847 1238.92 <.0001
WINPRESURE 0.00093050 0.00004528 5401.11050 422.26 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 16.234, 100.34
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 4
Variable WINRH Entered: R-Square = 0.5622 and C(p) = 154.3691
The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: WINEF WINEF
Stepwise Selection: Step 4
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
4
260228
65057 5285.07 <.0001
Error
16461
202628
12.30957
Corrected Total
16465
462855
Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept -187.13969 5.41558
14699 1194.10 <.0001
WINBARNTEMP 1.35783 0.02245
45044 3659.28 <.0001
WINOUTTEMP
-0.24681 0.01042 6903.79479 560.85 <.0001
WINPRESURE
0.00164 0.00005247
12019 976.40 <.0001
WINRH
0.08393 0.00331 7936.17823 644.72 <.0001
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Bounds on condition number: 18.845, 157.8
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 5
Variable WINOUTSETPT Entered: R-Square = 0.5662 and C(p) = 6.0000
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
5
262062
52412 4296.50 <.0001
Error
16460
200793
12.19887
Corrected Total
16465
462855

Variable

Parameter Standard
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F

Intercept -198.75986 5.47383
16084 1318.48 <.0001
WINBARNTEMP 1.55149 0.02736
39219 3214.97 <.0001
WINOUTTEMP
-0.15254 0.01291 1702.21591 139.54 <.0001
WINOUTSETPT 0.19602 0.01599 1834.33337 150.37 <.0001
WINPRESURE
0.00170 0.00005250
12859 1054.08 <.0001
WINRH
0.08687 0.00330 8456.42995 693.21 <.0001
The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: WINEF WINEF
Stepwise Selection: Step 5
Bounds on condition number: 37.852, 482
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------All variables left in the model are significant at the 0.1500 level.
No other variable met the 0.1500 significance level for entry into the model.
Summary of Stepwise Selection

Step Entered

Variable Variable
Removed
Label

1 WINBARNTEMP
2 WINOUTTEMP
3 WINPRESURE
4 WINRH
5 WINOUTSETPT

Number Partial Model
Vars In R-Square R-Square C(p) F Value Pr
>F

WINBARNTEMP
1 0.4997 0.4997 2521.41 16442.9
<.0001
WINOUTTEMP
2 0.0337 0.5334 1243.69 1190.03 <.0001
WINPRESURE
3 0.0117 0.5451 802.936 422.26 <.0001
WINRH
4 0.0171 0.5622 154.369 644.72 <.0001
WINOUTSETPT
5 0.0040 0.5662 6.0000 150.37 <.0001

PM2.5 GLM
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The GLM Procedure
Number of Observations Read
Number of Observations Used

16466
16466

The GLM Procedure
Dependent Variable: WINEF WINEF

Source
Model

Sum of
DF
Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F
5 262061.9543 52412.3909 4296.50 <.0001
Error
16460 200793.4226
12.1989
Corrected Total
16465 462855.3769
R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE WINEF Mean
0.566185 59.16920 3.492688 5.902883

Source
WINBARNTEMP
WINOUTTEMP
WINOUTSETPT
WINPRESURE
WINRH

Source

DF

Type I SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F
231279.2139 231279.2139 18959.1 <.0001
15611.1183 15611.1183 1279.72 <.0001
1
944.5958
944.5958 77.43 <.0001
1
5770.5964
5770.5964 473.04 <.0001
1
8456.4300
8456.4300 693.21 <.0001
1
1

DF

WINBARNTEMP
WINOUTTEMP
WINOUTSETPT
WINPRESURE
WINRH

Parameter

Type III SS

Mean Square F Value Pr > F

1 39218.97469 39218.97469 3214.97 <.0001
1 1702.21591 1702.21591 139.54 <.0001
1 1834.33337 1834.33337 150.37 <.0001
1 12858.52612 12858.52612 1054.08 <.0001
1 8456.42995 8456.42995 693.21 <.0001
Standard
Estimate
Error t Value Pr > |t|

Intercept
-198.7598583 5.47382739 -36.31 <.0001
WINBARNTEMP
1.5514898 0.02736281 56.70 <.0001
WINOUTTEMP
-0.1525352 0.01291286 -11.81 <.0001
WINOUTSETPT
0.1960187
0.01598520 12.26 <.0001
WINPRESURE
0.0017046 0.00005250 32.47 <.0001
WINRH
0.0868691 0.00329938 26.33 <.0001

Stepwise comparing the difference of PM2.5 vs NH3
The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
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Dependent Variable: WINEFPM25 WINEFPM25
Number of Observations Read
8920
Number of Observations Used
1433
Number of Observations with Missing Values
7487
Stepwise Selection: Step 1
Variable WINPRESURE Entered: R-Square = 0.2228 and C(p) = 198.6561
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
1 1102.74983 1102.74983 410.11 <.0001
Error
1431 3847.81086
2.68890
Corrected Total
1432 4950.56069
Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept 143.51194 6.92777 1153.88825 429.13 <.0001
WINPRESURE
-0.00139 0.00006852 1102.74983 410.11 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 1, 1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 2

Variable WINEFNH3 Entered: R-Square = 0.2525 and C(p) = 138.2795

Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
2 1250.20933 625.10466 241.57 <.0001
Error
1430 3700.35136
2.58766
Corrected Total
1432 4950.56069
The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: WINEFPM25 WINEFPM25
Stepwise Selection: Step 2
Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept 135.06347 6.88763 995.04522 384.54 <.0001
WINEFNH3
0.83338 0.11040 147.45950 56.99 <.0001
WINPRESURE
-0.00131 0.00006799 961.11908 371.42 <.0001
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Bounds on condition number: 1.0232, 4.0927
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 3

Variable WINOUTTEMP Entered: R-Square = 0.2858 and C(p) = 70.5318
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
3 1415.09427 471.69809 190.66 <.0001
Error
1429 3535.46641
2.47408
Corrected Total
1432 4950.56069
Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept
92.68271 8.50342 293.91722 118.80 <.0001
WINEFNH3
1.26493 0.12020 274.00936 110.75 <.0001
WINOUTTEMP
-0.13960 0.01710 164.88495 66.64 <.0001
WINPRESURE -0.00089164 0.00008396 279.01967 112.78 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 1.7379, 13.915
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 4

Variable WINOUTSETPT Entered: R-Square = 0.3184 and C(p) = 4.3045
The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: WINEFPM25 WINEFPM25
Stepwise Selection: Step 4
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
4 1576.38495 394.09624 166.79 <.0001
Error
1428 3374.17574
2.36287
Corrected Total
1432 4950.56069
Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept 131.31687 9.53540 448.12860 189.65 <.0001
WINEFNH3
1.37476 0.11821 319.56591 135.24 <.0001
WINOUTTEMP
-0.28255 0.02406 326.00514 137.97 <.0001
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WINOUTSETPT -0.59477 0.07199 161.29067 68.26 <.0001
WINPRESURE
-0.00119 0.00008975 416.85910 176.42 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 3.9491, 43.149
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All variables left in the model are significant at the 0.1500 level.
No other variable met the 0.1500 significance level for entry into the model.
Summary of Stepwise Selection

Step Entered

Variable Variable
Removed
Label

1 WINPRESURE
2 WINEFNH3
3 WINOUTTEMP
4 WINOUTSETPT

Number Partial Model
Vars In R-Square R-Square C(p) F Value Pr
>F

WINPRESURE
1 0.2228 0.2228 198.656 410.11 <.0001
WINEFNH3
2 0.0298 0.2525 138.279 56.99 <.0001
WINOUTTEMP
3 0.0333 0.2858 70.5318 66.64 <.0001
WINOUTSETPT
4 0.0326 0.3184 4.3045 68.26 <.0001
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GLM Comparing the difference of PM2.5 vs NH3
The GLM Procedure
Number of Observations Read
Number of Observations Used

8920
1433

The GLM Procedure
Dependent Variable: WINEFPM25 WINEFPM25

Source
Model

Sum of
DF
Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F
4 1576.384945 394.096236 166.79 <.0001
Error
1428 3374.175740
2.362868
Corrected Total
1432 4950.560685

R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE WINEFPM25 Mean
0.318426 47.75449 1.537162
3.218886
Source
WINEFNH3
WINOUTTEMP
WINOUTSETPT
WINPRESURE

Source
WINEFNH3
WINOUTTEMP
WINOUTSETPT
WINPRESURE

DF

Type I SS

1

Mean Square F Value Pr > F

289.0902505 289.0902505 122.35
846.9843515 846.9843515 358.46
1 23.4512395 23.4512395
9.92
1 416.8591036 416.8591036 176.42
1

<.0001
<.0001
0.0017
<.0001

DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F
1 319.5659066 319.5659066 135.24 <.0001
1 326.0051372 326.0051372 137.97 <.0001
1 161.2906720 161.2906720 68.26 <.0001
1 416.8591036 416.8591036 176.42 <.0001

Standard
Parameter
Estimate
Error t Value Pr > |t|
Intercept
131.3168707 9.53540049 13.77 <.0001
WINEFNH3
1.3747623 0.11821351 11.63 <.0001
WINOUTTEMP
-0.2825533 0.02405514 -11.75 <.0001
WINOUTSETPT
-0.5947682
0.07198846
-8.26 <.0001
WINPRESURE
-0.0011921 0.00008975 -13.28 <.0001
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C3: Spring stepwise and GLM
CH4 Stepwise
The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: SPGEF SPGEF
Number of Observations Read
9844
Number of Observations Used
9844
Stepwise Selection: Step 1
Variable SPGOUTTEMP Entered: R-Square = 0.3059 and C(p) = 230.5964
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
1
657668
657668 4338.02 <.0001
Error
9842
1492102 151.60552
Corrected Total
9843
2149769
Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept
-7.99812 0.43737
50698 334.41 <.0001
SPGOUTTEMP
1.52677 0.02318
657668 4338.02 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 1, 1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 2
Variable SPGRH Entered: R-Square = 0.3157 and C(p) = 91.2373
Analysis of Variance

Source
Model

Sum of
Mean
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
678612
339306 2269.72 <.0001
Error
9841
1471157 149.49265
Corrected Total
9843
2149769
DF
2

The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: SPGEF SPGEF
Stepwise Selection: Step 2
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Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept
0.57560 0.84457 69.43559 0.46 0.4956
SPGOUTTEMP
1.51992 0.02303
651363 4357.16 <.0001
SPGRH
-0.11685 0.00987
20944 140.10 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 1.0006, 4.0025
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 3
Variable SPGINSETPT Entered: R-Square = 0.3199 and C(p) = 31.2859
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
3
687791
229264 1543.08 <.0001
Error
9840
1461978 148.57502
Corrected Total
9843
2149769
Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept
4.55212 0.98228 3190.81686 21.48 <.0001
SPGOUTTEMP
1.02464 0.06706
34683 233.44 <.0001
SPGINSETPT
0.93429 0.11887 9178.98209 61.78 <.0001
SPGRH
-0.14352 0.01041
28239 190.07 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 8.6112, 54.814
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 4

Variable SPGPRESURE Entered: R-Square = 0.3219 and C(p) = 5.0000
The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: SPGEF SPGEF
Stepwise Selection: Step 4
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
4
691982
172996 1167.59 <.0001
Error
9839
1457787 148.16417
Corrected Total
9843
2149769
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Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept 162.66373 29.74509 4430.92111 29.91 <.0001
SPGOUTTEMP
0.95771 0.06814
29267 197.53 <.0001
SPGINSETPT
0.96740 0.11887 9814.04962 66.24 <.0001
SPGPRESURE
-0.00153 0.00028675 4190.95163 28.29 <.0001
SPGRH
-0.19138 0.01375
28706 193.74 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 8.8421, 85.559
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------All variables left in the model are significant at the 0.1500 level.
No other variable met the 0.1500 significance level for entry into the model.
Summary of Stepwise Selection

Step Entered

Variable Variable
Removed
Label

1 SPGOUTTEMP
2 SPGRH
3 SPGINSETPT
4 SPGPRESURE

Number Partial Model
Vars In R-Square R-Square C(p) F Value Pr
>F

SPGOUTTEMP
1 0.3059 0.3059 230.596 4338.02 <.0001
SPGRH
2 0.0097 0.3157 91.2373 140.10 <.0001
SPGINSETPT
3 0.0043 0.3199 31.2859 61.78 <.0001
SPGPRESURE
4 0.0019 0.3219 5.0000 28.29 <.0001

CH4 GLM
The GLM Procedure
Number of Observations Read
Number of Observations Used

9844
9844

The GLM Procedure
Dependent Variable: SPGEF SPGEF

Source
Model

Sum of
DF
Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F
4 691982.105 172995.526 1167.59 <.0001
Error
9839 1457787.249
148.164
Corrected Total
9843 2149769.354
R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE SPGEF Mean
0.321887 62.02530 12.17227 19.62468

Source
SPGOUTTEMP

DF
1

Type I SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F
657667.8156 657667.8156 4438.78 <.0001
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SPGINSETPT
SPGPRESURE
SPGRH
Source
SPGOUTTEMP
SPGINSETPT
SPGPRESURE
SPGRH

1
1
1

1884.2375
1884.2375 12.72 0.0004
3724.2231
3724.2231 25.14 <.0001
28705.8287
28705.8287 193.74 <.0001

DF

Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F
1 29266.78811 29266.78811 197.53 <.0001
1 9814.04962 9814.04962 66.24 <.0001
1 4190.95163 4190.95163 28.29 <.0001
1 28705.82870 28705.82870 193.74 <.0001

Standard
Parameter
Estimate
Error t Value Pr > |t|
Intercept
162.6637284 29.74509135
5.47 <.0001
SPGOUTTEMP
0.9577137 0.06814277 14.05 <.0001
SPGINSETPT
0.9674025 0.11886518
8.14 <.0001
SPGPRESURE
-0.0015251 0.00028675
-5.32 <.0001
SPGRH
-0.1913790 0.01374931 -13.92 <.0001

NH3 Stepwise
The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: SPGEF SPGEF
Number of Observations Read
Number of Observations Used

7604
7604

Stepwise Selection: Step 1
Variable SPGOUTTEMP Entered: R-Square = 0.2576 and C(p) = 676.6854
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
1
321674
321674 2638.16 <.0001
Error
7602
926921 121.93114
Corrected Total
7603
1248594
Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept
-3.77161 0.43005 9378.35459 76.92 <.0001
SPGOUTTEMP
1.18781 0.02313
321674 2638.16 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 1, 1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 2
Variable SPGPRESURE Entered: R-Square = 0.2805 and C(p) = 423.1891
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Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
2
350287
175144 1481.97 <.0001
Error
7601
898307 118.18274
Corrected Total
7603
1248594
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The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: SPGEF SPGEF
Stepwise Selection: Step 2
Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept 348.45612 22.64077
27994 236.87 <.0001
SPGOUTTEMP
1.04196 0.02462
211649 1790.86 <.0001
SPGPRESURE
-0.00347 0.00022325
28613 242.11 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 1.1695, 4.678
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 3
Variable SPGRH Entered: R-Square = 0.3183 and C(p) = 4.7768
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
3
397370
132457 1182.61 <.0001
Error
7600
851224 112.00320
Corrected Total
7603
1248594
Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept 746.38617 29.36818
72344 645.91 <.0001
SPGOUTTEMP
0.93593 0.02452
163169 1456.83 <.0001
SPGPRESURE
-0.00720 0.00028340
72351 645.97 <.0001
SPGRH
-0.27816 0.01357
47083 420.37 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 1.9886, 14.776
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------All variables left in the model are significant at the 0.1500 level.
No other variable met the 0.1500 significance level for entry into the model.
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The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: SPGEF SPGEF

Step Entered

Summary of Stepwise Selection
Variable Variable
Number Partial Model
Removed
Label
Vars In R-Square R-Square C(p) F Value Pr
>F

1 SPGOUTTEMP
2 SPGPRESURE
3 SPGRH

SPGOUTTEMP
SPGPRESURE
SPGRH
3

1 0.2576 0.2576 676.685 2638.16 <.0001
2 0.0229 0.2805 423.189 242.11 <.0001
0.0377 0.3183 4.7768 420.37 <.0001

NH3 GLM
The GLM Procedure
Number of Observations Read
Number of Observations Used

7604
7604

The GLM Procedure
Dependent Variable: SPGEF SPGEF

Source
Model

Sum of
DF
Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F
3 397369.992 132456.664 1182.61 <.0001
Error
7600 851224.332
112.003
Corrected Total
7603 1248594.324
R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE SPGEF Mean
0.318254 61.04069 10.58316 17.33787

Source
SPGOUTTEMP
SPGPRESURE
SPGRH

DF

Source
SPGOUTTEMP
SPGPRESURE
SPGRH

DF

1
1

Type I SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F
321673.8024 321673.8024 2872.01 <.0001
28613.4819 28613.4819 255.47 <.0001
47082.7079 47082.7079 420.37 <.0001

1
1

Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F
163169.3350 163169.3350 1456.83 <.0001
72350.7137 72350.7137 645.97 <.0001
47082.7079 47082.7079 420.37 <.0001

1

1

Standard
Parameter
Estimate
Error t Value Pr > |t|
Intercept
746.3861701 29.36817917 25.41 <.0001
SPGOUTTEMP
0.9359255 0.02452095 38.17 <.0001
SPGPRESURE
-0.0072028 0.00028340 -25.42 <.0001
SPGRH
-0.2781644 0.01356707 -20.50 <.0001
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PM10 Stepwise
The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: SPGEF SPGEF
Number of Observations Read
10755
Number of Observations Used
10755
Stepwise Selection: Step 1
Variable SPGBARNTEMP Entered: R-Square = 0.3362 and C(p) = 2461.818
Analysis of Variance

Source
Model

Sum of
Mean
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
206109
206109 5444.99 <.0001
Error
10753
407033
37.85298
Corrected Total
10754
613142
DF
1

Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept -16.77051 0.40594
64607 1706.78 <.0001
SPGBARNTEMP 1.41088
0.01912
206109 5444.99 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 1, 1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 2
Variable SPGPRESURE Entered: R-Square = 0.4532 and C(p) = 134.1024
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
2
277878
138939 4455.81 <.0001
Error
10752
335264
31.18155
Corrected Total
10754
613142
The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: SPGEF SPGEF
Stepwise Selection: Step 2
Parameter
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Standard

Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept -474.32430 9.54435
77012 2469.78 <.0001
SPGBARNTEMP 1.62632 0.01793
256673 8231.57 <.0001
SPGPRESURE
0.00450 0.00009377
71769 2301.65 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 1.067, 4.2679
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 3
Variable SPGRH Entered: R-Square = 0.4561 and C(p) = 78.1983
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
3
279662
93221 3005.32 <.0001
Error
10751
333480
31.01854
Corrected Total
10754
613142
Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept -534.38108 12.38296
57766 1862.31 <.0001
SPGBARNTEMP 1.64377 0.01803
257936 8315.55 <.0001
SPGPRESURE
0.00506 0.00011921
55865 1801.01 <.0001
SPGRH
0.04384 0.00578 1783.78753 57.51 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 1.7337, 13.345
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 4
Variable SPGOUTSETPT Entered: R-Square = 0.4599 and C(p) = 5.0000
The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: SPGEF SPGEF
Stepwise Selection: Step 4
Analysis of Variance

Source
Model

Sum of
Mean
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
281979
70495 2288.35 <.0001
Error
10750
331164
30.80593
Corrected Total
10754
613142
DF
4

Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept -551.40063 12.49555
59987 1947.26 <.0001
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SPGBARNTEMP 1.23356 0.05060
18307 594.28 <.0001
SPGOUTSETPT -0.25887 0.02985 2316.55477 75.20 <.0001
SPGPRESURE
0.00529 0.00012170
58163 1888.05 <.0001
SPGRH
0.06097 0.00609 3087.38675 100.22 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 8.9088, 84.623
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All variables left in the model are significant at the 0.1500 level.
No other variable met the 0.1500 significance level for entry into the model.

Step Entered

Summary of Stepwise Selection
Variable Variable
Number Partial Model
Removed
Label
Vars In R-Square R-Square C(p) F Value Pr
>F

1 SPGBARNTEMP
2 SPGPRESURE
3 SPGRH
4 SPGOUTSETPT

SPGBARNTEMP
1 0.3362 0.3362 2461.82 5444.99 <.0001
SPGPRESURE
2 0.1171 0.4532 134.102 2301.65 <.0001
SPGRH
3 0.0029 0.4561 78.1983 57.51 <.0001
SPGOUTSETPT
4 0.0038 0.4599 5.0000 75.20 <.0001

PM10 GLM
The GLM Procedure
Number of Observations Read
Number of Observations Used

10755
10755

The GLM Procedure
Dependent Variable: SPGEF SPGEF

Source
Model

Sum of
DF
Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F
4 281978.6091 70494.6523 2288.35 <.0001
Error
10750 331163.7314
30.8059
Corrected Total
10754 613142.3405
R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE SPGEF Mean
0.459891 43.15275 5.550309 12.86201

Source
SPGBARNTEMP
SPGOUTSETPT
SPGPRESURE
SPGRH
Source

DF

Type I SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F
206109.2084 206109.2084 6690.57 <.0001
1
829.7734
829.7734 26.94 <.0001
1 71952.2406 71952.2406 2335.66 <.0001
1
3087.3867
3087.3867 100.22 <.0001
1

DF

Type III SS
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Mean Square F Value Pr > F

SPGBARNTEMP
SPGOUTSETPT
SPGPRESURE
SPGRH

1
1

18307.36452 18307.36452 594.28 <.0001
2316.55477 2316.55477 75.20 <.0001
1 58163.18940 58163.18940 1888.05 <.0001
1 3087.38675 3087.38675 100.22 <.0001

Standard
Parameter
Estimate
Error t Value Pr > |t|
Intercept
-551.4006271 12.49555010 -44.13 <.0001
SPGBARNTEMP
1.2335557
0.05060146 24.38 <.0001
SPGOUTSETPT
-0.2588724 0.02985256
-8.67 <.0001
SPGPRESURE
0.0052879 0.00012170 43.45 <.0001
SPGRH
0.0609737 0.00609066 10.01 <.0001

PM2.5 Stepwise
The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: SPGEF SPGEF
Number of Observations Read
16466
Number of Observations Used
10756
Number of Observations with Missing Values
5710
Stepwise Selection: Step 1
Variable SPGINSETPT Entered: R-Square = 0.4382 and C(p) = 3204.491
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
1
147190
147190 8389.40 <.0001
Error
10754
188677
17.54478
Corrected Total
10755
335867

Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept
-1.33678 0.10769 2703.64965 154.10 <.0001
SPGINSETPT
1.19219 0.01302
147190 8389.40 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 1, 1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 2
Variable SPGPRESURE Entered: R-Square = 0.4972 and C(p) = 1742.602
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
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Source
Model

DF
2

Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
166980
83490 5315.82 <.0001
Error
10753
168886
15.70598
Corrected Total
10755
335867
The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: SPGEF SPGEF
Stepwise Selection: Step 2

Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept -240.08348 6.72659
20008 1273.90 <.0001
SPGINSETPT
1.30539 0.01272
165379 10529.7 <.0001
SPGPRESURE
0.00236 0.00006654
19790 1260.04 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 1.0671, 4.2682
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 3
Variable SPGRH Entered: R-Square = 0.5664 and C(p) = 25.6530
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
3
190219
63406 4680.76 <.0001
Error
10752
145648
13.54614
Corrected Total
10755
335867
Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept -456.02959 8.13683
42549 3141.06 <.0001
SPGINSETPT
1.36841 0.01191
178768 13197.0 <.0001
SPGPRESURE
0.00439 0.00007878
41983 3099.25 <.0001
SPGRH
0.15824 0.00382
23238 1715.49 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 1.734, 13.347
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 4
Variable SPGOUTSETPT Entered: R-Square = 0.5673 and C(p) = 5.0000
The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: SPGEF SPGEF
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Stepwise Selection: Step 4
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
4
190525
47631 3523.30 <.0001
Error
10751
145342
13.51891
Corrected Total
10755
335867
Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept -464.19802 8.30785
42206 3121.97 <.0001
SPGINSETPT
1.21932 0.03351
17901 1324.15 <.0001
SPGOUTSETPT -0.09409 0.01977 306.24364 22.65 <.0001
SPGPRESURE
0.00447 0.00008061
41545 3073.09 <.0001
SPGRH
0.16447 0.00403
22462 1661.55 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 8.9029, 84.58
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------All variables left in the model are significant at the 0.1500 level.
No other variable met the 0.1500 significance level for entry into the model.
Summary of Stepwise Selection

Step Entered

Variable Variable
Removed
Label

1 SPGINSETPT
2 SPGPRESURE
3 SPGRH
4 SPGOUTSETPT

Number Partial Model
Vars In R-Square R-Square C(p) F Value Pr
>F

SPGINSETPT
1 0.4382 0.4382 3204.49 8389.40 <.0001
SPGPRESURE
2 0.0589 0.4972 1742.60 1260.04 <.0001
SPGRH
3 0.0692 0.5664 25.6530 1715.49 <.0001
SPGOUTSETPT
4 0.0009 0.5673 5.0000 22.65 <.0001

PM2.5 GLM
The GLM Procedure
Number of Observations Read
Number of Observations Used

16466
10756

The GLM Procedure
Dependent Variable: SPGEF SPGEF

Source
Model

Sum of
DF
Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F
4 190524.9261 47631.2315 3523.30 <.0001
Error
10751 145341.8441
13.5189
Corrected Total
10755 335866.7702
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R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE SPGEF Mean
0.567263 47.09901 3.676808 7.806549
Source
SPGINSETPT
SPGOUTSETPT
SPGPRESURE
SPGRH

DF
1

Type I SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F
147190.1628 147190.1628 10887.7 <.0001
1
1185.9955
1185.9955 87.73 <.0001
1 19686.3547 19686.3547 1456.21 <.0001
1 22462.4131 22462.4131 1661.55 <.0001

Source
SPGINSETPT
SPGOUTSETPT
SPGPRESURE
SPGRH

DF Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F
1 17901.07510 17901.07510 1324.15 <.0001
1
306.24364
306.24364 22.65 <.0001
1 41544.90092 41544.90092 3073.09 <.0001
1 22462.41312 22462.41312 1661.55 <.0001

Standard
Parameter
Estimate
Error t Value Pr > |t|
Intercept
-464.1980188 8.30784960 -55.87 <.0001
SPGINSETPT
1.2193206 0.03350806 36.39 <.0001
SPGOUTSETPT
-0.0940930 0.01976946
-4.76 <.0001
SPGPRESURE
0.0044689 0.00008061 55.44 <.0001
SPGRH
0.1644689 0.00403484 40.76 <.0001

Stepwise comparing the difference between PM2.5 vs NH3
The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: SPGEF SPGEF
Number of Observations Read
Number of Observations Used

8920
8920

Stepwise Selection: Step 1
Variable SPGBARNTEMP Entered: R-Square = 0.4375 and C(p) = 2781.089
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
1
116809
116809 6936.79 <.0001
Error
8918
150171
16.83914
Corrected Total
8919
266981

Variable

Parameter Standard
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
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Intercept -16.68693
0.29230
54881 3259.15 <.0001
SPGBARNTEMP 1.15738 0.01390
116809 6936.79 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 1, 1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 2
Variable SPGPRESURE Entered: R-Square = 0.5028 and C(p) = 1426.472
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
2
134226
67113 4507.92 <.0001
Error
8917
132755
14.88782
Corrected Total
8919
266981

The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: SPGEF SPGEF
Stepwise Selection: Step 2
Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept -262.79857 7.20080
19830 1331.94 <.0001
SPGBARNTEMP 1.30023 0.01372
133758 8984.37 <.0001
SPGPRESURE
0.00241 0.00007056
17417 1169.86 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 1.1022, 4.4087
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 3
Variable SPGRH25 Entered: R-Square = 0.5659 and C(p) = 115.6522
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Source
DF
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
Model
3
151081
50360 3874.12 <.0001
Error
8916
115900
12.99913
Corrected Total
8919
266981

Variable
Intercept

Parameter Standard
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
-467.18254

8.80291
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36613 2816.57 <.0001

SPGBARNTEMP 1.36281 0.01294
144291 11100.0 <.0001
SPGPRESURE
0.00432 0.00008463
33933 2610.41 <.0001
SPGRH25
0.14471 0.00402
16854 1296.58 <.0001
Bounds on condition number: 1.8162, 13.799
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Selection: Step 4
Variable SPGEFNH3 Entered: R-Square = 0.5713 and C(p) = 5.0171
The STEPWISE Procedure
Model: MODEL1
Dependent Variable: SPGEF SPGEF
Stepwise Selection: Step 4
Analysis of Variance
Sum of
Mean
Squares
Square F Value Pr > F
152527
38132 2970.13 <.0001
Error
8915
114454
12.83838
Corrected Total
8919
266981
Parameter Standard
Variable
Estimate
Error Type II SS F Value Pr > F
Intercept -472.88070 8.76477
37371 2910.86 <.0001
SPGBARNTEMP 1.28122 0.01498
93936 7316.80 <.0001
SPGPRESURE
0.00438 0.00008429
34718 2704.26 <.0001
SPGRH25
0.15493 0.00411
18258 1422.13 <.0001
SPGEFNH3
0.03350 0.00316 1446.04968 112.63 <.0001
Source
Model

DF
4

Bounds on condition number: 1.8242, 26.306
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------All variables left in the model are significant at the 0.1500 level.
No other variable met the 0.1500 significance level for entry into the model.
Summary of Stepwise Selection

Step Entered

Variable Variable
Removed
Label

1 SPGBARNTEMP
2 SPGPRESURE
3 SPGRH25
4 SPGEFNH3

Number Partial Model
Vars In R-Square R-Square C(p) F Value Pr
>F

SPGBARNTEMP
1 0.4375 0.4375 2781.09 6936.79 <.0001
SPGPRESURE
2 0.0652 0.5028 1426.47 1169.86 <.0001
SPGRH25
3 0.0631 0.5659 115.652 1296.58 <.0001
SPGEFNH3
4 0.0054 0.5713 5.0171 112.63 <.0001
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GLM comparing the difference between PM2.5 vs NH3
The GLM Procedure
Number of Observations Read
Number of Observations Used
The GLM Procedure

Source
Model

8920
8920

Dependent Variable: SPGEF SPGEF
Sum of
DF
Squares Mean Square F Value Pr > F
4 152526.7286 38131.6821 2970.13 <.0001
Error
8915 114454.1779
12.8384
Corrected Total
8919 266980.9065
R-Square Coeff Var Root MSE SPGEF Mean
0.571302 48.50333 3.583069 7.387263

Source
SPGBARNTEMP
SPGPRESURE
SPGRH25
SPGEFNH3

DF

Type I SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F
116809.4922 116809.4922 9098.46 <.0001
17416.7374 17416.7374 1356.61 <.0001
1 16854.4493 16854.4493 1312.82 <.0001
1
1446.0497
1446.0497 112.63 <.0001

Source
SPGBARNTEMP
SPGPRESURE
SPGRH25
SPGEFNH3

DF

1
1

Type III SS Mean Square F Value Pr > F
1 93935.81559 93935.81559 7316.80 <.0001
1 34718.30855 34718.30855 2704.26 <.0001
1 18257.79278 18257.79278 1422.13 <.0001
1 1446.04968 1446.04968 112.63 <.0001

Standard
Parameter
Estimate
Error t Value Pr > |t|
Intercept
-472.8807039 8.76477119 -53.95 <.0001
SPGBARNTEMP
1.2812219 0.01497835 85.54 <.0001
SPGPRESURE
0.0043834 0.00008429 52.00 <.0001
SPGRH25
0.1549325
0.00410841 37.71 <.0001
SPGEFNH3
0.0335000 0.00315651 10.61 <.0001
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APPENDIX D: MECHANISTIC MODEL INPUTS
D1: IFSM
Animal and Feed Information
Herd/Facilities
Herd
Animal Type
Target Milk Production
First lactation animals
Calving Strategy
Number of lactating animals
Young stock over one year
Young stock under one year
Animal Facilities
Milking center
Cow housing
Heifer housing
Feed Facility
Labor for milking and animal handling
Feeding
Feeding Method
Grain
Silage
Hay
Ration Constituents
Minimum dry hay in cow ration

Holstein
8791 liters/cow/year
35 %
Year round
168
241
66
Pipeline System
Free stall barn, mechanically
ventilated
Free stall barn, mechanically
ventilated
None
5 min/cow/day

Hand Feeding
Hand Feeding
Hand-fed

Phosphorus feeding level
Protein feeding level
Relative forage to grain ratio
low
Crude protein supplement
User defined feed
Undegradable protein / full fat seed
supplement
User defined feed
Energy supplement
Grain
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0 %
% of NRC recom100 mendation
% of NRC recom100 mendation

Feed Characteristics - User Defined
Feed
Crude protein
Degradable protein
Acid detergent insoluble protein
Net energy of lactation
Total digestible nutrients
Neutral detergent fiber
Phosphorus
Potassium
Feeding limit

16
70
5
1.51
70
40
0.3
1.5
18

% DM
% CP
% CP
Mcal/kg DM
% DM
% DM
% DM
% DM
kg DM/cow/day

Manure Information
Handling
Collection and Hauling
Manure collection method
Manure type
Incorporated by tillage
Average manure hauling distance
Storage
Period
Bedding
Type of bedding used
Amount of bedding per mature animal

Scraper with slurry pump
Slurry (8-10% DM)
No incorporation
1 km
No storage (daily haul)
Straw
1.36 kg/day

Storage Information - Use 250 frm values
Storage Structures
Silos
High Quality Forage (1)
High Quality forage (2)
Grain Crop Silage (1)
Grain Crop Silage (2)
Dry Hay

423
423
423
423
200
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t DM
t DM
t DM
t DM
t DM

D2: Dairy Greenhouse Gas Model
Feed Information
Feeds
Primary Feeds
High quality silage
High quality hay
Corn silage
High moisture grain
Supplemental Feeds
Crude Protein Supplement - User defined feed
Crude Protein
Degradable protein
Acid detergent insoluble protein
Net energy of lactation
Neutral detergent fiber

423
200
423
0

t DM
t DM
t DM
t DM

16
70
5
1.51
40

% DM
% CP
% CP
Mcal/kg DM
% DM
Kg
0 DM/cow/day

Max fed
Animal Information
Heard/Facilities
Herd
Animal type
Number of lactating animals
Young stock over one year old
Young stock under one year old
First lactation animals
Target milk production
Facilities
Cow housing
Heifer housing

Holstein
168
241
66
35 %
8791 litres/cow/year
Free stall barn, mechanically ventilated
Free stall barn, mechanically ventilated
Manure Information

Handling
Collection and Hauling
Manure collection method
Field application method

Scraper with slurry pump
Broadcast spreading
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Manure type
Manure incorporated by tillage
Storage
Method
Bedding
Type of bedding used
Amount of beddding per mature animal

Slurry (8-10% DM)
No incorporation
Short term (daily haul)
Straw
1.36 kg/day
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D3: HOLOS Model
Parameter

Value

Units

Farm
Information
Farm Name
Farm Year
Ecodistrict
Province

Claynook
2013
560
Ontario
Livestock

Dairy Scenario Picker
# Cows
Month Lactation Begins
Length of Dry period (months)
Crude Protein (kg/kg)
Total Digestible Nutrients (%)
Dry - Crude Protein (kg/kg)
Dry - Total Digestible Nutrients (%)
Milk Production (kg/day/cow)
Milk Fat (%)
Feed Additives
Manure Handling
Cow Calf Scenario Picker
Choose a Scenario
# Cows
Calf Crop %
Grazing Area
Pasture Quality
Winter Feed
Feed Additives in Winter
# Bulls
Are bulls on farm for breeding period only?

168
Jan
2
0.16
70
0.1
60
24.1
3.71
None
Solid Storage
Cattle fed over winter, spring calving, calves sold
at 7 months
265
95
Housed in Barn
Medium
Low
None
42
No
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APPENDIX E: PARTICLE SETTLING CALCULATIONS

Winter
PM10

Spring
PM2.5

PM10

PM2.5

Fluid Velocity x-plane

(m/s)

0.45

0.45

1.45

1.45

Fluid Velocity z-plane

(m/s)

0

0

0

0

Gravity

(m/s2)

9.81

9.81

9.81

9.81

Diameter of Particle

(m)

1.00E-05

2.50E-06

1.00E-05

2.50E-06

Density of Particle

(kg/m3)

165.6

165.6

165.6

165.6

Visocity of the fluid

(kg/m s)

1.78E-05

1.78E-05

1.82E-05

1.82E-05

Pressure

(kg/m s2)

100500

100500

100700

100700

Density of Moist Air

(kg/m3)

1.22E+00

1.22E+00

1.19E+00

1.19E+00

time

(s)

1.00E-05

1.00E-05

1.00E-05

1.00E-05

5.00E-05

5.00E-05

5.00E-05

5.00E-05

1.00E-04

1.00E-04

1.00E-04

1.00E-04

5.00E-04

5.00E-04

5.00E-04

5.00E-04

1.00E-03

1.00E-03

1.00E-03

1.00E-03

5.00E-03

5.00E-03

5.00E-03

5.00E-03

Assumed no z-plane fluid
velocity

Mean free path (λ) (m)
Winter

6.38391E-08

Spring

6.60256E-08
Knudsen Number(Kn)

Winter
PM10
Winter
PM2.5
Spring
PM10
Spring
PM2.5

6.38E-03

6.60E-03
2.64E-02
(1+Kn[2.514+0.8exp(-0.55/Kn)])
1.016
1.064

Spring

Match up with literature!

1.017
1.066
Relaxation Time (τ) (s/m)

Winter
PM10
Winter
PM2.5

(λ/Dp)
All in the continum regime, Newtonian Flow, Turbulaent
flow since, Kn<0.1

2.55E-02

Slip Factor (Cc)
Winter
PM10
Winter
PM2.5
Spring
PM10
Spring
PM2.5

(µ/0.499)(π/8)^(1/2))/(P*ρ)^(1/2)

5.25E-05
3.44E-06
5.14E-05
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((Dp^2)*ρp*Cc/(18*µ))

PM10
Spring
PM2.5

Winter PM10

Winter PM2.5

Spring PM10

Spring PM2.5

Winter PM10

Winter PM2.5

3.37E-06
Particle Velocity (Vx)
(m/s)

1.00E-06

8.49E-03

5.00E-06

4.09E-02

1.00E-05

7.80E-02

5.00E-05

2.76E-01

1.00E-04

3.83E-01

5.00E-04

4.50E-01

1.00E-06

1.14E-01

5.00E-06

3.45E-01

1.00E-05

4.25E-01

5.00E-05

4.50E-01

1.00E-04

4.50E-01

5.00E-04

4.50E-01

1.00E-06

2.79E-02

5.00E-06

1.34E-01

1.00E-05

2.56E-01

5.00E-05

9.02E-01

1.00E-04

1.24E+00

5.00E-04

1.45E+00

1.00E-06

3.72E-01

5.00E-06

1.12E+00

1.00E-05

1.38E+00

5.00E-05

1.45E+00

1.00E-04

1.45E+00

5.00E-04

1.45E+00
Particle Settling Distance
(Xt) (m)

1.00E+00

4.50E-01

2.00E+00

9.00E-01

3.00E+00

1.35E+00

4.00E+00

1.80E+00

5.00E+00

2.25E+00

6.00E+00

2.70E+00

1.00E+00

4.50E-01

2.00E+00

9.00E-01

3.00E+00

1.35E+00

4.00E+00

1.80E+00

5.00E+00

2.25E+00
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(Ux+(vxo-Ux)exp(-t/τ))

(Ux*t+τ(vxo-Ux)(1-exp(-t/τ))

Spring PM10

Spring PM2.5

6.00E+00

2.70E+00

1.00E+00

1.45E+00

2.00E+00

2.90E+00

3.00E+00

4.35E+00

4.00E+00

5.80E+00

5.00E+00

7.25E+00

6.00E+00

8.70E+00

1.00E+00

1.45E+00

2.00E+00

2.90E+00

3.00E+00

4.35E+00

4.00E+00

5.80E+00

5.00E+00

7.25E+00

6.00E+00

8.70E+00
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